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Suck, little wretch, whilst yet thy mother lives,
Suck the last drop her fainting bosom gives;
She dies, her tenderness out-lasts her breath,
And her fond love is provident in death,

Wess.

Tue

exquisite and pathetic fittle picture of

maternal tenderness

exhibited in the motto

of

this sketch, is a lively proof of that intensity of
feeling which binds our race in gentleness
together.
The same sweet sensations that
glow through the closer ties of society, which
pant in the bosom of the husband and the
நய

ரா.

B
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father, pervade likewise the whole mass of
being; and, though weaker in proportion to
the distance of propinguity,

yet cannot he be

called wretched who receives, or communicates
the smallest portion of their influence.
From
the impassioned feelings of the mother, to him

who stands joyless on the verge of apathy, the
tide of affection flows in a long and. devious
Clear, full, and vehement it descends
course.
into the vale of life, where, after a short time,
becoming tranquil and serene, it separates into
many branches; and these, again dividing,
wander ina thousand streams, dispensing, as
they move along, the sweets of health and hapThat no felicity exists independent of
piness.
a susceptibility for these emotions is a certain
fact;

cold

for

to the

heart of him who

hath been

to filial or fraternal duty, the soothing

ever be
charm of friendship and of love will

that to be
unknown. _ It is, therefore, evident,

»consult the wellhappy, man must invariably
he must
being of others; to his fellow-creatures

enjoys; it 1s @
attribute the bliss which he
exertion of his
reward proportional to the

philanthropy.

Abstract the man of virtue and

and you cut off the
benevolence from society,
has no proper
prime source of his happiness, he

3
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object on which to place his affection or exercise his humanity, the sudden rapture of the
grateful heart, the tender tones of friendship,
‘and the melting sweetness of expressive love,
no longer thrill upon his ear, or swell his soft-

ened soul; all is an aching void, a cheerless,
and almost unproductive waste; yet even in
this situation, barren

as it is, where none

are

found.to pour the balm of pity, or listen to the
plaint of sorrow,

even here some enjoyment is

derived from letting loose our affections upon
inanimate nature.

‘* Were I in a desert,” says

Sterne, “JI-would find something in it to call
forth my affections.
If I could not do better
I would fasten them upon some sweet myrtle,
or seek some melancholy cypress to connect
myself to. I would court their shade, and

greet them
would

cut

they were

kindly
my

for their protection.

name upon

the loveliest

them,

trees

desert.
If their leaves
teach myself to mourn;

and

I

swear

throughout the

withered,
and when

joiced, I would rejoice with them.”

I would
they re-

That man was formed for society, seems
a
truth so well established, and the benefits arisi
ng

from

such an பட்ட

sO apparent,

that few

4
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would ever suppose it to have been doubted;
yet have there been philosophers whom hypothesis,

or the

love of eccentricity, has led to

prefer that period,
. When

wild in woods, the noble savage ran.

An election so absurd,
refutation;

every

merits not a serious

day’s experience

must con-

vince the man of observation, that our happiness depends upon the cultivation of our social

duties,

upon

the nurture of

humanity

and

benevolence,. that our crimes are nearly in.
proportion to the rupture of domestic harmony,
and that the flagitious deeds which glare upon
conus with’ so horrid an. aspect, are often the
14)
sequences Pindirect deviation fromthe still
He, who has
small voice of duty and of love.

of the
been accustomed to despise the feelings

will not often
son, the husband, and the friend,

of intebe found proof against the allurements

He, who, éunless driven by
rest and of vice.
up his daring arm
hunger and despair, lifts
life of his fellow
to arrest the property © r the
sensations which
creature, never felt those soft
of being beloved,
arise from the consciousne ss
wrete hed who has this
ed
call
be
man
no
let
for
be called poor who has
in reserve, let no man
a friend to consult.

NO.
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Nor is social happiness Jess injured

by that

semblance of sensibility which it has become
of late but too common to assume, for if we
trust. to the assertions of all those, who think
proper to claim its possession, how common,

how widely

diffused among the sons of men,

must this best and sweetest of the gifts of
nature and education be; and yet, alas! when

he whose heart hath ever melted at the sufferings of disress, whose liberality hath ever been

poured out upon the children of penury, whose
friendship and whose love hath been permanent
and pure, when he shall step forward in the
world, solicitous to extend. the sphere of his
benevolence, solicitous to claim kindred with
those of a congenial temper, with 1

conversation

or compositions

had :impressed

him in. their favour, how will he stand aghast,
how will. his heart sink within him, when,

instead of sympathy and of charity, of social
and of domestic ‘feeling, he shall find apathy
and avarice, find extortion and cruelty.

That this ‘ not an overcharged picture, I
am well convinced.
There are many; whose
writings breathe

with whom.

the very

soul

of sensibility,

the slightest impulse of pity

and

oF

ee
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distress

ought to operate,

NO. XX

and yet, unhappily

for virtue, their compositions and their lives,
their sentiments and their actions, correspond
There are many, also, from whom the
not.

delineations of elegant distress, the struggles of |
disastrous love, or the plaintive sorrows ‘of |
deluded innocence, will not fail to elicit the
‘tear

of sympathy ; but when

objects of real

distress, when sickness and when poverty, when

pain and when decrepitude present themselves,
they shudder at the sight, they pass on, they
are
fly the wretched mourner.

It should, therefore, be a principle carly

inculcated into the minds of our youth, that to
o be beloved, and that our enjoybe happys i
iD
ment will be commensurate to our efforts

relieving the distress and the misery of others.
Were

this the case, how much of that wanton

as
and pernicious cruelty would be avoided,
as of
frequently the disgrace of” manhood
Were our children taught to
boyish years.

and of esteem for
- nourish sentiments of lave

affection by
those around them, to elicit their
power, to a
-éach amiable exertion in their
and give succour
how

often would

to the sick and the 9111101609

the tear

of rapture

fill their

ND
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eyes, how would the sweet sensation© dwell
their increas| et their hearts, and | grow pei
2

:

> ‘Oh, Chicka! our

eles

fe pines s pride,

_ Thou friend to him who knows no friend beside,
s breath, or the sweet gale.
Is there a பட

A

That steals o’er the tir’d pilgrim of the vale,.
Cheering wail’ fragrance fresh his weary frame,
Aught luke the incense of thy holy flame ?

ம். Is sot’ in all the beauties that adorn

| The azare Heaven, or purple light of morn?
Is aught so fair in evening’s ling’ring gleam.
் ் As from thine eye the meek and pensive beam,

P- That. falls, like saddest moonlight en the hill
And: distant grove, when the wide world is still?

B

VLES.

ty has been aptly compared to a heap
of embers,

which, when

separated,

soon Jan-

guish, darken, .and expire, but, if placed
together, glow with a ruddy and: intense heat,
a just emblem of the strength,

the happiness,

and the security derived from the union of
mankind.
The savage, who never knew the
blessings of combination, and he, who quits
society from apathy or. misanthropic spleen,
are like the
ae ember, dark, dead and
4

8
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useless, they neither give nor receive heat,
neither love or are beloved. .To what acts of

heroism and virtue, in every age and nation,

has not the impetus of affection given rise?|
To what gloomy misery, despair, and even
suicide, has not the desertion of society led?
How often in the busy haunts of men, are all
our noblest, and gentlest virtues called forth?

|
|
|
|

And how, in the bosom of the recluse, do all |

the soft emotions

languish,

and

grow

faint?

Not that the author of these Sketghes is a foe
to retirement, he has elsewhere confessed him-

self its friend, he speaks but of him, who, dead
solito fecling, sinks imto the lap of cheertess
That many individuals, from a peculiar
tude.
turn of tind, are calculated to be of more
on the
extensive utility in ‘retirement, than
He
active stage of life, he is well convinced.
misforis also perfectly aware that reiterated
a warm and
tune and perhdy, operating upon

hurry ட்
often
sanguine constitution, will?
unmitigated secu
most amiable character into
asa proof that our
but even in this case,

sion;

must, however smal
affections to support life
let it be observed that
in degree, be engaged,
generally had a
the most recluse have
some creatu
object for their tenderness,
%
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whose attention they strove to obtain, whose
interest in their welfare they hoped .to secure,
and;

asa

corroborating instance of what has

been advanced throughout this paper, it shall
be illustrated with the following anecdote:
A respectable character, after having

long

figured away in tHe gay world at Paris, was at

length compelled to live in an obscure retreat
in that city, the victim of severe and unforeseen
_ misfortunes.. He was so indigent, that he sub-

_ sisted only on an allowance from the parish.
Every week a quantity of bread was sent to
him sufficient for his support, and yet at length,
he demanded more.
On this the curate sent
for him.
He went: \“ Do you| live alone?”
said the curate: ‘ With whom, sir,’ answered
the unfortunate man, ‘is it possible I should

live
? I am wretched, you see that 1 am, since
I thus solicit charity, and am abandoned by all
the world.’
“* Bat sir,” continued the curate,
“if you live alone, why do you ask for more

bread than is sufficient for yourself?”

The

other was quite disconcerted, and at last, with
great reluctance, confessed that he had a dog.
The curate did not- drop. the subject. © He

VOL. 11:
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desired him to observe, that he was only the

distributor of the bread

that belonged to the

poor, and that it was absolutely necessary that ர

he should dispose

of his dog.

¢Ah, sit, 8

exclaimed the poor man, weeping, ‘and if I
lose my dog, who is there then to love me?’
The good pastor, melting into tears, took his |

_ purse, and giving it to him} «take this, sir,”
said he; ‘this is mine—this I can give."

NO.

bd
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Poor Edwin was no vulgar boy:
"Song was his favorite and first pursuit ;

The wild harp rang to his adventurous hand,

டா

And languish’d to his’breath the plaintive flute,
His infant muse, ப் artless, was not mute.
BEATTIE.

ததத ள கள

ங்

ணத

ரஜ ஸே periodical paper entitled The Mirror
is an elegant essay on the character and genius
of Michael Bruce, a young poet of considerable ability, who was descended from parents
remarkable for nothing but the innocence and
simplicity of their lives, and who in. the
twenty-first year of his age perished under
that scourge of our isle, pulmonary consumption.
‘
In the year 1787 travelling through the
western Highlands of Scotland, and returning

to Edinburgh

by

Loch

Ferry, I rode

by

the house,

Leven

and

situated

North
about

three miles from Kinross, where this ingenious

33
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youth was born.
“I never look on his
dwelling,” says the author of the Mirror,

**a small thatched house distinguished from
the cottages of the other inhabitants only bya
sashed window at the end, instead of a lattice,

- fringed with a honey-suckle plant, which the
poor youth had trained around it;—I never
find myself in that spot, but I stop iny horse
involuntarily; and’ looking on the window,
which the honey suckle has. now almost covered, in the dream of the moment, I picture out
a figure for the gentle tenant of the mansion;
I wish, and my heart swells while I do so, that
he were

have the

alive, and that I were a great man to

luxury

of visiting him

there, and

bidding him be happy.”
These natural and pleasing ideas possessed

, which
_ my mind at the time I passed his door

my horse t0
I did not do without checking
: The concluding
indulge the tribute ofa sigh.
riptive pocm on
lines of his beautifully desc

shed under the
Loch Leven, which was fini
and at a distance
pressure of mortal disease,
ed to
| ive cottage, instantly occurt
from his nat

my memory.

a3
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Thus sang the youth, amid unfertile fields
And

nameless deserts, unpoetic ground!

Far from his friends he stray’d, recording thus
The dear remembrance of his native fields
To cheer the tedious night; while slow disease
Prey’d on his pining vitals, and the blasts
Of dark December

Loch Leven,

shook his humble cot.

the subject

of Mr. Bruce’s

Poem,
is a beautiful fresh water Lake near
twelve miles in circumference, on the side next

Kinross bounded by a plain occupied by open
groves, on the other side by mountains.
About the centre of the lake are two islands,
one of which, called St. Serf’s isle, has not less
than forty acres of excellent pasturage, and
was formerly the seat of the ancient priory of

Loch Leven dedicated

to St. Servanus.

On

the other, which contains not above an acre of
ground, stand the pictoresque ruins of the
castle of the Douglasses. Here was conSined
- the beautiful but unfortunate Mary, Queen of
Scots, a circumstance which, from the association of idea, throws anair of i Interesting melan-

choly around, and adds much to the effect of
the

scene.

From

this place

however,

she

at

length escaped through the assistance of George

4,

4
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Douglas, a youth of eighteen, who had been
deeply smitten with the charms of Mary, and

of
who contrived, on sunday night the second

May 1568, as his brother sat down to supper, 2
to secure the keys of the castle. Having ட

liberated his beloved prisoner he locked the |
gate behind her,

threw the keys into the lake,

and having previously secured a boat, whilst~
the oars of all the other boats were thrown 7
Mr. Gilpin—
in safety.
adrift, reached the shore
in his Scotch Tour has thus elegantly allego- |
9
rized this remarkable event: “But neither the
;
walls of Loch Leven castle, nor the lake which
surrounded

it,

barriers against love.

were

which |
Mary had_ those bewitching charms,
She wore a cestuss ©
always raised her friends.
gst her |
and might be said to number amon
Love himself.
constant attendants, the God of
Time and
ty.
His ready wit restored her liber

place

to his will.

were obedient

| His 2

Hig address ee
trivance laid the plan.
provided the bar
the keys; and his activity
with his own ் hand carly
1)
்
ன
to which he led her; ல
F
n
eo
eps
tst
foo
r
he
e
ing the torch, to guid
5 on மத் ;
-C
ni t.
1 ness of thee nigh
the dark
ன் ?
ts were see
‘ch்
tle le. . Hasty த
ran through the cast
;
ing at every window
passing and repass
.

|

ய

a

்
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traversing the island in all directions. The
laughing God, the meanwhile, riding at the
POPs. with one hand held the helm; and with
‘the. other. waved his torch in triumph: round
[

his head. The boat soon made the shore, and
landed the lovely queen ina port of security;
where

Loyalty

and

லல்லி பத் waited

to

receive her.”*
De

:

Ps

At fae west க்ஸ் of this noble sheet of water
stands a very,clegant house formerly belonging
~ # Scotch Tour; vol. i. p. 96.

It has been

a doubt. with some

whether Mary

really possessed the fine features so generally attributed
to her by Historians; her portraits are numerous and vary much i in the
i representation of her countenance, some of them by no means impressத ing us with a favorable idea of her charms: the two follow: ing anecdotes
ik how ever, and they may be depended upon,

பி beauty,

clearly ascertain her extreme

and afford a striking instance of the fascination

which usually

| -avaited upon her person,
When Mary, i in the full bloom of youth, was walking
in a procession.
8 through Paris, a woman forced her way through

் her.

the crowd ‘and

touched

Her excuse for this rudeness was extreme curiosi
ty, which prompt: ed her to feel if so angelic a treature were formed
of flesh and blood.

ட

Grainger,
Chatelard,

grandson to the éelebrited Bayard, aman of
literature,
6 and an elegant poet, who had long adored the
beautiful Mary in secret,
permitted his

ie

leve so far to overpower his prudence
as to tempt him to
hide himself in the queen’s
bed- chamber.

He was discovered and forThe same insult again repeated proved
fatal,
He was delivered
up tothe law, tried and
executed.

giv en.

Vie De Marie Par Brantome,
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to the family of Bruce, but now in the possession of a Mr. Graham;

it commands a delight-

ful view of the lake, and is well
ன்ன டு |
extensive pine plantations; it was built by the
celebrated Architect, Sir William Bruce, in
1685, and is generally esteemed a noble specimen of his skill in that department.

A spot abounding in so much lovely scenery,
and rendered still more attractive by the asso-

d
ciations of childhood and early youth, woul
heart of
necessarily impress on the susceptible
endearing
our young poet the most lively and
from his humsensations, and when far distant
when suffering
ble shed and tender parents,
it was a consolation
under sickmess and sorrow,

of
the pleasures
of no vulgar kind to recollect
in glowing colours its
his native vale, to paint
ere the fairy colours
delicious landscapes, and
a-

them local habu
faded from his view to give
perpein strains which should

tion and a name

his genius.
tuate his memory and

e
Leven displays a fertil
» His poem on Loch
ing to
is rendered interest
imagination, and
sentiment
e vein of pathetic
every reader by th
e
As an appropriat
e.
ol
wh
e
th
es
ad
rv
which pe

2
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specimen. of the elegant versification and superior merits of this production, I shall quote his

. description of the

two

islands

of the

lake.

The first delineates that on which the Priory
had anciently. stood, and then

adverts to the

© present ruins of the famous castle of the Bruces.
It is my wish that these lines may recommend
to further notice the poetry of this amiable but
unfortunate youth.
Here Superstition for her cleister’d sons
-) 4 dwelling rear’d, with many an arched vault;

} Where her pale vot’ries at the midnight hour,
In many a mournfu | strain of melancholy,

§

Chaunted their orisons to the cold moon.
lt now resounds with the wild shrieking gull,
The crested lapwing, and the clam’rous mew,

_ The patient heron, and the bittern dull, Deep-sounding in the base, with all the tribe
» That by the water seek th’ appointed meal,

From hence the shepherd in the fenced fold,
Tis said, has heard Strange sounds, and music wild;

Such as in Selma, by the burning oak
Of hero fallen, or of battle lost,"

Warn’d Fingal’s mighty son, from trembling
chords
Of untouch’d harp, self-sounding inthe
night,
௭

Perhaps

th’ afflicted Genius of the lake

That leaves the wat’ry grot, each nigh
t to mourn
VOLS

Ee

ந.
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-The waste of time, his
பலன isles
And temples in the dust: his plaintive voice

“Is heard resounding through the dreary | courts
Of high Loch Leven castle, famous once,
Th’ abode of heroes of the Bruce’s line;

Gothic the pile, and high the solid walls,
With warlike ramparts, and the strong defence
Of jutting battlements, an age’s toil!
No more its arches ‘echo to the noise

Of jjoyand festive mirth.

|

No more.the glance

Of blazing taper thro’ its windows beams,’
And quivers on the undulating wave:

;

But naked stand the melancholy walls,
Lash’d by the wintry tempests, cold and bleak,
That whistle mournful thro’ ‘the empty halls,

And piece-meal ‘crumble down the towers to dust.

Equal i in age, and sharers of its fate,
A row of moss- -grown trees around it stands;

oe

Scarce here and there, upon their bla

A shrivell’d leaf distinguishes the year.—
Perhaps in some lone, dreary, desert tower

te

window 10013That time has spar’d, forth from the
Half hid in grass, the solitary fox;
dire!
While from above the owl, musician
the ear.
Screams hideous, bare ene grating to
42
௩௭% eo

2
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NUMBER XXIII.
she

Queen of every moving measure
Sweetest source of purest pleasure,

Music!

why thy powers employ_

Only for the sons of Joys ;
Only for the. smiling | guests
At natal or at ‘nuptial feasts ?

Rather thy lenient numbers pour
On those whom. secret griefs devour :

Bid be still the throbbing hearts —

:

Of those whom death or absence parts;
And with some softly-whisper’d

: air

:
ah

Smooth the brow of.dumb despair.
WARTON.

ம் Tae

last. rays ௦ the setting sun yet lingered

on the mountains which surrounded the district
of
— when. Edward de Courtenay, after

4 _ two fatiguing. campaigns c on the plains of Flan-

a ders,
in one of which
ல

the gallant Sidney. fell,

r entered his native village towards the end of

August 1587.

He had lost his father a few

i)NYAre

NiO. XXL
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lar, and. suddenly calling to remembrance the
_

ghastly appearance and

fearful reports made

by his servants, he stood for some moments
| - rivetted to the spot, with his eyes fixed on the
_~ light, which

still. continued

to gleam

though faintly from the same quarter.

steadily
Deter-

mined however to ascertain from what cause
it

துத்

gad

almost

ashamed

Haying
id distinctly per‘still nearer, diml ற

m kneeling opposite
wever, reached

his

NO. XXIII.
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were clasped together, his eyes turned towards
heaven, and heavy and convulsive sighs at
intervals escaped

from his bosom,

whilst the

ணா

breeze of night, lifting at times his disordered
hair, added peculiar wildness to a countenance

which,

though

ghastly

paleness,

elegantly
and

moulded,

had

was

a sternness

of
and

severity in its aspect, and every now and then
displayed such an acute sense of conscious
guilt, as chilled the beholder and almost sup_ pressed the rising emotions of pity. Edward,
“who | had impatiently witnessed this extraordinary scene, was about to address the: unhappy
man when groans as from” a spirit in torture,
and which seemed to ‘rend the* very bosom
from which they issued, prevented his intention, © and he beheld the miserable stranger
“prostrate in agony on the marble.
Ina few
minutes however

he arose and drawing

from

beneath his garment an unsheathed sword held
it stretched in his hands toward heaven, whilst

his countenance assumed still deeper marks of
horror, and his eyes. glared with the lightning
of frenzy. At this instant, when apprehensive

for the event, Ed
sary

to interfere.

| deemed it highly necesnd was

stepping

with that view, his purpose

was

forward

suddenly

28.
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ted ‘by the sound of distant music, which|

நு

4stealing | along the remote parts of the Abbey !
in notes that breathed a soothing and delicious—
harmony, seemed the work of enchantment,
or to arise from the viewless harps of spitits
of the blest.

Over the agitated soul of the _

“stranger it appeared to diffuse the balm of |
peace; his features became less rigid and stern, |
his eyes as umed a milder expression, he
erossed his

:

and

arms jn meek submission on his a

as the tones, now swelling with th

கச் melody. of heaven,

‘now trem Tously”

dying away in accents of the most ravishing
sweetness, approached still nearer, the tears
started” in his ‘eyes, and

coursing down

cheeks bathed the deadly instrument yet glea

his

ing in his ‘grasp; this, however, with a hea’

sigh he now placed in the nich, and bowi
gently ae
seemed to. pray devoutly; the
a ae had shaken this: frame
i sips aie melted isIntoib. Wely ஷாய
harsh emotion, th
same ce estial

passed along the air and filled
the Abbey.

்
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the influence of this ட்

unseen minstrelsy, had yet witnessed with sincere pleasure, the favourable change in the
mind and countenance

stranger, who

of the

still knelt before the lamp, by whose pale light
he beheld a perfect resignation tranquillize
those features which a few minutes before had
| been distorted by the struggles of remorse, for
such had been the soothing and salutary effects
| of harmony in allaying the pertu bati

wounded and self-accusing 8
ao

chee os the bosom so. mecently the mansion—

Whilst Baer, in oe vara to the
ட. noblest feelings of humanity,
னா inter_ the progress of emotions so friendly to

--virtueand contrition, the mhusic, which had
gradually, and with many” ar ‘dying close,
breathed fainter and fainter on ‘the ear, NOW,

in tones that whispered peace and mercy, and
which sounded sweet as the accents of departed
saints, melted i into air, ‘and deep silence again

pervaded the | Abbey

This

however,

conti-

nued not long, fori
few moments was heard
f the. echo of light : ர otsteps, and presently

ee.

by. Be glimmering

of the lamp,

NO. XXI1ITe.
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மம்.

as with clasped.

and. energy of her devotion
hands

trembling

and

lips

she implored

the

_ assistance of the divinesspirit, formed a picture

: worthy of the canvas” of Raphael.
Edward now saw
those rumours and
culated with

மக்க

ட்ட

him

fears which

sO” much

industry

the cause
had been

1

cir-

in the neigh-

ந் since: the apenas

096.SF ohne
( ane Somme ean

of

of ‘this

oe excited
beingsue
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ened the superstition of the country and protected the seclusion of the strangers.

ie

As these reflections were passing through his
mind,

the interesting objects which had given |

them birth, had risen from their kneeling pos- |

ture, and after interchanging looks of mingled ஞ்
gratitude and

were arm ட arm

since the appearance றன்
determined, if possible,
place of their abode.
therefore, ee eof the

ae

த்

his fair
Co
to trace them to the
Entering ‘the choir
lateralayaa
he a

person. He had
ae ie in this manner
unobserved
௮. Ole ae
Pe oo theit
cloystters, the.

ட் sucaming

fail

on his ய

eee do

Courtenay now

immediately

rushing for

ட்
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ward endeavoured to allay their apprehensions
by informing them of his name and place of
residence, and the motives which had, at this
time of night, led him to visit the Abbey; he
told them that filial piety having drawn him to

ண்ணா

the tomb of his father, he had very unexpectedly perceived a light in the interior of the

building, which strongly exciting his curiosity,
and corroborating the reports of the country,
he had endeavoured to ascertain its cause, and
in so doing had discovered the attitude and

employment of the elder
with his fair. attendant,
mitigating his astonish
by following them at
their

abode,

stranger, who, together
rather encreasing than
ent, he had attempted
a distance to ascertain

it being

his

intention

at some

future period to solicit an explanation of what

ரன
னை
கதை அத்தா வ ன எல தவா ரதா வவ
ய வதசைக பபச

னைக வைய யம

he had now

ao

*

Whilst
ன்னர் was yet speaking, a ghastly
paleness overspread the countenance of. the
elder stranger; it was momentary however, for

soon resuming his tranquillity, he addressed
Courtenay
in a low but firm tone of voice.
“Tam

sorry,

Sirs” said he,

“to

sioned by my partial residence
apprehension
VOL.

oe

among

the
FE

have

occa-

here so much

inhabitants of your

94
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village, ‘but as I have reasons for wishing |)
concealment, at least for a time, I have thought
it necessary, though acquainted with their fears, | :

not to undeceive them.
already

for,

I can

though

But with you I know

‘have no motives for disguise,

from

great change

of

feature,

brought on by deep sorrow, and great change
of apparel,

I have: hitherto escaped

your

recognition, you will find by and by that we |
were formerly better acquainted. In the mean

்

time 1 will conduct you
to the spot we inhabit, |

where, should you wish for an explanation ‘of
the extraordinary scenes you have been a spec-

tator of this‘night, de recital, though it will _
‘Cost me many struggles, shall be given you,
‘and I do'this, strange as it may now sound to |
you, actuated by the recollection of ‘past |

friendship.”

Hawing said thus, he and his |

beautiful partner, who had listened with almost |
as much

surprise as Edward to an address so ட

unexpected, moved slowly ‘on, and Courtenay, |
occupied ‘in fruitless conjecture,

விரலை.
They

அதா

ட.

passed along

followed in ட

pec

்

large portion

of the |

cloysters, ‘whose Perspective, as seen by the

“dreary light of the lamp, had a singularly awful

re

NO.
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effect, and then, ascending some steps, entered
what is termed the dormitory, and. which was
_., carried over. this part of the: Abbey toa con"siderable distance.
்
நல where the roof. remained sufficiently
entire, were a couple of beds, anda small
y neat furniture, and here the stranger
quantitof

pausing invited Edward to enter.

‘+ These

rooms,” observed he, “tare my occasional
habitation, for at least பல்கடாக
the
2ரு

i vill

Four recollection. to. your

arms ‘upon the continent;

for

this purposeI will retire for a few minutes and

put on the dress I usually come hither in, the

_ habit you now see upon
assumed after peaching
to the situation of my
and humiliation that
tone of speaking, as he

me, being merely

this place as best suited
mind, to the penitence
await me here.” His
thus addressed Courte-

hay, was perceivably altered, being much more
open

a | full than before,

Edwaxd’s

to, though
ஆய

ez

and

brought

to

ice he had been accustomed

ட d not at the moment appro-

it to any individual of his acquaintance,

During his absence his amiable companion,

—

Boro
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who had not perfectly recovered
alarm

into

which she had

Courtenay’s intrusion,

until

in the room,

by

sat silent and reserved, |

Edward, observing

music.

from the

been thrown
some

manuscript

ventured to inquire if the

exquisite performance he had listened to with
ட so much delight in the Abbey, had not origi-nated with her. A deep sigh at this question
escaped her bosom, and her eyes filled with
tears, whilst in tremulous accents she replied,
that owing to the great relief and support her
brother

experienced

from music, she always

accompanied him to this place, and that it was

a source of the purest happiness to her to be
thus able, through the

medium

of her harp

and voice, to alleviate and sooth his sorrows.

For this purpose the instrument was left at the.
_ Abbey and was placed i in that part of the ruin.
where its tones were best heard, and produced

the most pleasing effect. At this instant the
door opening the stranger enfered clothed in a
mourning military undress, and bearing a taper
in hishand; he placed himself, the light gleaming

steadily

Courtenay
appearance.

ய்

on

who

his” countenance,

opposite

involuntarily started at his

‘Do you not remember,”

he

“the officer who was wounded by

இ NO. XXIII.
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your side at the battle of தரவின் பர்,
God,
cried Edward, ‘can it be Clifford?”
3 “The

same, my friend, the

“though

same,” he replied,

affliction has’ anticipatéd

| tures the characters
of age.

on his fea-

You

behold

. - Courtenay the most unfortunate, the most
| miserable of men;—bat let me not pain my
_ sweet Caroline by: the recital of facts which
் pre already wot ded almost to dissolution

: “minutes, t h ர

:

& from thence t உவ
the choir into the1 boy the
ee
eee
es

coe tae: nat
fie ruin, ale
ற்
ண்டு its long withdrawAng ‘aisles, were «unavailing to mitigate the
age of
டு 89 நார்ப் trembling: footட

டீ ஸே Lined

hae bie

aa

hove: near us!

spirits of hot
Beneath

I
that

marble slab my Courtenay on which
you saw
me kneel with so. much horror and
remorse,

38
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இ

repose the: reliques of a beloved wife, of ie
most amiable of her SEX, and. who owes her

death, God of mercy ! re egister not the deed,

to the wild suggestions
Whilst

¢

lous

thus sneha they

frenzy.”

hurried revi

forwards toward the western part of the Abbey,
and here Clifford, resuming more composure,

:

wee in his

றை

_ “You

may: pro- |

vemonth ago my
ளி

e

- visit ak a
2 சாகம்: -ர
an
hee
, th
Matilda, of whose affect

ments you have
ரர ்
with rapture, had attached.

cles to a. young

-man who had-visited in the neighbourhood. of
my estate at ess “a,
but that. she had: lately
removed for the summer months to a small|
house and farm I possess withina mile or two
of this Abbey, and that- here likewise she com
tinued to receive. the attentions of the young

stranger.

Fired. by: representations: such a

these, and racked with “ural 25S. jealousy. |
returned to Engla
e, and found the
report of my relation the theme of commas
conversation in the “county. It was on the

:

|
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ர் evening of a fine summer’s day that 11 reached
the hamlet of ௫
-and with a trembling

் had walked bean
a ately

took

ae ae

the same

route;

_ and the grey tinting

I immedi-

the sun had set;’

of evening had: wrapt

: every object in uniform repose, the moon
however was ris
din
a short time silvered
இ parts of ¢
ind its neighbouring treess. -

் PL placed
Py

Oa
Ea
ட்

the shadow of one of the

ation of my soul ata கட்டம்
| டட shee utr appily revenge was, at thejinstant,
the predominating emotion, and rushing
for-

_ ward with. my

sword, I called ‘upon the villain,

oe

ee ae

himself —

மம. “of my: manner, Matilda
fell insensible -on the earth, and onl
y recovered
recollection at the ‘Moment whe
n my sword

i had»pierced the

ட்

som

OL the stranger, through

whose guard J had
brokenjqn the first fary of
the: assault. Wath shrieks
of agony and despair
she sprang towards.
‘murdered youth, and

lee

40-
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‘falling on his body exclaimed, “my brother,|
my dear,

ee

eo

Had all பயய்ழு வா் 8.

ர்

me. my astonishment and horror could not
have been greater than what I felt from these

words.

The very marrow froze in my bones,

and I stood fixed to the ground an image of
despair and guilt. Meantime
the life-blood of
the unhappy Walsingham -ebbed fast away
and he expired atemy feu var
ட
his beloved sister, who, at ட ent, perhaps

fortunately for us both, relapsed into a state of
insensibility. My own emotions, on recover
ing from the stupor into which I had been
thrown, were those I believe
of frenzy, nor call
I now dwell upon

them with safety, nor with-

ee a partial dereliction of. intel ect.
Suffice |
it to say, that I had sufficient presence of mind!
left to apply for assistance at the nearest

cottage, and that the hapless
were at length

conveyed

வ் of my folly
to the habitation of

Matilda. Another dreadful scene awaited het:
the recognition of her husbated as the murdere!
of her brother ; ;—this. through

my

the attention 0

friends, for ர் myself wis. incapable of

acting with rationality, owas for

some inne

HOURS.

NO. XXII.

ம்

-

2 through
ந்,
postponed ; 5 Ie came at
the agonies of my remorse and contrition, to
நன knowledge, and two months have scarce

- elapsed
Eeby the side of her
‘poor “brother, who, at the fatal moment of
our rencounter, had not been many months
returned from the Indies, and was in person a
perfect stranger to your friend. Beneath that
marble slab they rest my Courtenay, and ere
this, I believe, and through the medium of my
own lawless hand, Tvshould. have partaken of
“their grave, “had not my. beloved sister, my
amiable and gentle Caroline, stepped in, like
i an angel, ‘between her brother and 00

Singular as it may
5 the greatest satisfaction I nows receive, is from frequent visits
to the tomb of Matilda and her, brother;

there,

over the reliques of those I have injured, to
implore the mercy of an offended deity; such
_ however are the, agonies I suffer from the
recollection of my crime, that even this

resource would
[96 denied me were it not for
the: interventio! of the powers
of Music;
" partial I have 0yer been to this
encha

and I am inde

ted

Tepression

feelings

VOL;

Ser:

of

nting art,

to it for the mitigation and
that. would
eo a

otherwise

~

ty

‘The Sore of
Where art ot son of

ப

தத
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_ ‘Why. art thou sad, O Nathos?’ said the
lovely daughter of Colla. “Thou art a pillar :
of light to Dar-thula.
he joy of her eyes is ©
in Etha’s chief. .Where is my friend, but
~ Nathos?. My father, my brother is fallen!” *
Nathos and his two brothers, after contending bravely with their numerous opponents,
are at length slain; Nathos however, is represented as having, previous to the engagement,
exclaimed,

*¢ O that

the voice of

Ossian, might be heard in my

Cona,

praise! then

-would my spirit rejoice in the midst of
. rushing winds.”
z
|
‘* And my

sings

the

voice:

shall praise

that

thee,

enthusiastic bard, ‘the

the

Nathos,”

voice

of

Ossian shall rise in-thy praise, gon of the gene-

rous Usnoth!
the

battle

rose?»

Why wasI not-on Lena, when
Then

woyld the sword

Ossian defend thee, or himsdif falllow!”

of

“We sat, that night, in Selma round the
strength of the-shell. The wind was abroad,
in the oaks. The spirit of the mountain
» * Qssian’s Poems, vol. i, p> 357, gedit,

of 1784.

~

ட
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roared. The
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Rois ge

ae

he

blast came rustling specu

"hall, and gently, touched my harp.
was mournful ‘and. low,

like the

The sound
of the

song

Fingal heardit the first. The iiowded
‘tomb.
‘Some of my. heroes
_ sighs of his bosom rose.
are low,’ said the grey haired king of Morven.
‘T hear the: Round of death on the harp:

touch the trembling string.

Bid

Ossian,

the sorrow

rise; that their spirits may fly, with joy, to
Moryen’s woody hills!’ I touched the harp’
before the king, the sound was mournful வத
low. “Bend forward from your clouds,”

_ said, “chosts.

my

fathers! bend:

Lay ய்

_the red terror fof your course.
Receive the
falling chief; whether he comes ‘from a distant
land, or rises, from. the rolling sea.
Let his

robe of mibest
near; his spear that is formed.
efacloud.
Place an half-extinguished meteor
_ by his side, in the form of the hero’s sword.
- And, oh! ‘let his: countenanée be lovely,» that
| his friends~ may delicht in his presenee.
Bend

from your clouds,” F
_ fathers!

» Dar:

said, “*ghosts

of

bend! ne

es is one et the sweetest ப தபற

beep oA

Boers, vol.4. ps 369!

my

*
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and the deaths of the ரி

sons of Usnoth, -and that. ஆof Dar-thula

are the

©

vehicles of so much pathétic imagery and ten-

der sentiment, that, though unconnected with|
the subject of ‘this sketch, I carinot. repel the
temptation of enriching my paper with passages
so truly in the spirit. of a highest ae

“The sonsoe தன ப fell in blood. They
fell like three young’oaks, which stood alone
on the hill: The traveller saw the lovely trees, |
and wondered how they grew- o lonely: th |
blast

of the

desert

came,

afte

and laid

their green heads low; next “a y he returned ப

‘but they ‘were withered,
மாக

௮:

and the heath

was :

்

~ Dar-thula having secretly an
lover, is wounded by an arrow in the side, and
drops deadBoP
the sti
of the

தவிற

of Colla!

thou art ‘low? ” said

Cairbar’s hundred. bards, $$ Silenceis. at’ the
blue streams of Selama. Truthil’s race have —
failed. ~ When wilt thou ‘Tse in thy beauty,
*

ஆ

Vol

i. p.a

me

a
eens

Ni
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oe inthe

ர is

Thy

aide

first of Erin’s

The sun
~The” morning. distant far.
tombs
ke
shall not come to thy bed and say, ‘Awa
the
Dar-thula! awake thou: first of women!

The flowers shake

wind of spring is abroad.
their

heads on

hillgey

green

the

Retire;

leaves.’

wave their growing

othe woods

O

sun!

the daughter of Colla is asleep. She will not
come forth in her beauty, She will not move

in the steps of her loveliness!” [=
The"impatience

and

tender anxiety of

Dar-

thula, the darkjfess of the night, the roaring
of the blast, anfl the rolling of the sea, as she

rests forlorn ujfon the beach, and listening for
the return of her lover,

are drawn with a mas-

terly hand, and the spectre of Cuthullin and the
pathetic exclamation

of

Dar-thula—*Where

is my friend but

Nathos?

My

father,

brother is fallen!”

compleat

the

description.

_ This, however, is
by the night scene
which nothing can
Pressive, nothing

Re

my

shortly afterwards followed
in the hall of Fingal, than
be more striking and immore fully prove of what

4 P+ 373:

:5௦
வெ

many உட
which 6

are” ra

mre

னன் பலி

witha

|

emo-

-. Bragéla, the
on we

coming, son ‘oi ther generous
times has autumn

beensin re roar of
far!

Hills. of . the

sea

ட

returned wit

பது
isle

and1 Bragéla distant

of mist!

when will ye ்

answer to, his hounds?
t ye are dark in
your clouds. “Sad. Bragéla calls, ime -yain!
Night comes rolling ‘omy The tace of ocean

NO. XXIV.

“fails.

The

bene

heath-c

wing. The hind leeps with the hart aE the
desert. They shall rise-with morning's light,
But my tears
and feed: by the mossy stream.
“return with the sun. ey sighs 6comeé on ee
the night
i

Though th situations ‘of Dar thula ஸம்
Bragéla possess - ich: of what is similar, both
« the sea-shore and
being placed during night on
Waiting the return of ௨. beloved object, yet is
the imagery ‘beautifully diversified. -In the
quotation fromj The Death of Cuthullin, the

deception arisi from the mists of the ocean,
’ and the pictore he introduction of the heathbe imagination. “Ossian and
Ccessors |seem to have pag

surope,

abun

with

ல்

and

Asitions in the atmosphere, well calcu3 lated | for poetic

detail.

The

little poem

of

The Bards translated by Macpherson in a note
roma of Ossian, entirely

“01.

டது

டயம்

NO. XXIV.

consists of description of this kind, and it is
~ astonishing what

variety. the vicissitudes of one

night could afford to the attentive observer of ©
nature.

-These

autumnal

sketches

however

partaking little of those emotions which display
the tenderer feclings of the heart, it’will not be

necessary in this place to quote them.

There is nothing in which Ossian more
excels. than in painting the effects of Music,
y the works of our
and -as these, especiallin
northern bard, are generally of a plaintive kind,
and ina few instances combin id with the most ள்
delicious night scemery, I haw selected one
which probably for pensive a agery has no |
parallel in the annals, of poesy.

This.

is no

oe

ம.

replied ப the

bard,

to. ்

hear the song of joy: when the mighty are to
meet in battle, like the strength of the waves
of Lego.
Why art thou ‘so dark, Slimora! +)
with all. thy silent woods?
No star trembles

on thy
But

top.

No moon-beam on thy side.

the meteors of death

are there:

the grey

watry forms of ghosts. Why art thou dark;
Slimora! with thy silent woods?”
He retired,
in

the

sound of his song.

Cia

joined his

NO. தட

எ
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music was like the memory of —

‘yoice.» The

joys that are past, pleasant

and mournful to

The ghosts of departed bards heard

the soul.

Slimora’s

side,

along the wood.

‘The

it on

ae
tae

rejoice. படர

Soft sounds

spread

silent vallies ofEiht

தா

«“ What

ட் would such imagery and

such scenery have made,” observes Dr. Blair,

“had they been presented to us adorned with
the sweetness and

harmony

of the Virgilian

numbers.” {

iat

2

- With one jfassage more from the poem
‘entitled Dhe- jattle of Lora,1 shall conclude
் this selection

ம் scenes, which,

were

not the

few I have extracted, sufficient to illustrate
the purport of ல papers might be
க
' €xtended,

se Lorma sat, Fy Aldo’ shall.

light of a flaming oak.

She sat at the

The night came down,

put he did not return.

The soul of Lorma is

* Vol. i. p. 380.
3 Critical Dissertation
we

௩

39:

OL.

ட்

19g

on the Poems of Ossian,

vol. ii, ற. 412,
்

i.

ட

K

of Ode demands

species.
a felicity and. strength of

/ genius that has: seldom ண
higher beauties of p
ன்

mitaineds ~all the

Ke) capone

parts, and an. awfal an
rity, ron
ட் 5

tions

of

dager

Piety ,

fall under the pres

the pieces eat were ate
we Pe
Had his-‘ai

“in all

லட்,

“the அட,

corres

as a more

ahi

i

oe a

Cae,

ஷி
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yet the dreadful rites of ‘Druidism, and fhe
noble _imagery of oe
afford valuable

the agency ot th

ie fairies at

another world,

thrown a ‘solemn

have

ல

of our

singularly impressive, hue over many
best pieces. Mr. ole’ s Ode
Miss WwW 1LLIAMS'S fine bis

of |

and a

to Terror, and
Rise winds

‘Jar Superstitions of th 61

: superstition or mythology

wh

mity or sportive fancy,
that of ய்
inthe

es மில்

Now, as the ancients had co nfessedly. no

Goths and Celts, ¢th

odes which

demands so much

n

wild subliட்டட

art.

ared with ;
I
ட்டன

a manifest and decided superiority, so far asa
2
suntan to ர
those. con Cnet

it
whi

ees ம்

powerful operation: on th
த்
successful employment i in ‘this. pre

|

|

2 os RS.

ச்ர்
\

ef Pies

Golling 's to The

௦

Passions.* Pin

indeed there are sev eral imitaind one entire stanza almost.

:“the ode of oa

3 ர் of, or attempt to rival tenes and
yle, yet sucha one as Pindar
would have
been proud | to

own.

As to Horace, I know

m his large collection one ode truly
| ced 5: ey may

cin the

easy

be found |

of Oxford, iit would

ther Ode for Music under the title of
் கடு

ப்

ience i in the University.

் heatre, in which

I have,

ரGrand With which
&ctra,

thus oe

The subject
I hope

of this Bee

tion

is the Music of. ‘the Seats

naturally ‘introduced

the various

the chorus was s concerned, as CEdipus, Medea,

Orestes, &e. &e,

ast have
fopied ‘the m

He

‘The composition tooiis probably more cor=

chosen the:ancient ae

for my லிட்

and only

—

a

eh

=

ueE 2

HOURS.
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ay unparalleled; it has the freedom

and

ion attributed to the ancient dithyrambic,
5
"animat
and the. imagery almost starts into existence,
“but I am far from conceiving it a perfect proction, or agreed

in allowing— it to take the

lead in modern lyrics : its language in many
| parts 13 defective and inharmoni¢, it preserves
not the dignity so. essential to the ode of this
| Species, and even. sometimes descends to the »
The
familiarity of a common drinking song.
_ phrases and

lines alluded - ‘to it is unnecessary

“here to point out, as they are quoted and
ழ் commented | upon in a very ingenious paper in —
at e Winter- Evenings, of Dr. Knox, with whom

"in his estimate of th gant ‘merit of the poem
Iperfectly c« oncur.. Two or three of the odes
AKENSIDE. may 06 also mentioned as
ervous and well selected
Po
the Mase the
Cast however
ம்

ofa kind far

to Lord Huntingdon and
:
alike from Liberty. and
10660. oF immortality ; the general
of his style in this department i is
inferior to the two productions

just mentioned, and by no means of the:
Ine lyric hue.

ச
இ
he

at

as

a

lig

short ‘view, and I trust

80
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with impartiality, shall we still confess un
inferiority to the ancients? Shall we not ra “
ther be tempted to place Gray and Collins at 3
the head of lyric poetry in Europe ancient or ்
modern?—Pindar, 4$9013:106 ஊம் 110௧௦6 have

already been noticed, and

modern

Italy, and|

France can bring no competitors 3 Petrarca,
Metastasio, Fulvio Festi, Rousseau or Gressei

having few or no pretensions to the loftier
tones of the lyre.
Among the Germans indeed

some

powerful

‘candidates

have

lately

started, and Klopstock is renow: ed for the spirit

and sublimity of his lyric effusions, but they
are not yet sufficiently familiar iin this. country |
to admit of மொட்ட

ட் idea,

ere.

I ‘shall now Piel

under each division of the sublime, the pathetic, the descriptive and amatory, the first jines
and authors’ names of those odes which havé

particularly struck me for their excellence.

|

81
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ODES,

‘CLASS

oD

‘SUBLIME.
1. Twas at the royalfenst (oF Daria won Dryden.
2. Thou!

to whom the world unknown Collins.

3. When Music, heavenly
‘young

-

-

-

-

Maid!
= =

was
-

Collins.

4. As once, if-not with light a

=a

tlic

5. Once more [ join the Thespian quire Akenside.
6. Thy spirit, Independence,
let - me
af

ட்

பல

தட்ட

தி

றல க

க

SS imollet.

7. Daughter of Jove, relentless power
8. Ruin seize thee, ruthless King!
g. Awake, AZolian lyre, awake - -

“to.
11.
12.
13.

Gray.
- Gray,
~ Gray,

Now the storm begins tolower - Uprose the King of Men with speed
Had I but the torrent’s might
- ~Owen’s praise demands my song -

Gray.
Gray.”
Gray.
Gray.

| 4. Oppression. dies : the Tyrant falls
Mason.
எர்த் Hark! heard ye ‘not yon footstep
ந
ல 5 த
+ >=
= Mason.
16.

உவ.

இ.

the

beech

whose

branches

2...

இறட

47. Bound for holy Palestine

-

-

- Warton..

-

18, Stately the feast and high the cheer

1g. Rise winds of Night

னம

உது,

Warton.
Warton.
சகா

20. Farewell, dear Land! thou gallant seat Sarge
nt.

21. Rise, அப்த் of டப

NOT

ட அன

mM

பதத

Brooke,

a

82
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22, King of Gods on shining throne

23.
24,
95.
26.

s Sayers.

|

When from the foe’s bright spear _ Sayers.
Around me night and silence reign Hole.
Hail Melancholy! whom of yore = Hole,
What mean these‘dreadful sounds that

rise
- - - +--+
- - + + Hole.
27. Hence, to the realms of Night, dire
‘Demon hence
=)
2.
eS
Rogers.
28. Spirit, who > sweepest the wild harp of |
to et
oh
eo i=
01/02
29, Where
ற

:
i

ரகப் Teign with many a
ப அர
ig
= + - Anon.

It is not possible to move a step
in this dis“cussion without deeply regretting the destruc.

tive ravages of time.
In the pathetic ode the
Greeks possessed an inestimable treasure ; had

the poems of Sarpuo

and Simonipss de.

scended to us uninjured we may conceives from ட

the few fragments that ren
site delight we should he

invaluable deposit;

12.

a

mournit g th erefore

its

_. diminished state, and adopting the quotation”
உம் Addison, we may. exclaim
O suavis anima!

ட்

qualem te dicam bong :

Antehac fuisse, tales cu sint reliquiz.
PHADRUS.
Se
a

=

ஜி
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| The pieces of Sappho, however, now left us,
» being principally of ‘the amatory kind,

I shall

| defer any further notice of them, except in one
instance, until that species of ode comes under
review, and of Simonides so little has been
_ preserved that though celebrated for his pa-

"thetic powers, the fragment happily snatched

from oblivion by Dyonisius
is. the only proof
ofthe truth of the assertion.
This indeed is
beyond all praise, for the lamentation of Danae
‘is pregnant with those touches of nature which

pass directly to the heart.

Had the works of

_ these authors been entire, the inferiority of the

Moderns in this branch of lyric poetry had
_ Most probably been felt; fortunately for their

" teputation, setting aside the fragment of Simo-

“Hides, they are rescued from comparison, the
beautiful ode of Sappho ranking under another ~

் class,

அ

chorus

of Sopnoctes

| Evarrrpes indeed occasionally

and

possess pa-

thetic passages, especially in the Phuloctetes of

பி் the former,

but their peculiar merit is that of

_ description and appropriate moral. Turning :
இ then to the master of the latin lyre, it will, I
K should imagine, be ‘readily conceded that he
ள் touched the strings. of pity witha sparing
Las and ; be seldom “paints to the heart; the ten-

tr
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" derest sympathies are not awakened ; few tears
have dropt upon the leaves of Horace. The

அ

most pathetic morsel I recollect closes the
sixth ode of the second book addressed to
- Septimus. .
7115 te mecum locus, et beate
Postulant arces;

ibi tu calentem

Debita sparges lacryma

favillam

-Vatis amici.
These

cy

,

ed abodes, these chosen bowers,

Shall gild with joy life’s fleeting hours,
Here, when my days shall end,
Bathe my lov’d ashes with a tear,

And cherish, with regret sincere,
Thy poet, and thy friend.

ன்

How

sweet,

how

ட்

கட ப

exquisite

01.

the sensations.

these lines call forth, how preferable to the
merely elegant or voluptuous ode! and what
regret must dwell upon the recollection that.
the poet did not more frequently indulge in.
“such a style.
One peculiar beauty however;
~~ attends the voluptuous odes of Horace which

produces a most striking contrast, and. breathes
‘a spirit of pensive morality.
Amid all the

flelights of love and wine, the closing scene of
௫.

ல்
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life is not forgotten, death rises in
- view. -

the distant

ist

Linquenda tellus, et domus, et placens
Uxor; neque harum, quas colis, arborum,
Te, preter invisas cupressos,

~ Ulla brevem dominum sequetur.

~ Lib. Od. xiv.

A short review shall now be taken of our
own poets: who have excelled in the pathetic
ode, and I hesitate not in constituting (௦0 1tins High Priest in the Temple of Pity.

Nothing can exceed the sweet pathos,

the

tender imagery of his pieces, accompanied by
a wild romantic warmth of fancy that exalts
the feelings he is solicitous to convey. “His
Dirge on Fidele, and his ode on

the death of

_ Colonel Ross seize powerfully upon the heart,
and speak in the

very tones of nature.

It is

_ only within these few years that due attention

has been paid to his merits, and the high station

€ occupies among our lyric bards acknow2
ledged. The complaint of Scott of Amwell
19at length superseded.

While Folly frequent boasts the insculptur’d tomb,
é
|
Ee a
‘By Fla
purchas’d praise,
inscrib d with
ibis

i

ey

Ty

Shae

-
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While Rustic abou’ s undistinguish’ d aoe :
Fond Friendship’s hand records i in humble phrase,
Of Genius oft and Learning worse the lot, —
For them no care, to them no honour shown:

Alive neglected, and when

dead forgot,

Even CoLuins slumbers ina grave unknown.

UA tomb has been erected at (Chichester
adorned by the sculpture of Flaxman and the
BOY 2 ட். and there ப அதில்
By

ட

ட

“his” knell is tee

By forms unseen ‘‘his” dirge i is sung;
There ‘‘Fancy”’ comes “fat twilight” grey,

To bless the turf thatwraps “his” clay;
And “Pity” shall awhile repair
்
To “mourn,” a weeping “‘pilgrim’’ there.

Gray too,

refined

in whose bosom dwelt the most

sensibility,

who was, **mark’d

;

by

Melancholy for her own,” has in his odes ‘to
Spring and on Eton College, whether we
consider the sweetness of the versification, oF
its

delicious

strain

of

plaintive

tenderness,

rivalled every lyric effort of ancient or of
modern date.
There is a terseness also, a

* Vide No. iii. p. 67, vol.i of this wosk.
Ft

ர
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classical elegance in his composition
to which —
_ the english ode had, previous to his produc- .
tions, been a stranger. To these let us add
the Monody of Ly rrizron, and the Address
to the Nightingale by Suaw; of the man who
could peruse the latter without being deeply

affected I should entertain; an unfavorable
opinion.

Some ‘pieces by” Mason

PER, and ‘others

of a still more

and Cowrecent

date,

challenge our applause, and will be introduced
into the list ‘subjoined to these remarks, which

pretends to enumerate a few only of the various
rae

pieces that might lay claim to admission, those,
for instance, which: more immediately interested

the selector, and which memory first suggested.
He, however, who shall glance his eye over
the collection, imperfect as it may appear, will,
a 1 should conceive, not hesitate ini drawing a
to the poets of his native
isle; here the|tones of the Grecian lyre have
almost failed upon the ear, and the haughty
Genius of Imperial Rome shrinks from the

நட

for the most

strenuous

champion

of =

ancient Superiority will not probably presume
Upon an appeal to his Horace in a question
that ‘Must be d
ed by the ம லலத
of
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ட winter wind — - Sor

் Ztherial race, inbabitants of air

; At pet

ey

= -TFhomson.

4

; om every | human

பட்ட
அதக ee Lytleton.
. O thou! bon
ணா of man, assign’d Collins.©
. While lost ( to all his former mirth -* Collins.
Collins.
. In yonder grave a druid lies ©
eye

WO

CON

DA Gr we

‘4

Clase பூ.

Pd THETIC
1. Blow, Boy:

NO, XV, |

a

=

Res

. To fair Fidele’s grassy ton

PCollinsya:4
2S Collins.

. How sleep the brave who
. Sweet bird! that kin

10.

:
ப்
வ
Yet do I live? O how

|

= Shaw.
ச்2
shall I sustain Shaw.

. Lo! where the rosy - -bosom’ d hours Gray.
antique towers | » Gray.
126 Ye distant spires, ye
135 mie
of Jove, relentless gees
Gray.
14.
va
oo
ee Ps
eee oe
2
Ah,
cease
this
kind
persti
19
AS:
\
16.

$7: Come, ey mind, delightful Bice ae
a
18. Oh happy shades! to me unblest - Lovee
் a
39. The rose had. been wash'd , just wash’ :
த்.
in a shower
20.

21.

ட.

Thou lone companion.
tred night
ee
Dark, dark iIs Moina’ Ss be

்

“Cowper.

he spec-

Se

3
Bares
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ஏடு கரு

wae Dep

Pepe கட

டூ4₹ம

By os

_ Pipes pal: pl. eee
“Vesper omnia fais. ;

Fers vinum, fers. பேரவா,
ட 160 ॥ mhatri ‘fillam. |

Theresare
ட்டம் passages in Y the Carmina
of Horace also, which display. much elegant
colouring | of the illustrative kind but very few
entire odes that can “with propriety be termed
descriptive, that is, whose sole purport it is to”
dwell upon rural and Rio
beauty. The

second of his Epodes:
Beatus ille qui Boca: negotiis,

the fourth,ode of the first book, the thirteenth
of the third Ad Fontem Blandusiz, and ope
or two more may be mentioned which are
nearly or altogether of this kind.
Several of
his odes likewise commence with vivid and |
well ‘drawn scenery; at the fifth line, for 10-|
stance, of the fourth of the third book; and |
the seventh and பபப. odes” ae yes fourth

oe
Dismissing பயன்

any

பப்ளி ன

tions of the Roman, we will now 1

foxy at

ட்டு

லட

இம்:
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1 பாலஸ் poets, «among whom Miiro N may.
be esteemed the: model of, and the: first who

excelledsin, what T would term the pictoresque

ode.

His L Allegro

ed Il Penseroso are the «

most. exquisite and accurately “deseriptive
‘poems in his own, ‘or any other; language, and

will probably for ever remain unrivalled.
ர் here is an unity in their design. so admirably
sustained, the i imagery is so rich, and at the

same time so. well ‘supported,
accumulation they operate
scarce

any -other. poem

successfully aspired

“of Dyer we have,

to

that from its

an effect

which

of the same class has In the Grongar

likewise,

Hill

a lyric effusion

equally spirited and pleasing, and celebrated
for, the ‘fidelity of its delineation; the commencement however i ds obscure and even ungrammatical, and his. ndscapé not sufficiently
distinct, wanting what the artist would

term,

proper keeping. Lives nevertheless a very
valuable poem, and has secured to its author
an envied immortality.
Let us now, once
more adverting to the genius ‘of Coliins,
. remark,

that in his address. to Evening he has

Presented. us with the first fortunate specimen
ப

of the blank odes
‘pon the Papel

Nothing

nN

but his own ode
of the ye

SS

>
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a

of Scotland 6 ்
fine Paihia
of
“this piece; the very ‘spirit. ‘of Poussin and.
Claude breathe throughout the whole, mingled
indeed with a wilder and more ‘visionary train
of idea, yet st bdued and chastened. by the »
softest tones of r lancholy, ‘Since its “publi |

“cation many produc tions in lyric blank’ verse
have been’ given to the public, and some pos_ sessed of very considerable merit; “Mrs. Bar:

aautd’s beautiful Ode to Spring

may be

considered as one of the happiest attempts
toward the introduction | of this’: species of |
metre,
Collins’s ode on the Popular Super
— stitions, after due precedence to that on the
Passions, I esteem ‘the noblest effort of his pen,
but as I shall have occasion to quote itin 4
future sketch, and with some additional obset-

vations, I now proceed to mention a few other
pieces which

fall under

this division.

The

41 Bellicoso and Il Pacifico of Mason ate
respectable i imitations of Milton, especially the
Yormer which abounds i in nervous and strongly
“painted

scenery, and. the ode on the approach 4
of Summer, |commencing, Hence, i iron- ascepter'd

Winter.

haste, is another. most admirable com-

- position of the same school?ச The ode too of

Guay

ass finished by நல்ல், on ‘the. அர்கா?

ச

ட

ஆ

oT

தா்

ae feom Vicissisuds | is one, of the choicest
products’ of the-lyre,, a specimen of classical
composition which the more it is studied will
please the more. . The lines on Solitude by
GrainGer, and, SMournr’s little poem on
Leven Water have likewise aclaim to particular

~ distinction. Of the lyric works of. our late
Porr Laurent; and of his classical BroTHER of Wincuester, the odes. entitled

“The Hamlet,’ ** The First of April,” and “To
Fancy,” assume a distinguished

rank. in our

catalogue, and are replete with characteristic
and well selected touches of description. —
These, with a few. additional pieces, when
thrown together, wall form a tissue of descriptive lyric poetry highly honourable to the taste
ட்
and ant of our ae
“ODES, CLASS

HI.

:

| DESCRIPTIVE.

1. Hence,

ec Melancholy

_ 2. Hence vain deluding joys
3. ‘On Leven’s

2

“Milton.

- = “Milton. a

banks, while free to

ர.
3
4. Silent Nymph re

ees. Smollet:
curious eye Dyer.

5- If ought of oaten stop or Hey
— Song.

- -

-

= = -

Collins.
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. Home etfsreturn’st
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ட ட.

whose Naiads long
= 4
74.0) Solitude, Teseianre maid.

- Collins,
| Grainger.

8. Now the golden morn aloft | ட

a

Mason,

இ. Hence dull: lethargic Peace -ன்7, - Mason.
10. Hence pestilential Mars ட் Ke ் ‘Mason.
n yenal praise Beattie.
“Ag.

O Parent of each lovely muse
3

13. Hail meek- oe maiden,

sober prey
=
தட்ட

: Libs With Taree
ட்
iS

ae

aA Warton: J.

who
லவன்

ne’ er
“Warton ழி.

tude young.g Te.

phyr 9002
16. As

cladi Th

ம

14. The hinds how
:
beguil’ பேத

Warton Joseph

கட...

5

ல்.

Warton

evening “slowly. spreads. his

“mantlehom
17. Ah mourn,

=e

1

;

௪.

Warton AL

thy love retreat!

no-

தட என்வன
அழுக
_ Warton T.
18.0 Thou, the Nymph with ail
ee

ec

19. Sweet daughter
stormy

20. Hence,
haste

Barbauld.

ofa a rough

வாது

த

and.

உ

iron-scepter'd
ட

அபக Barbauld.

bas

தப

24. Bright stranger, welcome to my

சியாம்,

மன்னை
பலக
22, Born in yon blaze, of orrient!dice Darwin.
“35

Gay

child of summer who
_burnish’d wings

on

oe

Sayers.

ன் Bright 1si the. eastern sky. —Aurora
ப்ட்

வ

டட

அன்

ee

Sayers.

a

ட.

Love, that weetest ee all passions; has given
every
age and nation to the strains of
poesys. it” has smoothed the asperities of the
most ragged language, and taught even ‘the -

savage to choose» the most harmonious terms
‘in expressing the tende
n
:
- From some spé
Laplanders, At is’ ast

Sof diction, with what exquisite

pathow

they

have called forth the: softest emotions of desire,

and added also. a charm which heightens
the rest, ‘a: sit

Nici

all.

> a Maiveté peculiar to the

first stages of society. ’ Among the Greeks the
expression — of amatory feeling has

vated with the happiest

success,

been வில்

and the deli-

cious remains sof SAPPHO, which Venus
a ctaris imbuit

will for. ever. exist

without a rival, for

the

1 melting harmony of her Style, the warmth of her

Colouring, the tender and voluptuous languor
with’, whith , they are imbued, render these
fragments inimitable. Her ode, so well known”

to the latin, french and english reader
by the
‘Uanslations: of Catullus, |
au and Philips,
I need not. mention,but t
is a fragment of
hers quoted by Dr. Wa

Pape

ae

ட்ட

10.

hic is

of such

T annot avoid placing
ஆ
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of the grape, pervade his songs; his descrip-

tions likewise aré delicate and just, yet his
numerous imitators have usually sought for
grossness of allusion, and the vulgar rant of
intoxication, as sourees of resemblance.
It

not being my intention, however,
to arrange

pieces of this kind, but rather those of a plaintive and more empassioned species, I pass on
to notice the pathetic though licentious Ca_TULLUS,

whose sweetness and

simplicity

of

style have been frequently and deservedly
admired.
Many of his poems breathe the
“very spirit of amorous satiety;
foundly

skilled

he was pro-

in grecian literature, and drew .

from thence his choicest stores; that Sappho
was his favorite may be presumed from the
version he has given us of her celebrated ode,
and with what complacence must he have dwelt
upon the compositions of Simonides! for that
‘the most refined and tender . feelings were
familiar to the bosom of Catullus,
and his elegiac pieces

his Sirmzo

fully evince.

As

his

Poetry, however, will be the subject of another
Paper, I shall only further observe that he has
been copied by Gallus, by Joannes Seeundus,

by Muretus, &c. andin the Eydia of the first
VOL. 1

க

ரதன

ரக:

. Bo ne ona one

ee,

_ Vast horror shook the

we
a of heav'n,

_ As’neath him far with fury போற,
_ The viewless’ ‘depths of air,

Stern o’er the struggling globe he past
ட While pass லட்
ரர் aghast

' When bursts’ to. vengeance

Be:

heav’n’s blest Sire,

" *When lightens fierce the Almighty’s
On sin-struck nations hur!’ a;

ire,

Thy terrors load my trembling shell,
: Dread as the madd’ning tones
O'er yonder bleak domain,

that swell

Where heaves thy deep, incessant roar,

காகா

ரா

That shakes the snow-topt mountain hoar,
“And with resistless. ruin strews th’ -affrighted
ட

இயன் டு

Ah! what of hope’s ean

ray,

_ As slow the Pilgrim takes his way,
hea sooth hi
s sinking soul,
ப

VOL. 11,

ன்
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ர்க.

As round. him forms

எவ்

infernal rise,

OF ghastly hue, whose hideous cries”
Thro” the vext ether roll,
And mingling in each surf-worn cave,
Fell spirits from the murderer’s grave,
“The: deed of horror hail;
Saw ye the redd’ ning meteor gleam?
Heard ye, with harsh and. hole
Faro’er the dim cold seathe birds ௦ ocean wail! ர
Fierce o’er the ய

heaving waves,

7

_ The storm with boundless fury raves,
The

Sailor starts aghast,

His helm, to ruthless vengeance giv’n,

O’er the vast surge speeds idly driv’n,
As shrieks the hurrying
Cease, Emma, cease to.
Thou e’er wilt view thy
He never shall return!
Pale on the desert shore

blast:
hope in vain,”
Lord again,
he lies

No Wife belov’d to close his eyes,

drench
௩
No Friend in pitying tones: his wavelimbs to mourn!
Hark!

how the rough winds madd’ning ப்

Bare the broad earth, and drifting deep,
The boreal deluge raise! @

|

>
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Hee mountains shoot their wreath: -tipt heads,
Here lo! far sunk, the valley spreads”
Her drear, her wild’ring maze!

-

O come, let’s brave the northern blast,

_ Let’s mark stupendous nature cast
ப many a form sublime,
I care not if, where Hecla towers,

Where wrapt in tempests Winter lowers
i Stern on. her i ice-

clad throne, I trace the hoary

es
Protectnme heav’ nt rents yon huge drift,
' Where to the clouds the wild winds lift

The waste in horror pil’d,
See, where yon shiv’ring female lies!
Lo!

on her fainting bosom

dies

Cold, cold, her infant child!
- Daughter of woe! then doubly dear!
O’er thy sad fate how many a tear
The hapless mother shed!
And must we, cried she, must we part?
Then clasp’d thee to her shudd’ ring heart,
Whilst’'in convulsive sighs thy little spirit fled.

~O thou, who rul’st the Donte year,
ட்

Who

giv’st to roll the varied sphere,

© Amid the vast -

n

2

108
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- Now Father bend thine awfal ear!
ட

bless me with a parent’s care,

To thy protection siv’n;
Whether on ocean’s bosom thrown,

Or plung’d
If thou my
I heed not,
Let Havoc

-

where snow-clad mountains frown,
hallow’d guide
let the tempest roar,
and wild Winter hoar,
.

And Terror’s giant

form

Whirlwind ride.

the ‘dark—brow'd

ele

OG

NUMBER XXVL._
ahs.

Tantum parva suo debet Verona CATULLO -

~.
ya bs

Quantum
ite

Tris

magna suo Mantua Virgilio.

celebrated

poet,

notwithstanding

his

~ licentious freedoms, will ever rank high in the |
estimation of the elegant scholar.
It is indeed
to be regretted that among poems which boast

the utmost felicity of diction, and breathe the
‘Most tender and delicious sentiment, should be

| intermixed pieces which not only tinge the
cheek of modesty, but repel every reader by
ட their gross physical impuritiés.
It were devoutly to be wished that his late ingenious
ட் Translator,* instead of presenting the public
-

- with the entire works of Catullus, had formed

4 collection of those productions only which
are free from these defects.
I will venture to
as

;

ர . Vide Poems of €aius Valerius Catullus in English

me

Verse, Frinted forgJohnson, 1795, 2 vol. 8vo,
SS

is

1195
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|

affirm - sv all hat” is visible in this poet |
would then have been preserved, and a volume, |
unparalleled perhaps for its amatory and pathe- |
tic excellence, opened to every age and to both ‘

sexes, At present this translation unpurged —
as it is from the disgusting i improprieties of the
original, can only meet a partial circulation
Voluptuous ideas in a young 5 pot when cloth- |
ed in fascinating language will, as in Catullus, ப
receive pardon, but to conception at which
“even Swift would
can be conceded!

have sickened, what mercy
Let the Translator, whose

|
—

version, if we overlook somé inaccurate
rhymes, possesses very considerable merit, but '
exercise his taste in selection, and with occaslonal. notes, parallel passages, and imitations, of |

which latter great numbers “truly excellent 4
exist, he will assuredly form a work equal in ‘
bulk to his present, and of universal attrac j
ql
tion.

In spite of the blemishes we have alluded to |
in many of these compositions, and which the |
unrestrained customs and manners of antiquity”
in some measure mitigate, Catullus. possessed ‘

a very

ட and feeling heart, greatly loves) ]
ந

NO.

தமம்
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and was equally beloved by; his friends, was a
dutiful son, and a most affectionate brother.
ப்

ம் perspicuity of style, tender-:
_ ness and simplicity of thought, a naiveté of
ட
peculiarly his own, and often a vividity
and minuteness of description truly delightful,
are the characteristics of the better portion of
his works. 1 cannot. however, with his Translator, esteem his satirical effusions excellent,

much less that this mode of composition was
his forte. They abound in the coarsest invective, and arévenerally levelled at the personal
deformities

and

whom he hated.

nauseous

defects

of.

those

With»the exception of about

half a dozen pieces they are alike disgrateful
to the poet and the man.

His elegiac, descriptive, and
_ part of his amatory

poetry

the greatest

make

however

ample amends.
A warm lover of Grecian
literature, he has thrown into his style many

of the beautiful expressions and idioms of
that noble language; these melt with so much
_ Sweetness into the texture of his composition,
"SO aptly express the impassioned ideas of his

‘morous muse, that they have given a pecuN

ணக

[oe

liarly

ரல

igen aay es
ne mellow air to hi $ diction,

and for this, probably, more than for any other /

_ quality, he obtained,

among

his

raties, the appellation of —-

contempo:

ன்

—

ர்

+ Sappho,
ரான. and | Colbimachue appe e
to have been his chief favourites ;~ from the {
former he has translated the ode so well known |
in the version of Phillips, and to the pathos of |
Simonides he has borne testimony in his lovely |
Carmen Ad Cornificium, a gem of such exqul- |

site water that I am under the obligation o |
introducing it to the reader’s adniffration.
று

‘

CORNIFICIUM.

Male est, Cornificr, tuo Catullo;
‘Malé est mehercule, et laboriosé:

Magisque, et magis, in dies et horas.
Irascor tibi: sic meos amores?
Quem tu, quod minimum facillimumque estz

Qua solatus es adlocutione?
Paulum quidlibet adlocutionis,
Mestius nae

பட பபர்.

These lines, his Translator has thus happily
given:

1
ம் Coe,

35-

ஒர,

ணம

ட.
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TO CORNIFICIUS.
Hard, Cornificius, I declare,
‘Hard is the lot I *m doom’d to bear!

And ev’ry day, and ev'ry hour,
I live but to endure the more!

os

My injur’d heart indignant burns;
_ Why meets my | love such cold returns?
Say tho’ thy words can sweetly flow,
Have they once sooth’d my bosom’s woe?

- Words, moving as those tearful lays
Which sang the sad Simonides!

- From Callimachus, the poet of Verona
taken his Coma Berenices,

has

and his Carmen De

__ Aly is most probably a translation

from the

Greek, and the only specimen we have in Latin
of the Galliambic metre; it is written with so
‘Much energy and enthusiasm

that Dr, Warton

does not hesitate to place it at the head of
Roman poetry, and in this opinion he is supported by the suffrage of Mr. Gibbon.t
To
with
do justice to a composition so ட
Poetic fire, and upon a subject so peculiarly

delicate and

es

calls for powers of no

t See the Essay on the Genius and Writings of
Pope, and Gibbon’s
XXL,

note ச

Roman’

ee

vol. i. chap
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common construction,

not only

for great fer.

tility and vigour in poetic expression, but for
great skill and address in naturalizing an inci- _
dent so difficult to ‘detail with dignity and
grace. Mr. Beloe was the first, I believe, who
attempted to transflse into English the beauties |
of this

striking

production ;* fis

version Is

—

very elegant, but though designedly a pataphrase the licence has been carried too far,
and the poem consequently falls somewhat
short of the strength and spirit of the original,
The last translator has perhaps, in point of
energy

and

compression,

succeeded

better.©

‘The complaint of Atys when awakened to
the recollection of his misery is certainly ்
unequalled i in the compass of Roman literature; _

grief the most impassioned reigns throughout
his speech, and strongly excites the commiseration of the reader.
A small, but very
beautiful portion of this plaintive poem, with
the translation of 1795 I shall insert here 4
a specimen of the unique original, and of the
merits of the version.
Atys is represented 00
the sea-shore overwhelmed with sorrow and
" remorse, and casting his eyes, bathed in tea!s:
* Vide Beloe’s Miscellanics. vol. 1.

ர

over

thus

the ocean,

country :

பக்த
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addresses

his native
é

es

Patria 6 mea creatrix, patria 6 mea genetrix,
_Ego quam miser relinquens, dominos ut herifuge
-Famuli solent, ad Ide tetuli nemora pedem!
‘ Ut apud nivem, et ferarum gelida stabula forem,
Et ut omnia earum adirem, furibunda, latibula:
Ubinam, aut quibus locis te positam, patria rear?

Cupit ipsa pupula
ad se sibi dirigere aciem,
Rabie fera carens dum breve tempus animus est.

Egone a mea remota hac ferar in nemora. domo?
Patria, bonis, amicis, genitoribus abero?

Dear, parent soil! from.whence I ’ve dar’d to rdam,
_ Like some poor slave that flies his master’s home;

Wretch that 1 am! have madly dar’d to go
Where lurid forests frown on Ida’s brow,
Mid snows, and where

fierce beasts in dampness dwell,

Seeking, infuriate, each wild monster’s cell:

O where dost thou, my native country, lie?

Thee in what distant spot shall fancy spy?
Fain, for that little space from madness free,

Would mine eyes fix their straining balls on thee:

O lost, O banish’d from my pleasing home!
These foreign woods must I for ever roam? -

Quit all I have, my friends, my natal earth,
Distant from those who gave my being birth?

Few productions of Catullus place in’a more
striking light the tender and affectionate dispoaS
setae

Bal

்
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sition of their author than

- Sirmionem Peninsulam.

the

Carmen ad

The pleasure he ex- —

presses on returning to his little villa, and on
the prospect of again reclining on his accus-|
tomed couch; his inyocation-to the Peninsula

and his fond request that every thing he has
him home, are strong
should join in welcoming
indications of the domestic virtues.

s

His poem

Pelei Et Thetidos, the most elabo-

rate in the collection, is worthy “of the genius

|
of Virgil, and displays much accurate descrip-

inci- |
tion, and much _ pathetic and impassioned
Ariadne
derit. The episode of Theseus and:

her lamentations —

has been: justly admired;
ungratefully

when

by Theseus ல 7

abandoned

and
she slept, are the very dictates of Love

|
The Carmina De Acme Et Septimis
Nature.
as most
and Ad Caloum De Quintilia, as well

of the pieces addressed
amatory and tender

passed.
the

to Lesbia, have as

effusions never been sut-

to Calvus;

The lines addressed

originality

and

beauty

of

the thought

merit transcription.

AD CALVUM

om

DE QUINTILIA.

accepttimve sepulchnis
Gi quicquam mutis gratum
dolore potest,
" Accidere & nostro, Calve,

2 HOURS. ae
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desiderio veteres renovamus: amores,
Atque- olim missas flemus amicitias ;
Cente non tanto mors. immatura dolori. est
gandet amore tuo.t
- Quintilie, quanti

Gin

த. “TO “CALVUS,

ON QuinTita.

urn
மன் to the dumb, ர
The tribute of a tear could grateful prove;

ட்ட

What time each

scene we mourn, |

Each deed ofjancient friendship, ange of love:

ay

~ Less sure, fond Pout, must thy Ouirntilia 9grieve —
_ That she by death’s cold hand untimely fell ;

Bang joys her parted, spirit to perceive
%

பு much her Calvus lov’d her, and’ have well!
ல

a Many

of the poems of Catullus

possess

likewise the sportive and convivial spirit of
orace; 1 would particularly point out
tollowing:—Ad

ட் nium.

Fabullum.

Corcilivm Invitat.

Ad Caleum

Lici-

Ad Licinium.

Ad

en
: ‘the Ful

the

¥
Et Manlii Epithalamium, and the

armen Nuptiale have just claims
to distin| Boished praise; the two. similies
in the latter
+

Carm, 91,
\

5

5...

சட

நக்கக்?

poem commencing

ப

நூறா

ட

‘*Ué flos im septis secretus

“nascitur hortis,” and “Ut vidua 7 1180 0110
que nascitur arvo,” do the highest honour to.

the poet’s genius, and shew the utmost felicity |
in the choice and management of diction and
versification. The two poems also Ad Secpsum |
are elegantly plaintive, but no Carmina in the
collection interest so deeply the feelings of the |
reader, and impress him with equal esteem for
the Bard as those addressed Ad Hortalum, Ad

Manlium, and the little effusion De Inferus |
Ad

Fratris

clothed in

Tumulum.

Here pure’ affection

the most exquisite poetry laments

the loss of a beloved brother.
So beautifully
tender are these charming passages, வாம் 80
admirably have they been translated, so much

honour do they confer upon the author's head
and heart, and so greatly therefore will they
operate in his favour, that to decorate my j
pages by their insertion becomes almost 2?

indispensable duty.
ர்க

2

It was during the expedition of Catullus inl?
Bithynia that his brother died, and was buried
on the Trojan promontory of Rhateum, famed
_as the Sepulchre of Ajax Telamon.

The fol-

lowing lines were sent to Hortalus accompanied
ல்
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by atranslation from Callimachus which Catullus had for some time neglected finishing on

| account of his brother’s’death.

ee

க

Etsi me assiduo confectum cura dolore
|

Sevocat a doctis, Hortale, virginibus 4,

Nec potis est dulces Musarum expromere foetus
. Mens animi; tantis fluctuat ipsa malis:
Namque mei nuper Letheo gurgite fratris,
Pallidulum manans alluit unda pedem ;
Troia Rheteo quem subter litore tellus

Ereptum nostris obterit ex oculis.—
Nunquam ego te, vita frater amabilior,

Aspiciam posthac? at certé semper amabo,
Semper mesta tua carmina morte legam:

Qualia sub densis ramorum concinit
umbris

Daulias, absumpti fata gemens Ityii.t

0, Horraxuys!

with wasting cares opprest,

I live sequester’d from the tuneful Nine;

Nor can the Muse, while sorrow racks
my breast,
Prompt the gay thought, or form
the flowing line.

Ta fond brother’s heart-felt loss
deplore,

Whose clay-cold feet dark
Lethe’s waters lave;
_ Beside fam’d Rhetium,
on the Trojan-shore,

Rest his cold relicks in the
peaceful grave.

te
+ Carm.

62.
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E’en than my life, O: brother, dearer farf
Say, never shall 1 view thy form again?

In love at least thou wilt be always dear;
Still shalt thou live in sorrow’s tender strain.

Still will I sing thee, as the bird of eve _
Sings sweetly-lorn upon her tufted seat;
~ Mid shades of darkest foliage pleas’d to grieve,
To mourn unhappy

Ity’s barb’rous fate!

In the elegy to Manlius, which
is certainly
a first-rate production the poet refers again to
his fraternal loss as. an excuse for not sending
to his friend some of the sportive effusions he
had petitioned for; he observes -

Tempore quo primtm vestis mihi tradita pura est
Jucundum cum etas florida vir ageret, _
Multa satis lusi: non est dea neseia nostri,
Quz dulcem curis miscet amaritiem.

Sed totum hoe studium luctu fraterna mihi mors
Abscidit. O misero frater adempte mihi!
-Tu mea tu moriens fregisti commoda, frater;
Tecum una tota est nostra sepulta domus:
Omnia

tecum una perierunt gaudia nostra,

Que tuus in vita dulcis alebat amor.
_. Cujus ego in interitu toté de mente fugavi
+

Hac studia,.atque omnes deticias animi.t
+ Carm. 65,
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When manhood’s vest that boasts no blushing hue
I first put on, in life’s fresh blooming spring:
—

Then the delicious pangs of love I knew;
~ Ofrapture much and various did I sing.
_ But,O, my much-lov'd brother, since thou ’rt dead,

No more my leisure these gay trifles grace!
With thee the train of rosy pleasures fled,
With thee too fled the glories of our race!
Perish’d with thee are all those dear delights,
Nurs’d by thy tender friendship’s holy flame ;
Each fav’rite study now no more invites,
No more of rapture’s softest bliss I dream,

Introducing the story of Laodamia and
Protesilaus, he is led to mention the celebrated
ss, siege of Troy;

2 umely

this

recalling his

brother’s un-

fate, he bursts forth into the following

_ “Mmated and pathetic exclamation:

Troia nefas, commune sepulchrum Asiz Eur
opeque,
Troija viram et virtutum omnium
acerba cinis;

Que nempe et nostro lethum miserabile
fratri

Attulit hei misero frater adempte
mihi!
€ misero fratri jucundum lumen ade
mptum!
: Teeum una tota est nostra sepulta dom
us;

3 tna tecum und perierunt gaud
ia nostra,
Que tuus in vita dulcis alebat amor
.
der nung tam
்
:
wml
longé non inter nota sepulcra,
VOL,

Ly.

R

Too.்

2 நற்கு உறர

.
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ee

y

Nec prope cognatos coinpositum cineres,
Sed Troia obscena, Troia infelice sepultum
Detinet extremo terra aliena solo.*

Accursed Troy, of Europe’s sons the grave,

Of Asia’s noblest chiefs the common tomb!
Where sleep the ashes of the wise, and brave;
Where a lov’d brother met an early doom!
Ah, long-lost brother,
With

whom I yet bewail!”

thee the glories of our race are o’er;

:

And éach fond hope that in life’s tearful vale
Thy tender friendship cherish’d, is no more! —
No kindred urn thy honour’d ashes boast;

Beside no lov’d relation art thou laid;
On Troy’s ill-fated, Troy’s detested coast,
- Far from thy country sleeps thy hapless shade!

On the return of our Bard from Bithynia —
into Italy, he paused at the tomb of his brothety _
and with unfeigned sorrow offered his sactl- |
Tht
fices to the manes of the deceased.
ion
oly
rite he has
of the melanch
celebrat
immortalised in a lovely little poem, and with
this affectionate oblation to the memory of the

lamented youth we close our quotations fro®
_ Catullus.
* Carm. 65,
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INFERIIS

AD

322.

FRATRIS

TUMULUM.

Multas per gentes, et multa per aquora vectus
Advenio has miseras, frater, ad inferias;
Ut te postremo donarem munere mortis,
Et mutum nequicquam alloquerer cinerem;

Quando quidem fortuna mihi te te abstulit ipsum:
Heu miser indigné frater adempte mihi!
Nunc tamen interea prisco que more parentum
Tradita sunt tristes muncra ad inferias,
Accipe fraterno multim manantia fletu;
Atque in perpetuum, frater, ave, atque vale.t
ON THE

FUNERAL

CEREMONIES

BROTHER’S

AT

HIS

TOMB.

Thro’ various realms, o’er various seas I come,
To see that each due sacrifice be paid,

To bring my last sad offering to the tomb,
And thy mute dust invoke, fraternal shade!
“Yes, hapless brother! since the hand of fate
Hath snatch’d thee ever from my longing sight;

As us’d our ancestors, in solemn state

I'll bring each mystic gift, each funeral rite.

With many a tear'I will the ground bedew——
Spirit of him I lov’d, those tears receive!
Spirit of him I valued most, adieu!
Adieu to him who sleeps in yonder grave!
ர். வேம.

96.
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Ireland and Britain may boast ofttwo poets
who have rivalled Catullus in the most amiable
part of his character, in the beauty and tenderness of their tributes to fraternal friendship.
Goxpsmitu addresses his admirable poem,
The

Traveller,

to

his

Brother,

The

Rev.

Henry Goldsmith, “a man,” he says, ‘who
despising fame and fortune, had retired early

to happiness and obscurity, with an income of
forty pounds a year.” To this worthy disciple
of the humble Founder of Christianity the
following lines will bear merited testimony 88

long as the language of our island shall exist.
- Remote, unfriended, melancholy, slow

Or by the lazy Scheld, or wand’ring Po; :
Or onward, where the rude Carinthian boor
Against the houseless stranger shuts the door; :
Or where Campania’s plain forsaken lies,

A weary waste expanding to the skies ;
Where’er I roam, whatever realms to see,

2

My heart untravell’d fondly turns to thee,
Sull to my brother turns with ceaseless pain,
And drags at each remove a length’ning chain.

Eternal blessings crown my earliest friend,
And round his dwelling guardian saints attend;

Blest be that spot, where cheerful guests retire

To pause from toil, and trim their evening fire;
Blest that abode, where want and pain repair,
And every stranger finds a ready chair:

” NO.

XXVI.
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Blest be those feasts, with simple plenty crown’d,
Where all the ruddy family around
- Laugh at the jests or pranks that never fail,
Or sigh with pity at some mournful tale;

Or press the bashful stranger to his food,
And learn the laxury of doing good. ட்

_ Inthe Pleasures
of Memory by Mr. Rocers,
a production, which in sweetness of versification and beauty of imagery may vie with any
effort of the modern muses, the poet thus
pathetically invokes the Spirit of his departed
brother:
௩
|
Oh thou! with whom my heart was wont to share
é From reason’s dawn each pleasure and each care;

5 With whom, alas! I fondly hop’d to know
The humble walks of happiness below;
இ If thy blest nature now unites above
_
Anangel’s pity with a brother’s love,

Sull o’er my life preserve thy mild controul,
Correct my views, and elevate my soul;
Grant me thy peace and purity of
mind,

“Vout yet cheerful, active yetresign’d;

a
me, like thee, whose heart knew no disguise,
_ Whose blameless wishes never aim’d
to rise,

e meet the changes Time and Chance
present,
ith modest dignity and calm content.

7 ae

v7

last breath,

ere Nature sunk to rest,

Meek submission to thy God express’d;

126
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When thy last look, ere thought and feeling fled,
A mingled gleam of hope and triumph shed;

What to thy soul its glad assurance gave,
Its hope in death, its triumph o’er the grave ?—
The sweet Remembrance of unblemish’d youth,
—
The inspiring voice of Innocence and Truth!

No poet has been honoured with more imita-

Among the ancients, P70- |
tors than Catullus.
pertius, Trbullus, Owd and Martial; among
the moderns, Foannes Secundus, Bonefonius,
Flaminio and Dorat, have greatly benefited by.

his labours.

“In Flaminio,” pronounces an

elegant and accomplished critic, “we have the
simplicity and tenderness of Catullus, without
his licentiousness.

To those who are acquaint

ed with his writings, it will not be thougtt|
extravagant to assert, that many of them, in ;
the species of composition to which they wee
confined,

were never excelled.

The question |

addressed by him to a friend respecting the
writings of Catullus Quando leggete—no” a
sentite vor liquefare il cuore dt dolcezza?

way

with confidence be repeated to all those who
are conversant with his works.” *
* Roscoe’s

Life of Lorenzo Di Medici th?
Magnificent.

pe
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The Basia of Secundus tana many beauties
and are written in the spirit of the Veronese
poet;. Basium iii, and, Basium xiv. are truly
delicious.
The fragment also Ad Lydiam
d
attribute to Cornelius Gallus and published

with the poems of Secundus,

breathes all the

ardors and tumultuous wishes of the lover in
language exquisitely sweet and polished.
‘Various | imitations |

ட் ‘translations

‘pataphrases of the more pleasing Carmina
‘Catullus. are

to

be

found dispersed

the

opuscula

of

many

of

of

through

numerous collections of English poetry,
் among

and

and

our poets.

Between twenty and thirty years ago, a work
‘was published under the title of Sentimental
Tales and which contains many very elegant
and spirited versions from Catullus.
The
author has with much ingenuity woven the
loves of Catullus and Lesbia into a well conhected but fictitious story, and in 1793 Mr.
Kendall of Exeter presented the public with a
volume of poems of considerable merit, among
Which are several

happy

translations from the

Bard of Verona.

From the specimens

now given

we may

128
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without danger of contradiction, assert of Catullus, that no writer of ancient Italy possessed

a-greater facility of awakening

the sweetest

emotions of pity and of love; and that his
descriptive powers would not suffer by a comparison with those of Lucretius and Virgil,
might be proved, had we leisure, from his
Carmen De Nupiiis Pelex et Thetidos

which is’

of high value for its circumstantial and pea
resque imagery.
That a volume so estimable in மகார...
respects, should be disgraced by the coarsest
obscenity and the most impure allusion, will
ever be a cause of regret, but that these should
be thought deserving of a translation, isp
assuredly,

to

adopt

the

mildest

language,

2 |

Let it be‘yepeated

gross error of judgment.

therefore, that the Translator would confer n0

small obligation upon the public by’ presenting
it with an edition
blemishes.*

freed from

these disgusting

* T have lately received a letter from the ingenious
informs

me,

it is his intention,

should

translator,

who

another edition be called for, t©

pursue the plan recommended in this Essay.
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Oh thou! who sleep’ st where hazle bands entwine
ம he vernal grass, with paler voilets drest,
wl would,

sweet girl!

thy

பற்பம் bed. were mine,

‘And mine; thy calm and enviable rest.
For never more, by human

ills opprest,

Shall. thy soft spirit fruitlessly repine:
் Thou canst not now thy fondest hope resign
_ Even in the hour that should have made thee blest,
©$ Lek hes the ‘turf upon thy “gentle’’ breast;
And lingering here, to love and sorrow true,
அடி youth, who once thy simple heart possest ;

யி mingle tears with April’s early dew;
hile still for him, shall faithful Memory save
oo form and virtues from the silent grave.
~ CHARLOTTE

ர
io is three

ot Ruysd—le,

5 Situated on

SMITH.

May 15, 1790.
a since I resided at the village

a few hamlets

the banks

pictoresquely

of the rapid

Sw—le.

‘te, undera humble roof, and hard
by the
ss VOL,

11.

S$
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dwelt the worthy but

3

unfortu-

nate Frederick Arnold,’ the curate of a simple
flock, and Maria, the gentle and modest Maria, _
his only daughter. Frederick, when I. first
knew him, was near ‘sixty, a man of considera- டி

ble judgment, and great sensibility of heart;
his religion was pure and _ rational,| and his
charity extensive, for although the curacy was
but small, yet, by temperance and ceconomy,

he contrived to bestow more than those of—
thrice his property. _ His manners. were
and engaging, his features expressive,
when he spoke to the distressed, . his eyes |

beamed a sweetnessI shall never forget. By |
this mode of conduct he became the father of
the village, not a soul within it but would |

willingly have sacrificed his happiness to oblige
my amiable friend. - Methinks I see him now
walking across thegreen that spreads from the ‘4

parsonage

" morning proved a
men and maidens
salute their pastor,
in return for a few
testimony of their.
smile,

if the

to the water's cides 7 here,

fine one would the young
e ம்
|
of the village ‘assembl
and happy owere they whos
flowers, or any other Pe
esteem, received

a nod,@
8190...

or phrase of gratulation. — Here

would his daughter often come, attendant oP,
*

Bee

ன்

௩

val

‘oe

ய்
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‘her father, whom if, in my veneration for his
character,I could accuse of any fault, it was
ina too. doating fondness for this lovely girl,
who, had she not been blessed with an excellent
disposition, would certainly have been injured
டு vy it

~ Maria Arnold was then eighteen,

be ‘though not handsome,

and

yet was there a softness

_and expression inher countenance far superior

foany regularity of feature; her eyes were dark,
~ full, and liquid; her lips red and prominent;
her hair lof a deep brown; her complexion
_ pale, but, when rather heated, a delicate suffu-

_

sion overspread her cheek; and her person,
_ although somewhat large, was elegant and well-

: formed.
To these external graces were superse added the much more valuable ones of suavity
[ae disposition and tenderness
of heart.
Maria
000 not only at the tale of -fiction, at the

_ Sulferings of injured beauty, or of graceful

heroism; her pity and her bounty were extend-

&

ed to the loathsome scenes of squalid
poverty
_ and pale disease, Behold yon little cot, the
_ Woodbine winding over its mossy

thatch! how

often in that little cot have J seen her sooth

oe

torture of convulsive agony;

see!

one

் hand supports that old man’s hoary head; his
languid eyes are fixed
on hers, and feebly, .as

Ee

ae
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gushing tear pours dower: hiss Wi ities

cheek,

he

blesses

the

compassionate

Maria.

Thou gentle being!

ever in the hour of pen-

sive solitude,

fled from cares that vex.

when

my spirit, ever did I call to mind thy modest —
virtues;

even now, whilst musing on the.scenes

of Ruysd—le;
very room,

even now my fancy draws the

where,

when

the

evening

closed

the labours of the weary villager, the conversation or the music of Maria added rapture to

the social hour.

It was plain, I remember,

but elegant, and ornamented with some sketches
of Maria’s in aqua tinta; at one end stood her
harpsichord, and near it a mahogany case of
well-chosen books; one window

looked upon

the green, and the other, the upper panes of
which were overspread by the intermingling

fibres of a jessamine tree, had the view of #
large garden, where the fortunate combination
of use and pictoresque beauty took place under
the direction of my friend, Here, the windowshutters closed, and the candles brought } iy

would Arnold, shineein his arm-chair,

and the

tear of fondness starting in his « eye, listen to the

- melting sweetness of Maria’s voice, or com
versing on subjects of taste and morality;
instruct, whilst he highly entertained his willing
auditors.
BoM

த்
ல
¥
$
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“It was in one of these solitary moments of
reflection, when the mind feeds on past pleasure.
with a melancholy

joys

that I determined to

take the first opportunity of once more seeing
my much-loved Arnold and his daughter, and
it is three weeks since, having prepared every
thing for the purpose, I left my house early in

the morning; my. heart throbbed with impa' tience, and full of anticipation, I promised
_ myself much and lasting happiness.

Occupied

by these flattering ideas,I arrived on the after- noon of the third day within a mile of Ruys-

dle.

It had been gloomy for some time,

and during

the last hour,

there fell much and

heavy rain, which increasing rapidly, and the
thunder being heard on the hills,

I rode up to.

- afarm house within a few paces of the road.
I Here I met witha cordial welcome
Master of the. humble mansion,
Ke Known at

Ruysd—le,

‘incere regard;

from the

whom

and for whom

he shook

me

I had
[

heartily

had a

by the

hand, and sate me down tohis best fare; aad
ee

dried

my. cloaths,

and

taken some

‘ieteshment, I told him the purport of my
இரவ
that I had come to see the good
_ “itateand his daughter.
Scarce had I finished
oe

Sentence

when the poor man

burst
ஆ

into

334
sea

ee
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I exclaimed,

matter? you alae

“what is4 the|

meee

‘Ah, your honour,
to it, else my heart

I must needs give way
would break;

we ’ve had -

sad work, I ’m sure your honour would never —
have gotten over it; master Arnold—’

of Arnold,is he

66 What then?”

ill?”

“What

‘No, your honour.

‘But Miss Maria—

|

“What |

of her?”
‘Miss Maria, your honour, poor
Miss Maria, is to be buried to morrow morl- |

ing, there is not a dry eye in the village; she
‘was

so kind and

charitable

to the poor, and |

_ spoke so sweetly that we all loved her as if she
had been

our own

child.

Ah! many 2 time

and oft have I seen her weep when poor folks
were distressed

and ill.

say, for she often

Thomas, would she

came down, your honout, '

_ when my wife lay badly, Thomas, how dots
Mary do? don’t be out of spirits, for what
with, my nursing

and yours,

soon be better.

And then she would sit down

by ‘the. நுனி

and. speak ‘so. sweetly that E

க்க

Thomas, she 1.

cannot ‘help crying when I think on’t.
knows!

6%

she has been cruelly dealt by, and;#

your honour will give me leave, I ‘ll tell you |
allabout it’ I bowed my head, and the fasmes
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yet on with his relation. § About 2 twelvemonth after your honour left us; Squire Staf-

ford’s lady, of H—t—n hall died, and the
“young Miss being melancholy for want of
company, ‘Miss Maria went to stay there some
time; they were fast friends and very fond of
each other. ._Now, Mr. Henry, the young
Squire, who came from college on his mother’s

death, and who, to say the truth, is the hand‘somest and best natured gentleman I ever set
_ tyes on, what should he do but fall in love
with Miss Maria, and wanted to marry her;

_ but the old gentleman, who, as I hear, never
fad a good word in the country, and who,
_ God forgive me! I believe is no better than
கீ he should be, fell into a violent passion, and
“stamped and raved

like a madman,

and made

Mr, Henry promise not to think any
‘Mote about it. So all remained quiet
_ Seat while; but. Miss Maria

thing
for a

was. not» forgot,

Your honour, for whilst she was upon a second
் பம கட் the ’Squire’s, about four months

ago,

My, Henry tried to carry her -off, but. the
_ ““tvants were too nimble for them, and they

or brought back again, and then there were
“is indeed : Miss Maria fell into fits;

~~

“teHenry, after having

had a terrible
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quarrel with his father, was sent to Dover the
next

morning,
A

France.
Maria

was

time,

short

very

after’ Mr. Henry

to embark

and ordered
had

discovered

been
to

for

your’ honour,

gone, poor Miss
be with child, and

the "Squire, in spite of all the tears and entreaties of his daughter, turned Miss Maria out of
doors,

nor would he let her have the chaise,

but locking up Miss Stafford, obliged her to
walk home

by herself, and your honour knows,

it is ten long miles.

All this was done in such

a hurry that nobody knew of it here, and one
as we were dancing upon
fine sunshiny evening,
the green before the parsonage-house, for it

was always our custom, as your honour knows,
a young woman very neatly dressed appeared |
at one end of the village; she was faint and
weary, and sitting herself down began to cry;

we all left off dancing and went to see what
was

the matter:

but alas! who

should it be

but poor Miss Maria,—oh, I shall never forget it the longest day I have to live; her hands
_ were clasped together, and her eyes were turned

towards heaven; she looked like an angel, you!
honour; we none of us could speak to het
but we all wept, and then she gave a great sigi
and fell upon the ground, But, alack a day

i

_
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whilst we were endeavouring
to bring Miss
Maria to life again, somebody having told Mr.
- Arnold, he came running breathless and almost
" distracted to the place, and taking -his daughter
in his arms, he looked ‘upon her in such a
“Manner, and” then upon us, and then towards
heaven, that jit almost. broke « our hearts, for he

could not speak, your honour, his heart was so

full he could not speak, but just at this moment.
_Miss Maria opened
her eyes, and seeing her
father, she shrieked and fell into- strong fits;
_ he started,

and

snatching her hastily up, ran

_ towards the parsonage, and here, the fits con- —
tinuing, she miscarried. As for poor Mr. Arhold, he was quite overcome, and he wept and
took on so sorely that we thought he would
“fever” have got the better of it. ¢ Oh my
a Maria,’ he said, ‘you, have killed your poor
5 ‘father,’ you. have bowed him with sorrow to
he knelt down. by the
not ae God, he cried,

:

for னMiss Mari, but

she would not ‘be comforted, and kept
crying,
her dear fatl her could. not for give her;

~ said he could, and
(YO,

Ta

Kissed bers: ae
12

5

but he

then she

தத.
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wept a great deal and was quiet. All the vil

lage, by this time, had got round the parsonage,
and there was not a single soul,

your honour,

but what was in tears; we all put up our
prayers for her, obey would not do, she —

never got the better
of it; she every day grew
worse, and would sometimes call upon Mr.
Henry, and complain of the cruelty of his
father, and then, she would fall down upon her —
knees and ask forgiv eness of poor Mr. Arnold, _
who was almost distracted at the sight; but. it :
is all over, your honour, she is now at rest, and |
may heaven

reward her as she deserves.

What my sensations were during this recital,
it is impossible to describe; I can only say;
that

I felt myself sO. overpowered by. the sud-

den and shocking. piece of information, that,
void of strength, ர் sank 1 into a chair, faint, and

et

பயப்

unable to express the agony
2
of tmy mind. The —
rapturous ideas of happi
s with which I had
fondly heated. my im
ation, were now 00 —
more: in their plac
of all others the
“most distressing to my
presented itself,
Arnold

stretched

weeping on the body ௦ ‘his Maria,0of that
Maria,

whose

innocence and

simplicity %were

RS

image of my

பம்

the
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Even now my soul shudders

at the recollection of this dreadful moment.
Accursed be the wretch that brought thee low,
thou

gentlest of

the

forms

of

virtue!

may.

anguish tofture
his corrupted heart!” little wert

thou able to contend with misery such as this,
with the pang of disappointed love,

brutal violence of unfeeling passion,
_ wert mild as
a,
‘
———____

and

the

for thou
\

Patience, ‘‘who,”

Her meek hands folded on her modest breast,

In mute submission lifts the adoring eye
» Even to the storm that wrecks her.
.

Mason.

ae When the poignancy of grief was abated, I

“mingled

my

tears with

the honest -farmer’s,

Whose sensibility of heart, the genuine effusion
of pity and affection, had strongly impressed
Me in his favour. I spent the night under his
Toof, and in the morning bidding him a melan: choly farewel, I rode on to Ruysd—le, with

an intention of secing my afflicted friend, and
of .

being present at the awful ceremony: for, in
the state of mind I was then in, it was a pensive

“tury I would not*have foregone on any
“onsideration,
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When I came within sight of the parsonage,
my

sensations

once

nearly overcame

fondly hoped to have

domestic

me; here,|

found the same

felicity and contentment

I had for-

Ut, mark the mutability |
‘of human bliss! this Spot, so lately| the abode
of ‘happiness and of innocence, now: appeared ்
the seat of silence and of solitude, -of sorrow
and of death. Scarce: had - Ts resolution to 1
approach the house, for although I wall knew—

- the resignation” and the piety of ‘Arold,

yet 1

dreaded to reca | those scenes, ‘the recollection
ings*
of which would
uly § give edge to his suffer
The
and fresh misery ‘to his. painful task.
; villagers were assembled on the: green, dressed
in their neatest cloaths, and “those who could

afford it, in black. There was not a- ahispe ;
heard among them, the tear rolled down theit ட
honest cheeks, and on their fez ur 5 dwelt the
ne. was
sentiments of pity and regret
formed for me as. as ற
changed not a wort

ground; ‘They wept
affected I could scarce

leaving it ata small cottage
them,

entered,

I went

to ‘the

ed along; we interst my eyes upon the ்
I was so much:

‘upon my horse; and
when I got through
oarsonage on foot. I

and meeting 6a servant in the hall, he

|
|

|

ர்

Ad
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pointed tothe parlour and retired.

advanced

towards it, the door was half open,

and sliding

softly in, a spectacle presented
impression

will

memory. In

never

itself whose

be erased. from

the middle of

the

room

my
was

placed ake coffin of Maria, the lid was taken
off, and beside it, in his robes, knelt the unfor-

tunate Frederick Arnold, Maria’s lifeless hand
was locked injhis,-and on her clay-cold corse
were fixed his streaming eyes.
A considerable
- shade was thrown over the room, the windows.

jooking’ upon the green being closed up; but
ட் through the garden window the sun broke in,
and shone

full upon

the features of Arnold;

his countenance was pale, languid, but remarkட் ably i interesting, and received a peculiar degree

ர

600165810௩

ல

the. tint of the

morning

Hight, and. his hair, which had early” become
ர White, was scattered in thin portions over his
ட் temples and forchead. I stood impressed with
ave, my soul was filled with compassion, and |
T wished to indulge my sorrow, but as Arnold

| did not perceive me, I thought it best not to
oe Anterrupt him, and was therefore going to
retire,

When suddenly rising ups he exclaimed, ¢ Fare“ie my Maria, hen that wert the solace of

Mine. age,
%

ச

ட.

oh, if thy unembodied
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spirit still hovers o'er this scene of things, be
present to thy afflicted father, pour comfort
into

his wounded bosom,

sure to

do this will

be thy paradise, | Maria, and sure thou hast met
with —thy: reward. ட் What,

if unavailing regret |

still tortures this. distracted heart, still brings —
_ thy injured form to, view, yet,» through the
mercies of my God, will I look forward with
hope; Iwill meet thee, O, my daughter, in
heaven.

God

of mercies. hear

will, he will, thou. good

me!

old man,”

அறுகு |

Loe

"She will listen'to thy prayer.” Arnold started;
‘Is it thou, my son?’ he said, and, falling |

upon my neck, he wept; then presently reco i|
vering himself, he advanced with composure |

towards the coffin: ‘Come hither,’ he cried

‘and’ view the remains of. fallen’ ‘innocence and |

beauty; see, my son, what one step from
rectitude

of conduct. has produced;

see the

unfortunate Maria” A advanced, and, kneel ட்
ing down, kissed the pal
வ் 20518 sweet serenity dwelt uf
er
,
seemed to be asleep;
would have spoken
ve
|
but I could not, I
shed in a convulsi
‘manner,

for the tum

‘of my spirits quite

sy
oppressed me; and A
id observing. thi
ffin to be ்
seized ‘my arm, and ordering the co

ச்
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screwed down, conveyed me into another room.
Here, in a

little time, I recovered some calm-

ness of mind,

and

Arnold, taking me by the

hand, desired me to collect all my fortitude.
‘I go to bury my Maria,’ he said,

‘but let not

the murmurings of discontent break

in upon

the sacred rite; to Providence, ‘not to us,

chastenings of mortality
said: this, he

afe given.’

quitted the

Having

room, and,

orders for the’ procession, proceeded
‘church.

In

a few minutes

the green;

with black velvet;

over which was

pall of white

sattin,

young women,

and

dressed in

giving

to the

the coffin

carried out upon

it was

here
white

the

was

covered
thrown

a

half a dozen
supported it,

WES

whilst as many in the same habit walked two
and two before, and the like number behind it.
They sang a dirge adapted to the occasion,
and with slow and solemn steps went forward
ம் ம் ரூரல்... The whole village followed,
and never was

sorrow better

| கஷ்ட.
1

க

ae

ttle

ie

ய

Doe

ee

painted than in

I loitered

in the melancholy

reflections. a
a

ye

Of death beat slow | ——_

the bell
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now with rising knell

~ Flung to the hollow gale its sullen sound.
|
்
படத்
ae
The.

wind

sicher. through

the

‘yew- -trees,

and the face-of nature seemed to darken with
oppressive gloom. -We entered the church,
where

after all things had been duly arranged,

the ceremony was begun.
A calm resignation
was apparent in the countenance of Acne,

and as he pronounced the sublime and pathetic
language of the service, a kind of divine enthusiasm lightned from his eyes. Now and then
his speech would faulter, and the tear would
trickle down his cheek, and I witnessed many
an effort. to suppress. ‘the tender emotions of

his soul; but a high sense of the duty of his”
office kept within restriction the feelings of the
He had now proceeded a considerable
father.
way in the, service, and the 00196. was made

ready to be Jaid into’ the earth, when suddenly
the folding doors of the church were throw? |
open, and a young maa,i mourning, rushed
vehemently in; his aspect was hurried ant
wild, and he ceca d in a loud but convul- 2

sive tone of voice,
think not to wrest her.

jere2 is my Matias
mes, I will see het
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oficé more; I come to die with thee, my love.
Stand off, ye inhuman wretches, off, and give
mié Way;”
Heé theii broke through the crowd,

which had opposed him, and seeing the coffin,
_ he started some paces backwards;

“ Help me,

slié is murdered,” he exclaimed, “* My gentle
love is murdered;”

and throwing himself on

the coffin he becaime speechless with agony.
Tt was with the utmost difficulty we tore him
_ from it; he struggled hard, and his eyes darted
fire; but at lengthy; having liberated himself,
he paused a moment; then, striking his forehead with his hand, he muttered, “J will—

'tis fit it should be so,” and darting furiously
through thé aisle, disappeared.
But scarce
_had we time to breathe, before he again entered,
dragsing in a man advanced in years; ** Come

ony thow wretched author!/of my béing,” he
€xclaimed; “come see the devastation thou
hast made!” and compelling him t6) approach

the coffin; “look,” he said,

sce where she

bleeds beneath thy ruthless atm! Oh! my
_teserted love; seest thou not how she suppli“ates thy mercy! perdition———but I will not

(Ctse thee, O my father, 1 will not cursé thee;”
ம் saying this Ke threw hitnself on the coffin.
4

rhe old Man,

VOL a1,

inthe

mean time, became the

17

~
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very picture of horror; his hair stood erect,
his face was pale as death, and his teeth struck ©
each

other;

he looked

first

upon

the coffin,

and then upon his son, and, racked with pity
and remorse, he at last burst into tears: ‘ Have
compassion on me, my son;’ he cried, ‘kill
not thy father.’
It is enough,” said’ the
youth, slowly lifting up his head; ‘it is enough,
wy father;”

and

being

now

more

calm, we

prevailed upon him to arise; and Arnold, after

some time, concluded the ceremony.
Our

scene,

consternation

may

during

this “dreadful

be readily conceived, and how

much it would shock the feelings of the worthy
curate;

who,

after the first tumult of surprise

had ceased, conducted himself with all that
dignity and mildness of manner so peculiarly
engaging in his character.

Old Stafford, and

his son, who was with difficulty persuaded t0quit the church, were now led to the parsonag¢Their

appearance

had been

occasioned by,

letter written by Miss Stafford to her brothel
‘mentioning the situation of Maria,

her misca!-

riage, indisposition, and the treatment she had
met with; and, irritated to the highest degre®
he immediately. left the continent, and arrived

Pee
Oke
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his father's house early on the same day Maria
was “buried.
Her death was unknown at
H—t—n hall, and Henry insisted upon his
father’s accompanying him immediately to the
curate’s, as his presence would

for the satisfaction of both parties.
ford was

much averse

be necessary |

Mr. Staf-

to the measure;

but as

his son’s health had’ been lately upon the
decline, and his present agitated state of mind
« contributed greatly to increase his complaint,
he reluctantly compliéd with his request, still
hoping to avoid so unprofitable a connection.
Upon their arrival at Ruysd—le, they drove
to the parsonage, and being there informed of
_ the death of Maria, and that the burial service
was then actually performing, the carriage was
ordered. ‘to the church, and Henry rushed
in,
- i the manner above mentioned.

The Staffords, having continued a couple

of days at the parsonage, returned to.
H—t—n

Hall, Young Stafford’s health is much imPaired, and it is apprehended he will fall
a
Sacrifice to the unfeeling tyranny

W

hose. remorse is

fruitless.

a

4

of a father,

mow as excessive
as it is
.

=

°

ல
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I purpose remaining a few months with my

worthy friend, until time hath in some degree.
mitigated the pressure of his misfortune. |

find also a melancholy pleasure in visiting the
‘many scenes in this neighbourhood, whose
romantic and sequestered beauty gave employ-

ment to the pencil and the taste of Maria, and
Iam now

finishing this hasty sketch on the

banks of the rapid Sw—le, and under the
shelter -of an oak,

whose

antique

branches»

' throw a broad and deep shade athwart his surface; turbulent he pours along beneath yon
scowling precipice, he rises from his bed, and

wild his gloomy ‘spirit shrieks, Here can I
indulge the fervor of my imagination; het
ean I call up the fleeting forms of fancy; !
can here

hold

converse

with

Maria;

and,

yielding to the pensive bias of my mind, enje}
the torrent ae the ட்

storm.
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BOOK Il: SATIRE VE.
‘i migatep.*
Hoc erat in votis, &c. &c.

"Twas oft my earnest wish some Knight or Peer
Would give me just three hundred: pounds

த்

year,

|

7

a :
eS

*

Some easy rectory, or some snug retreat,
With pleasant parsonage, not too small or great;

That, and still more, the bounteous. fates have
sent.

்

ல்

And
்
given that first best blessing of content.
Brib'd by no pension, tempted by no place,
I spur at riches purchas’d with disgrace;

Nor yet:to passion, or to pridea slave,

Have wasted all the little wealth they gave,

Nor idly wish my. lucky stars,to grant

Some hidden treasure more than what I want.
ப்

் * Eor_ this v.

க்ஷய
Col
a

:

AS

Rs

i

:

;

.very
-spirited.
Imitation of Horace, I am
pleasing, Imitati
தி pleasing
கதிர்க்.
myராமு
friend the Rey. Francis Drake, B. D, Fellow of Maudlin

wollege, Oxferd,

«
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When from the Town I seck the sylvan shad
The Muse shall lend me all her magic aid;
‘Midst the cool grove, nor love of pomp, or
power,
Nor party rage disturb my ieee hour;
The Muse alone my constant guide and friend,
Of all my joys, beginning and the end.
Forc’d by some friend’s importunate request,
To give up all my love of peace and rest,
Obliged to jostle:thro’ the crowded street,
And elbow every mortal that I meet,

Push thro’ the courts, and hasten without fail,
For,some poor client to give bond or bail;
The motley mob ‘with sneers mistake my case,
And think me pushing for some stall, or place;
Thus while I bustle thro’ the busy town,

An hundred cares disturb me—not my own:
One begs at early hour I would support
His cause to morrow at the public court;

Another urging will take no denial, And cites me as a Witness at his trial:
While others rudely pull me by the coat,
And loudly ask my interest and my vote.

"Tis now some years, since first a noble Peéf

Wou’d take my hand, and whisper in my ¢!3 _

|

NO. XXVII.
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“Ask me to dine, commend some pleasant spot,
And talk of trifles which are soon forgot,

As who acts best in Reynold’s last new play,
Or what the news, and rumour of the day:
Say can the Spaniards join the gallic fleet,

“Or will at length the proud Direct’ry treat?—
When I protest I know no more than they,
They think me wond’rous sly, and walk away.—
j

3

11060௦ மர ௦00 insipid steal along,
_ While this is still the burden of my song.—
Hail, far-fam’d Maudlin! when will heaven
please
3
;

“Midst thy cool groves to indulge my love of

ease?
| Th active indolence amuse my time,
And pass the peaceful hours with: books
்

rhyme,

and

்

50௦0 the dull cares, and tumults of my breast,

And gently lull the sober soul to rest.
Or, when at home, my neighbouring friends
regale,

A social circle, with my nut-brown ale,
ve 800d old port, while every welcome guest
ர் ப
controul just drinks as he likes best.
_ A0tnitling subjects our discourse engage
010
~
“pera Dancers, or
the Comic

Stage,
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What this fine palace, that broad villa

ன்

But what concerns each serious mortal most.
Does teal bliss from wealth, or virtue flow?

What makes, and keeps mén happy here below;

What best our mutual friendship will maintalh,
What

yields most pleasuré,
least Pa ?

Should

and ‘what gives

some old friend with

relate,

Honest Tage

:

How starving Elways gaint

ee

his vast estate, —

The gentle Shenstone wou'd begin a tale,
As thus

In some remote and lonely vale

There liv’d a sober tnouse, whose homely board
Could every day one frugal meal afford;
A pamper'd mouse resolv'd one day to spend

A. few spare hours and visit this old friend; _
With hearty welcome he receives his guest, _

And opes his eup-board to provide the best,
Serves him at table with officious care,
And heaps his plate with lumps of country fart;
The civil mouse with delicate disgust
Nibbles some cheese, | or ஜாவா some mouldy
éfusts)
if
When thus he cries, too it you have endur

Within a dismal cave to live immor “07

4
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Leave these dull scenes, unknowing and unknown,
a
And taste with me the pleasures of the Town;
_ Short is our.life, the coward and the brave

_
_
_
_

Alike descend beneath the silent grave.
Thus said, with eager haste they post away,
And reach the city at the close of day.
There in a palace with rich carpets spread,
They lie luxurious on a silken bed;
There joyous revel ’midst the luscious store
Of costly dainties left the day before.—

் The well-bred mouse his rustic guest attends,
| Tastes every dish, their qualities commends,
_ While the poor cull with secret joy elate,
__ Smiles, and indulges in his change of state.
_ When lo! the doors unlock with jarring sound,
A motley rabble fills the room around,
Half dead with fear the trembling culprits stole

_ To seek for safety thro’ some lucky hole,
_ While thus the rustic as in haste he flies,

With scorning sneer, adieu, kind Sir, he cries,
Your taste is much more elegant than mine,
Be Tike hot so much company
to dine,
ள் Content with coarser bill of fare to dwell,

_

*€cure from danger in my humble cell. |
0

ie

<

i:

NUMB ER
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as human worth,

Prais’d, yet unaided, often sinks to earth;

So sink thy powers;
Scorn,

not doom’d alone to know

or neglect, from an unfeeling Foe,

But destin’d more oppressive wrong to feel
From the misguided Friend’s perplexing zeal."

Such Friends are those, who in their proud display

Of thy young beauty, and thy early sway,
Pretend thou ’rt robb’d of all thy worth sublime,
By the benumbing touch of modern Time.
ம்

a

HAYLEY.

Many crit
more ic
querus
lous than just, have
lately employed themselves in depreciating the
efforts of the modern muses, and several of

_ Cur literary and periodical publications have

' ‘eemed with reflections on the sterility, and
ல் ot of genius apparent in the present cultiva| t0ts of this enchanting art. They insist with
_#pture on the beauties of our ancient poets,

4nd are willing to believe that the invention
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and imagery of their contemporaries
are puerile |
and absurd,
Should a single poem make its
appearance whose style is tamid and glittering
with meretricious ornament,

not satisfied with

reprobating the individual attempt, they launch |
forth into extravagant encomia on the simpli
city of a former age, and pass undiscriminate
and unqualified censure on what they term the
Sa

Even some men of acknowprevailing taste.
ledged genius from an undue bias to antiquity, ட்
have inadvertently - given into this sweeping —

mode of criticism; than which nothing can be
These laudatores ~
more futile and absurd.
temporis acti, who dwell so much upon the
general and superior merit of our’ poetry in
the ages of Elizabeth and the Charles’s, would—
do well to reflect that in those periods the
language was extremely incorrect; that beauty
of arrangement, propriety - of s lection, and
delicacy c of sentiment were, for the most part, ull:

_ known, and it may, without any hazard of oor
tradiction, be asserted, that from these boasted y

eras no one production can be drawn
ing an uniform
் Even

our

three

possess

a

chastity of style and thought.
great poets,

Spenser,

Shak- |

speare, and Milton, are clogged with materials
that press heavy on the patience of the critical

£
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reader, and certainly abound in quaintnesses,
puerilities and conceits which would blast the
reputation of any poet of the present day.
Not to mention

many cantos of Spenser which,

_ Lam afraid, must be pronounced both tedious
and disgusting, the Paradise Lost would be

_ greatly diminished were its metaphysic and
abstruse theology, surely no proper ornaments
of an epic poem, entirely expunged.
The
third book, its exquisite invocation, and a few
Other passages excepted, is more worthy the

nius of Thomas Aquinas than of Milton,
id of Shakspeare it may justly be affirmed
re at many of his plays are barely tolerated out
' of deference to the excellencies of his happier
A ductions.

‘The. beauties

of these

writers

ate, 3 however, above all praise, and I-am accusened (9. approach their works with an adPs

_ ‘Muration almost bordering upon idolatry.

But

det not their faults, the faults,in a great

mea-

Sure, of the age in which they existed, be
‘thrown into the shade for the purpose of en-

cs

ancing the lustre of their genius when placed
Competition with that of their disciples.

ee

no such injudicious aid, nor does

ர பங்ய் passe of wing their blemishes
ile the sole merit of our present race of
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poets; it. ol be found
ட்
ere the subject
be concluded, that an emulation of their inventive powers, as well asa solicitude to escape
their errors, is the proper foundation of their

fame.

As to the various poets who were

coexistent “with our three immortal bards,
though they occasionally exhibit very brilliant
passages, yet are they mingled with such a_
mass of obscurity, vulgarity, obscenity and
colloquial

barbarism,

that he must be a ee

|

hardy critic indeed, who can venture to station.
them on a level with the modern. votaries of
the muse.
vty

்
1

pean

பதி
Er

at
See ae

Simplicity of language in a rude age, or it i

one

approximating

towards

civilization, 8...

merely casual, for as Dr. Aikin has justly
observed, “a simple age is never sensible of
the merit of its own simplicity, but on the
contrary, is fond of laying on with profusion
all the ornament it possesses.” *

That exqui-

site selection of style and thought, which
stamps suchattraction on man of the firstrate productions of our own period, is the —
result of systematic refinement, and of the pro aA
4

_# Letters froma Father to his Son, p. 21.
12
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gress of language toward perfection.
It would
be no difficult task to prove, that in the art of
composition, with regard to purity of diction
and felicitous structure of sentence, the present
| feign is greatly superior to any former era, and
"as to poetry, I believe

we

can

produce

no

_ truly correct poet before the lyric Gray, for.
even Pope has illegitimate rhymes,

and gross

glammatical inaccuracies.
Nor will it be an
arduous attempt to convince the unprejudiced,
tin vigour

of conception, in warmth

and

Idness of imagery, our chief poets for the

் ast forty or fifty years have little reason to
- shrink from competition with their prede_€€ssors,
ie
es

Inthe very ingenious introduction by Mr.
Headley, to the Select Beauties of
Ancient

English Poetry, and which contains many very

_ Slegant and acute remarks, I have ever been

_ *tonisheat
d the following unqualified asser=

ப,

“That Key,” says the author, “ which

S Most beautifully feigned by the poet* to

| have been given by Nature to Shakspeare, and
i uch Was likewise in the hands of some
few
டு a ie Gray, Ode y. The Progress of Poesy.
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of his contemporaries, ‘that oped the sacred
source

of sympathetic tears,’ seems

now, and

has done for a century past irrecoverably lost."
The chief scope

indeed of the Essay

whence this is taken,

from

is to inculcate a decided

_ preference for the poetry of the age of Eliza- ்
beth and Charles, yet it is scarcely: to be
imagined that any person, especially one $0
well versed in our literature as Mr. Headley

indisputably was, could have failed to recollect .
that some of our most pathetic poets have—
flourished since these reigns.

himself can vie with Otway

Not Shakspeare

in eliciting the tear

of pity, and had Mr. Headley forgotten the
Isabella of Southern, and the. Fatal Curiosity
of Lillo;

had he forgotten the Elovsa of Popes -

the pathetic pieces of Collins and: the Wight
Thoughts of the melancholy Young, and above —

all had he forgotten the poems ascribed t0
Rowley and to Ossian, the latter the most
pathetic of all bards, for I must consider both
these collections as modern? nay even whilst

quoting Mr. Gray he seems totally to 8816
inimitable elegy.
hisvion
thrown into obli
$ Vide Introduction, p. 28,

NO. XXVIII.
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In another part of the same Introduction he

gives usa list of poets from the accession of
Elizabeth inclusively. to the restoration of
Charles the second, a period of ninety-one
years, and considers these as forming a con-

stellation im poetic lustre far superior to any
that can be exhibited

from. that’ time

to this,

_ aspace amounting to nearly a century and a

half.

அ Now, without any recurrence to poets of a

date anterior to 1755, I hope to be able to
_ shew that so far from our poetical genius
aving degenerated, a cluste
of names
r may be
ர் formed

_

during

the lapse: of less than

half

a

“ntury, which perhaps, with the exception of

@single individual, the unrivalled Shakspeare,
Will-tise superior, not only to the phalanx
Mr. Headley has arranged, but to the

entire

_ Previous body of our poetry should it be

: mustered in opposition to the product’of the
_Petiod we have assigned. Before entering

* however into any’disquisition relative to our
; Modern luminaries, it will be necessary to place

before the reader the table of Mr, Headle
y,

a
poe
i

ba a few strictures on its contents.
SLi

2

2’

i
ந்
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- Elizabeth began to reign in 1558.
Epic Poets.

4

Spenser. ட்
Milton.
Davenant:

Philosophical
உ.

Dramatic.

_ Historical,

peer

G. Gascoyne. | Niccols.
Shakspeare,
Sackville.
Sir J. Davies. | Massinger.
; Daniel.
_ | Phin, Fletcher.

Jonson.

_ | Drayton.

‘| Giles Fletcher. | Beaumont and | May.
H. More.
Fletcher.
| I. Beaumont.

ம்

Shirley.

்
Satyrical,

4

Hall.

Warmer,

Marston.
Rowlands,
Donne,

Drayton,
Browne,
Fairfax.

Translators.

Amatory and

a Pastoral,

Miscellaneous.

Raleigh.
Drummond.
Marlowe.
“Cowley.
Carew.
.|

Fairfax.

|

Sandys.
Crashawe,

i

Corbet.
King.

;

Habington.
Cartwright...
Randolph.

oy

:

| Suckling.

:

lca!

elegant Collector ்

Such is the list
which thi
‘of the Ancient Beauties “Of English Po)
esteems

and

unrivalled. © Thata

very

splendid

valuable poetic mass is here accumulated
க்

4

i
j
|
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within less than a century

cannot

but if we withdraw the names

be denied,

of Shakspeare

and Milton, the rest will be totally unable, I
conceive, to support the contest even with the

poets of the last forty or fifty years,

Let us

now however briefly notice the principal mem- _
bers in the order of their arrangement, and in
‘the first place, with regard to Spenser it may
be asserted that though possessing a splendid
imagination and much accurate descriptive
_ Painting, abounding in strong personification,
and displaying great tenderness of heart, yet is
+ his Fairy Queene, from its allegorical form, its
_ Want of unity and compression, nearly devoid
of interest, and tomany of his readers,.I appre-

hend, proves not unfrequently very tedious.
_ He who. has once read Spenser through, will
hot probably be induced to repeat the entire
_ perusal, but marking the more brilliant passages

_ will again and again, and with undiminished
‘Pleasure,

have recourse to his selection.

His

_ Myle too, is affectedly obsolete, but there is
*ccasionally a naiveté in his diction and
mannee that ‘Is peculiarly fascinating,

and

though

Some of his cantos might be lost without a sigh,
Yet will his w ork
be ever valued as a store-house
f bold and circumstantial im
agery.
0

2

1

௫

ட்

>
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If Milton in sublimity has never been exceeded, though it will be found hereafter that -’
“some authors of the present day have made a
near approach to his excellencies in this department,

yet in the pathetic and the beautiful he

will frequently
be obliged to yield the palm.

His

chief deficiencies are in the third and

twelfth books,

or national

and his fable involves
no close

interest. Nothing can well be

more erroneous than the opinion of Addison
when, speaking of the interest of the Iliad and
/Eneid as arising from national subjects, he
observes, ‘ Milton’s poem is admirable in this
respect, since it is impossible for any of its
readers,* whatever nation, country, or people

he may belong to, not to be related to the
persons who are the principal actors in it.”*
‘One should
our

hardly have: supposed ’ remarks

Poet Laureat,

‘that Addison could

have

been ignorant of the obvious truth, that every
affection Is exactly weakened in proportion to”
its becoming general. | - There is no distinction”
_so great ‘in civil life. as s that between - a man
and any other animal, and yet I never knew 4
peor. proud of this Test go Poe
though
த் Spectator, No, 744

HOURS.
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there is no elevation of rank so inconsiderable
-as not to havé awakened pride in some bosoms.
The same thing happens to the other passions.
Weare strongly affected by a tale of private
distress, even if not. extending to danger -or
death; but we read without any emotion,

of’

In one great day, ‘on Hockstet’s fatal plain,
French and Bavarians, twenty thousand slain,
Push’d through the Danube to the shores of Styx;

_ Squadrons eighteen, battalions twenty-six.
ee

=

;

PRIOR.+

_ Of the fragment of Davenant it will be suf“ficient to observe, that his mode of versifieation, and his total rejection of machinery

were

_ Of tHemselves adequate to produce neglect.
It has however its beauties, though not: of the
first order, and these have met with elucidation
in the elegant critique of Dr. Aikin.
at

_ Under the next class we find the names *of
இர,

Davies and the two Fletchers,

pol the Nosce Teipsum,

The Purple

Christ's Victory, ‘poems from which
ர்

3 Pye’s Commentary Ga the Poetic of
ல்ல

i

2: 169.

authors

Island and

may
ர்க ன

be

J
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detached a few morsels of exquisite simplicity
and descriptive beauty, but when taken in the

mass, criticism, if impartial, must pronounce

them insufferably tedious and quaint. The
anatomy of the human body is a subject little
calculated for poetry, and would weigh down
the first abilities; nor is the theology of Giles
Fletcher in the least better adapted to the
decorations of the Muse.
The production of
Davies has more terseness and perspicuitys

but in poetical genius he is inferior to the two
கட்ட ie
brothers.
asta
ae
In_ the

dramatic

department

occurs

the

mighty name of Shakspeare; but.as with him
all competition is hopeless, I shall only remark,
that his Macbeth, Lear and Tempest, will per

haps to the remotest period of time, continue
unrivalled.
It is possible, however, to con
ceive that the genius of Shakspeare may be
combined with the chastity and correctness of©
Sophocles, but the birth of such a a
is
scarcely to be geval
டத்

There was a peice wheat the ‘productions
of Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher were pr _
ferred to those of Shakspeare. We are now

i

பு

கதர.

“பர்க்க

ம
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astonished at the miserable taste of our ances-

tors, for of Jonson, the celebrated but pedantic
Jonson, if we except two or three of his
comedies, there is little commendatory to be
said.
His tragedies “ate tame and_ servile
“copies Foie ancients, and’ ‘though in his
comedies

of the Fox,

the

Silent Woman

and

the Alchemist the characters are strongly cast,
d have both wit and humour, they are of a
ind by no means generally. relished or underஇ ood, nor would they now,

nor probably will

;they hereafter, have any popularity on the
Massinger,

Beaumont and

Fletcher

have

| ertainly manv beauties, but I question whether
‘they possess a single piece which a correct
- laste, could endure without very
great altera_ Hon, and they are loaded with such
a mass of

bsceni
and vulgar buffoonery, that comwith them Shakspeare is ‘chaste and
Ous in the extreme.
It may justly. be
அடா think, that their tragedies fall far,
she rt indeed, “of the energy and alllanding i interest of Shakspéare’s, and their
ச் ரயி, I suspect, are even greatl
y inferior
Jonson's eet

in plot and humour.

They
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are certainly however superior in genius tc
Jonson: the
ve more simplicity and pathos,
and their blank verse has very frequently a |
peculiar felicity of construction. The madnes
of the Jailor’s Daughter.in the- Two மிறர்]
Kinsmen

of Beaumont

and Filet

imates very closely to the mann
த்த எட and ie Phalaster

The Bloody Brees too.oof ப

author

conducted with pi

art and

i

exquisile வணி

ழ் had he not sacrific

so. much to the degrading propensities of
age,

might,

as

the

attained a most
Temple of: Pity.

expand;

British

honourable

it has ther

assumed the dramat

lar. 4, The Mirror

கட்டு

station

n many pathetic
abora wor

TOF May and.
to say much, the ous and energic,

; might enhance their
owever

are: little

‘unfortunately for
whole, the rest mu
ர் poem,
should’

however,
be

repub

|

mud

praise.

deserve the en
upon them.
rior to Waller
line’ of Walle

“a

“howeve
and I diet ever spillsae

_ this column would
--mence ௨ விவக

fore proceed |
and of these

‘plause.
I question.
to naturalize ‘the b

shoul

be as frivo
on the be

“be preset

Ssplaces

ine, and

ம்

h

NUMBER

XXIX.

" * Free the young Bard from that oppressive awe,
இ Which feels Opinion’s rule as Reason’s law,

And from his spirit bid vain fears depart,
fa Of weaken’d Nature and exhausted Art!

Phantoms! that literary spleen conceives!

~ Dulness adopts, and Indolence believes!

HAYLEY.
கவள
ர்

வகைகளை.

Havine in the preceding number commen
ted
onthe arrangement of Mr. Headley, I shall
மம் 816 ௨ somewhat similar table of the poet
s

அம் have honoured their country for the
last
இடப் or fifty years, offer some observat
ions on

the individuals who

ee

compose it, and contrast

as I proceed, with those who have filled

ர் More extended period from the accession
of

Pe

'“lzabeth to the restoration of Charles.
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In ‘constructing this table it must be obvious
that names- only” of prominent and: acknow“Iedged excellence could be inserted.
Iti

probable, however, that some poets, who pos

sess a legitimate claim to admission, may have |
been overlooked.

To introdtice

these, when

pointed out, will not only add strength to the |
object of this| paper, but will ந. a real
pleasure to its author.

Os
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is ebgniedactly, ‘We most டடத

‘and difficulty Province of the,poetic art, and:
requires both consummate genius, and an
intimate knowledge of the science, literature,
manners.

and customs,

not only of the age in 4

which the poet writes, but ofthe period - also
' from whence he draws his fable. Homer, Vir 4
gil, Tasso and Milton seem to have possessed
all the knowledge Fequisite for their elaborate”
‘and immortal productions, and though Ossian,

supposing these. poems to have the antiquity
they "¢laim, lived ini an

era comparatively bat “

barous, he was. certainly the best informed and

Peal

most ingenious chieftain of his age, and enjoyed \
Mihe ‘great advantage of describing scenes i
which he himself was actually an important
agent.
The descriptions throughout the works
of this bard are so. undeviatingly correct and
‘simple, so appropriaté to the period in which

“he is supposed to have existed, that with many
this alone is considered as an irrefragable prook 4

of their antiquity; and indeed, should it ever ்
~be

fully’ ascer

entire

ined that

produce” of

these poems. are tbe ்

the present | century, Mr.

Macpherson must not only be esteemed as. one i
of the first poets, but as exhibiting an attention |

_ and skill in the preservation. of costume

த

10: XXIX.

;
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ட

கரு

ன ட.
க பன்ன
or Oder Bowser,
these poems must be viewed as’ “pregnant with
beauties of the highest

rank;

uniformly mild

and generous in manners and sentiment, uniசீ formly simple, pathenc and sublime, vivid and
_ Pictoresque - in” ‘imagery, in diction sapid,
“hervous and concise, they are alike calculated
00. melt and Meliorate the heart, to elevate and
Rifts ‘the imagination. I do not hesitate to
affirm that, if in -sublimity the palm must be
| allowed, and/I think it must, to our great.

poo
yet in the pathetic the Caledonian
4s far superior, not only to Milton, but to —
every other poet..

Conceiving therefore, as I.
firmly do, that Fingal and Temora are solely
‘indebted to Mr. Macpherson for their form,

and for probably,
| of their matter,

name

oo)

are

a very considerable portion
and as the bard under whose

now published

Unknown, till within

was

totally

these forty years,

I have

Placed them, and wish indeed there to place
€ whole collection which i is in fact truly-epic,
at the head of the first department, where I am
| confident they need not fear ogee with

ay specimens of our elder’ Boer,
Thebe gothic my olony

Gen as an instru-
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in { he. beans of TAs

ment

and Stale

produced, such wonderful effects, has until”
very lately little attracted notice. Gray i §
deed: gave us a few spirited versions from the
Edda,

but since his death a.taste for the wild

-and the terrible has been ‘more cultivated and 5
Wieland* and Birger i in Germany, and in out”
4

ச

யக note to page says

€e, volume the first, of this work, I have”

“expressed regret that the Oberon. ‘of this poet had not assmed an English ~
dress. Since that note was ‘Written atranslation from the pen of Wik
liam Sotheby, Esq. has made its appearance. My acquaintance
with
this

admirable poem

being hitherto

through

the medium

of a very

indifferent French. version, it was with much pleasure and expectation

~ I took up the volumes of Mr, Sotheby ; nor have I been disappointed
The

versification

is usually free and

harmonious,

glows 5 with a curious felicity of

amany places

and

the diction in

expression.

The various

descriptions of female beauty, and the numerous sketchings in landscep®
with

which the Oberon

abounds are given

con amore.

The clegant and

happy machinery too of this poem, unfolding to'so much advantage the
luxuriant
with

and

energy

‘sportive

and

ease.

imagination
As

"attempt has been conducted,

specimens

of Wieland,
of

has

the success

been
with

transfused
whieh

this

I shall transcribe a couple of passages

;

the first, descriptive of the wild illusions of the mind during disturbed
! sleep,

the second, of pious abstraction from all worldly solicitude and
arising from the night-mare is iy
The delusive முப்தி

thought.

singularly drawn:
There, for exam ple; I rer
When

forth I went. to கட்டட ‘free from. care,

Heaven knows from whence, 4 black and bristly. bear

Rush’d out before my path-way, grim as hell! *
J, mute with horror, grasp my trusty blade,

ee

NO
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5

ட் have spread a wider canvas and touched it with
Northern

the

or

Arthw

hand.

a glowing

_ Enchantment, which has deservedly given Mi.
‘Hole a place in our epic arrangement, has
) considerable merit in the construction of its

_ fable.

The agency of the northern Parce or

_ Weird Sisters on the one side, and of Merlinon
ந the other, forms

a bold and well chosen system

“of machinery, whilst the human characters are

| pencilled with vigour and discrimination.
் Interest, however,
" preceding number,
had an appeal to the
introduced.
The’

Its

as already observed in a
would have been greater,
heart been more frequently
versification is free and

| Yaried, the poet having happily avoided that
- monotony

which

in

works

of length usually

waits the employment of the couplet. .
i that expressed
res,

when

in Number 17 of this work.

censuring the common

These

are his emphatic

race of Novel-writers:

‘the mighty magician of THe Myste
ries oF UpoLpuo,
_Aourished by the Florentine Muses
in their sacred. solita

«<Not so

bred

and

[i “tld the paler shtines of Gothic
superstition, and in all the dreariness
| 9f etichantment: _ 2 poetess
whom

| acknowledged, aas

ல

Arioste would

the

ட்ட

»- La nudri 2

Caverns,

rapture

haye

1 oe

!

a AL Sacro Speco.”
1

with

Ty,

Orland. Furios. 6. 46.

Vide Seventh Edition, p. 58.
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OF the caltiley of Mr.

ர்வ

ப்ப

already given ஸா analysis of considerable
length, and shall here therefore only say, that
he has so successfully

emulated the

spirit and

sublimity of Milton, that his work will proba-*
bly descend to remote ages, and when the
name of our divine bard shall be sounded b ‘

admiring posterity, that ‘of
not be distatie me pa
Mr. க
rect,

and

ம்
written

Cumbérland

will
ள்

ன் ee ce hoot
with inexcusable

த
ம.

_ reflects great credit on his genius and abilities;
the sentiments are. noble and generous, and
burn with anyenthusiastic ardour for liberty; _
especially

that of his Heroine, —

iat

‘the characters,

are well supported, and his visionary scenes are 2
bold’ oo

Bgetic

ee,

அதி ்

NS

rich with

Fe,national pride Gas opinion; most t epic வண
have been gee
te பட்டபா ந
ல by a

Arc the tide? of censure falls. por one of
most gallant Kings, and who has ever been ன்
favourite with the multitude. - At: is true tbat

eg

NO.

oe a

॥
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eek

the votaries of ambition

scatter desolation in

"their train, and merit the indignant reprobation
of every friend to humanity, but had Mr.

Southey consulted his own fame and popu-

- larity he had chosen a different subject as the

_ Vehicle of his sentiments.

The versification

of this poem is in many parts very beautiful,
and would have ‘been altogether so, had the

author condescended
‘Its elaboration. t

to bestow more

In his promised

time on

epic on the

Discovery of America by Madoc, the ingenious

Poet, itis hoped, will apply more

‘assiduity to the necessary
and polishing,

work

care and

of perfecting

_ Now, if we may be allowed to place
Ossian
I Oppssition’ to Milton, inferio
r in sublimity

Perhaps, though -certain. Yinfnitely
more pathetic, our epic column will stand firm
upon its
base, and, rearing: its majestic shaft, attract,

‘through, distant
OF taste,

ages, the

ல்

eye of genius
:

and

is

2 Since these observations were made
Mr, Southey has published a
1
ட தத்
2
ம்
edition ofthe
Joan of >Arc ina which
many and great alterations,
Pele
ட
த்தன rae
and, fo t the most
z
part, highl
4
y toet

“Place,

VOL. ay.

the advantage
of the work, have taken

aE

:
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The Drama in the sixteenth, and during a
great part of the seventeenth century was

written with little attention

to the rules of

composition, and, except in the hands of
Shakspeare, was for the most part either
monstrous or abortive.
The plays of Massinger, Beaumont and Fletcher abound with
othe; wildest incongruities both in matter and
form, and though Jonson’ was infinitely more
regular yet he wanted the essential of genius. |
Succeeding poets

have

however

made

|

nearer

approaches to the perfectibility of art, and few |
tragedies have been produced within the pre- ,
sent century without due regard to mechanism
of fable,
MOF

style.

to decorum of scene, and propriety
But

as attention

to the dictates of

criticism will not alone constitute a good plays
it is necessary to shew that the poets within
our prescribed period want not what is other

wise

vital and

requisite

to their art.

18

tragedy, as-was observed before, we must avoid
entering the lists with Shakspeare, but with his
contemporary bards we can court comparison

in triumph. With this exception who c#
produce a tragedy from the bosom of the si |
teenth, or prior half of the seventeenth centutys

that, i in genuine dramatic

excellence, shall raph
3.

|

ONO. XXIX. _
ox

with
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the Grecian Daughier or

Gamester

of

- Moore, the Douglas of Home, the Elfrida and
Caractacus of Mason, or the Mystervous Mother

of Walpole.

Though

the subject of this last

‘piece be singularly horrid and almost disgusting, yet the fable is conducted with. such
inimitable skill, that it may in this respect be
considered
as approximating nearer to perféc‘tion than any other drama extant, the Cidipus
Tyrannus of Sophocles even not excepted.
_ Some of the scenes in Douglas are of admira_ ble pathos and beauty,
and its diction has been
justly and generally approved.
The classical
Productions

of Mason would have done honour

e to Athens in her most refined period, and the
ப“tragedies of Moore have been bathed with the

_ tears of thousands.
| Superiority of

LE we turn to comedy the

modern

genius i is decisive,

for,

—Timagine, it will readily. be conceded that the

்Suspicious “Husband,

the Fealous

Wife,

the

ழு Clandestine Marriage and the School for Scan-—

dal are perfectly unrivalled, ~The comedies
of Mr. ‘Cumberland | likewise > pOssess» very

ட consider. ible merit, ‘especially

his West Indian

a" Wheel’ of Fortune. Comedy has in every,
_ Ration ‘been slow in. attaining perfection.
~-Atistophanes,, more remarkable for scurrility
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than for wit and humour,
௯.

with

Euripides,

ey

:

and

NO. XXIx,

was contemporaty|
4

though

Shakspeare

=

has.

many characters of the most genuine humour,
he has not furnished us with an instance of.
legitimate comedy, unless indeed the Merge
Wives of Windsor may be termed such. In
fact before the time of Congreve and Cibber
pare and unmixed comedy was ficarly பய

known,

and only acquired its: more polished»

and perfect state when the drama of மல
and Sheridan appeal
Lyric

poetry

ஸ் He said to have had no

; existence among us before Dryden

composed

his celebrated ode, for the Pindarics of Cow
Jey have small pretensions to the title. Mr
Headley therefore could appropriate no patt
of his table to this. subi ime province of the arty

:

and which has indeed only attained its highest
emmpleneicss in the productions

tak the spe aggia a
+

RO

Soe

of Collins and 4

our தண் have
ee

gah

ச

ms x0. or...
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aN

os"

தடு

:

_ liberally partaken of those €nergies which, in
the present period, have been so powerfully
- directed through the walks of science and the
_4epths of oriental literature.
fh

.

The naturalist and the poet are ‘not in frequent combination; an unwearied attention to
_ the features of nature, and, at the same time,
' apower of selecting the more striking circumstances, and of so vividly impressing them on
the mind of the reader that the original
shall

even seem tame in the comparison, are faculties

_ Which have fallen to the lot of few.
Lucretius,
_ Virgil and Thomson enjoyed however.
this

ம happy

மாமே

_

union of talents, and it is with peculiar

and pleasure that in our day

we can.

Point
to the name of a poet who equally excels

yh these particulars, and to an exquisite felicity

Fdiction superadds the most pathetic morality,

nda vein of original and justly applied satire.
\s long as a taste for simplicity and

energy

¥ style, for the charms of Nature, of Virtue
ind of Religion shall exist, so long will the
a Sk of Cowper continue a favourite with
the

crane
கரஸ்:
“8 அடர
Just claims ரவுல்
to originalரஷ்ய
description.
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The varied operation of the seasons on Foret
scenery, much accurate painting in natural
history, and a number of pictoresque minutiz
that have escaped the notice of preceding delineators,

render this work peculiarly attractive,

nor is it deficient in pathetic incident or digressional decoration.
It is ‘obvious that a great

‘source of hovelty to our poetry may be derived

from the improved state of natural history and
many of our writers seem willing to avail them-

selves of the treasure.

In the pieces of Mr

Hurdis are to be found several faithful draughts
_ from nature,

beautifully coloured,

and unoc-

cupied by any preceding artist. ‘Sothebys
Tour through Wales, and Bidlake’s Sea display
also much that is valuable both in design
and execution,

and, upon the whole, we may

assuredly say that in no period has descriptiie
poetry been cultivated with n MOTE SUCCESS.
தர்,

In
had

the age of Elizabeth, Didactic“ete
not received its most regular and perfect

form, that is, no poem had been written on the

plan of the Georgics.
ever, numerous

Since that reign, how:

have been the labourers in this

department; Phillips, Somerville, Pope, Dye
Akenside and Armstrong have by as respe~

“tive attempts erected unperishable monuments

of their genius and talents, and during the portion of time

foremost

consideration

now under

the name of Mason

Garden 1 must

consider

and. interesting

specimen

mode of composition.

whose English

as the
we

stands

most finished

possess

of

this

The subject is alluring,

“a theme once bless’d by Virgil’s happy choice”
Atque equidem, extremo ni jam sub fine laborum
Vela traham, et terris festinem ad vertere proram:
Forsitan et pingues

hortos que

_ Ornaret, canerem) Sc.

=

cura colendi

oe
Georg. 4.

and the diction

and

versification

charm of sweetness and;simplicity.

have

the

The great

attraction however of this beautiful poem conets in its so frequently and powerfully appeal-

‘1n§ to the tender feelings; through the whole
_ Tans a vein of pathetic reflection, and the story
of Nerina, which occupies the fourth book
ad indirectly continues the precept, is narrated
wl So masterly a manner and with so many’
இப்பட

| பு

x

strokes of nature

that few persons I

த் are to Be found who could peruse

tthe tribute ofa tear. It has indeed

(AOS.

ee

a

objected

pathetic
placed;
that will
have felt
departed
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by

~

ரக

Mr. Pyet that

it is td”

for the species of poem im whichiitis
but if this be an error, it is of a] kind
readily be allowed. for by those who
the influences of pity, and who lament
worth and beauty.
:

The epistles of Mr. Hayley

on Painting,

History and Epic poetry would perhaps more
properly have been thrown under. the title

Historical, had I thought it worth while thus
to designate

single

writer.

a column _for the admission of a

They inculcate

however

s0

much

elegant and judicious criticism, and
diffuse so much light over their respective —

subjects,

that they

may

not

unaptly

place in the didactic compartment.

finda

The ver

sification of these pieces is peculiarly smooth,
correct

and

deficient

flowing, but not unfrequently

in energy and compression.

The

characters are in general justly. drawn and
several display a warmth of fancy, anda beauty |
in illustration highly worthy of applause. 1.
-would particularly instance those of Herodotus
and Livy,

Vets Lacan

and

Ariosto.

The

ழ் Commentary on the Postic of Aristotle ற. 164.

PAR.

2

HOURS,

dresses likewise

to Romney,

தட

அன

Gibbon

and

- Mason are well conceived, impressive and ap| propriate,

and as proofs

of pathetic powers,

the Death of Chatterton, and the author's
postrophe to his mother, may ever be appealed
ae

with triumph.

The Infancy of Dr. Downman has several
' splendid passages, and some

interesting episodic

"parts, but the subject is certainly an unhappy
one; the details
of the nursery and the rules

_for the preservation of infantine health ‘being
Tittle accommodated to the genius of poetry.
There

is merit

however

in

encountering a

lifficulty almost insuperable, and the Doctor
F Perhaps..has rendered his

work

as inviting as

he nature
of his theme would permit.

_

The English Oratory embraces a more fertile
eld,

and

Mr. Polwhele

has

developed

the

Nciples of eloquence and their application
‘the Bar, the Senate and the Pulpit in very

| harmonious verse. The little narratives introced by way of elucidation have much that

ட் ~ beautiful in their conception and execution,

» ind in the fourth bo
theok
episode of Villicus
the Curate is particularly pleasing.

[ரு

ட ் 2

:

>
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Dr. Darwin’ = lately favoured. the world
with a poem perfectly.original in. its design,
and whose versification is the most correct and brilliant in our language.
Nothing can exceed :

the exquisite taste with which the diction of —
the Botanic Garden is selected, and the facility
which the author enjoys of describing, without
the smallest. i injury to the polish and melody
of his lines, the most intricate objects of nature

and of art, is truly astonishing.

A playfulness_

-of fancy, an unbounded- variety of fiction, an
imagination wild and. terrific as that of Dante.
_ or Shakspeare, and an intimate knowledge of
ae

branch

of science

and natural

history,

conspire to render this poem perfectly unique:
Scripture narrative, ancient mythology, se

superstition and the miraéles of philosophy ae
drawn in to decorate or elucidate the history

or metamorphoses of his plants, and thebold :
and _ beautiful personifications ~ ‘which 00
weet start forward, and with a projectio
which indicates the hand of genius,

infuse’ lif

and vigour through the wor
of the armies of Cambyses- and of Senacherib

the prosopopeia of

bi

Ague and of the Night .

mare, the scene of M dea and her. Children,
and the group of wild animal drinking are, J

- NO. XXIX.
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verily think, for strength of imagination, and
vivacity and richness of colouring unequalled.
Impartial criticism, however, compels us to
" observe that the Botanic Garden is not without EB

defects; two leading ones may be mentioned;
a monotony in the versification arising from its
uniform and excessive splendour, and a want

of due connection between the different parts
of the poem; the descriptions : are nearly insulated, thatis,
i they are deficient in that kind of
‘

combination

which | is necessary

to form

a

~ concording and interesting whole.
ட

88௦ கொர contrast these didactic poets with
he philosophical and metaphysical ones of the
a of

all,

Elizabeth, ae for an instant

சி to Churchill i

nsiderable comment

hesitate

‘Anstey

any

on this province of the

ரய 05 readily dispensed with. To the
ergy and severity of Churchill, and the playfal busta of the அது He : Gedy we may also
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the elegant and well timed’ satire of Giff
_ and the powerful, nervous and sometimes su
hime strains of the unknown author of
Pursuits of Literature. This last production
‘though in a few. places. unnecessarily cau

and querulous, and too. indiscriminatei
objects of its literary” censure, is the prod
of. extensive
ட்ட டு and of om
to b
friend the nc
religion.

powers alike vigoro
given to his cow

of acknowledged excelle ce in this department —
have within the last thir y years been presen ம.
Tee en
to the public.
too mel room
ee
ஆவன்
கவ்
Probationary Od ்

In a late
Review, and.

complaine at. the

to , Dean>

197
occur the following judicious
th

In particul
st ‘Sears ள்
ல்.

து ர.

is os

ப offai
ன் ‘Us, that

chHh English poetry
Ferns) nor with
5 will _apply
டவர் of time

15 never been
| be excelled.

i
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1

than that of | any

«No.

um

other poe
andt,
whose s

timents and imagery are equally beaut
and pathetic.
Dr. Beattie. has observed t
several cantos might be ‘mentioned of
Fairy Queen, the preservation of which wouk ்
not compensate the loss of The Castle of 1
lence.” + with yet greater propriety might thi
be eed as to i eee
loss of his oy

: Eee

son

a.

and

tender

sentiment ted jus

favourite with the public. ் Hayley
euvre,

The T;rir

noticed in this pl!
to class it under
_ and indeed,
it see
+ Beattie on

hs. of

te

Temper, must be alse

have “not been abl
3

:
:

HOURS.

ae

species of poetry, for in
and design it differs materially from
een:| denominated oe (gras aoe

படை,

தி

ட்

w

;

Gan’ ae

and

the

“OFF pened: the

a

Sympathy

Peru of

ஸி
6 ட றனர் the
ent by. Polwhele,
ம் ariety of other

x
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Translators of the two ages would be futile
and even absurd; let the reader cast his eye.
_over the opposed columns, and he will notfor
an instant demand it. I shall therefore confine
myself to avery few observations, andsl
“in the first place remark that translation, b
in prose and poetry, has been extensively and
very successfully cultivated during the present

reign.

Among

are to Be found some of the frst

catalogue,
literary

the names which form out

characters

in. the

nation, and

ther

attempts to tr nsfuse the beauties of their
originals have. improved the public taste, and
opened to the mere English scholara wide.

field of amusement, The Georgics of Virgil
have received new attractions

in the translation

of Warton. The elegant simplicity ௦1 1 ஊன்

has met with an admirable vehicle in the we!
chosen

and

familiar blank verse

o

.

Horate assumes a more pleasing national 280.
from the assiduities of Mr. Boscawen, and ம் ்
gigantic sublets of AEschylus is preserved

he
much more of ithe
sim le majesty and

‘manneG

/

வை...
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of the divine bard than his predecessor Pope,

ose splendid and highly ornamented parafase is more adapted to the genius of Ovid
han of Homer.
It may with truth also be
f med of Mr. Cowper’s work, that where the
‘ian takes his boldest flights, his Translator

ws with a vigourous wing, and has given
‘the
sublimer portions of the Iliad in a manner
equally faithful and spirited. That satiety too
ரீ which IS sO frequently experienced

in reading

ட் any considerable quantity of Pope’s couplets,
is not felt from
translator, which

the blank verse of his last
possesses a manifest superi-

oritv in its variety of pause and rhythm. In>
fact, that plainnéss of diction which in the
perusal of Cowper has

€ fastidious,

Judgment,

given

such offence

to

has been the result of mature

for that the poet

knew

how

to

part the most exquisite polish to his lines
ident from the specimens quoted

by Mr.

ayley of his version of the Latin and Italian

Retry of Milton, than whichnothing can be
; mH € musical and: finished.

OF the. Midian: =
௦0 translations

the

8
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NO:

a

think | auch superior to his Tasso, and the
Inferno of that wonderful genius Dantet 1s
well laid open to the curiosity of the public by |

Mr. Boyd; but no poet perhaps has ever been
so greatly indebted toa Translator as Camoens,
whose Lusiad in the very elegant and பட
version

of Mr. Mickle, has perfectly

the air

of an English original; its defects are concealed

or mitigated,’ while its beauties

catch double

lustre from the British dress.
iA taste for Arabic and Persian poetry has
been acquired through the labours of the
t In this their primal poet, observes the Author of The Pursuits of
ee
there is an originality and a hardihood of antiquity.= eH=
soul was dark and sullen; it was proud and full of his wrongs. Broo:

leta parum
realms

et dejecto lumina vultu.

without

the

shone full upon him,
of

men

and

their

sun,

to the

He

passed through imaginaly

confines of light.and hope.

and the beams were from
passions is

eternal.

on high.

The dey

His draught

His language was lik

deep and full of matter: its strength and harmony may be Best ne
by his.Tuscan brother : *

Aspro concento, orribile armonia
D/alte querele, @ululi, e di strida,
Instranamente concordar s’udia. ©
Ariosto O. F. cant. 16.

* Pursuits of Literature, Introductory Letter, p: 20

i

e himsell,் # |

4?
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Asiatic Society, and

Sir William Jonest has

| particularly distinguished himself by several
incomparable

translations of, and acute

-cisms

poets

on

the

of

the

east.

criti-

For many

“elegant: Arabian poems also we are highly
‘indebted to Professor Carlyle; unacquainted
“with the originals I am incompetent to: judge
of their fidelity,

but as beautiful and exqui-

-sitely finished pieces they are entitled to warm
பப்ப அபக,
Upon comparing the arrangement we have
thus given of the chief poets in the two periods,
ம

' + The death of this great manis an inreparable loss to christianity, to
- science and to literature.
He—whom Indus and the Grae mourn,
The glory of their banks, Bar Isis torn,
Ih learning’s strength is fled, in judgment’s prime,

An science temp’rate, various and sublime ;_
To him familiar

every legal doom,

The courts of Athens, or the halls of Rome,
_ Or Hindoo Vedas taught; for him the Muse

_

Distill’d from every flow’r Hy blean devs;த்
Firm, when exalted, in demeanour grave,
Mercy

and truth were

his, he lov’d to save,

His mind collected, at opinion’s shock—
©

Jones stood unmoy *d, and from the Christian tock,

Celestial brightness beaming on his breast,

He saw Tue Star, and worshipp’d in the East.

be

நன

Pursuits of Liteyature, p. 422.
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-

and of their principal- productions, it must |
strike every reader that Mr. Headley has
be
greatly too partial to his phalanx of anci
Let us for. a moment reflect what various and
exquisite poems only the last forty-five yea |
have produced, and we shall be utterly “ata|
loss to conceive how any author could asse
that the “ Key that oped the sacred source of

sympathetic tears, seems now and has done for |
a

century

‘past

irrecoverably

Jost.”

It i |

evident, I think, from the survey just taken,
that never was: there < an age more distinguished 1

than the present for poetic excellence in almost” நீ

every department of the art,
sternest

critic

who

nor can the |

shall impartially compare 1

the two tables, and recollect that the Jatle |
embraces only half the “space of time allotted த
to the former, avoid acknowledging the gr?
merit and lustre of his contemporaries

in the Drama we confess the superiorly © |
Shakspeare, in the epic feld, having an Ossiat |
or rather a. Macpherson to produce, we
nearly upon a level, and in every other pe
vince a “marked and decisive preé- அன்னா?
must be granted to the poets of the pues
‘reign. In the Lyric, Descriptive, and D
tic columns there can pre no competition:

|
|

WO. kX EX.

- HOURS.
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‘can any, I should imagine be hinted at in those

"appropriated to Satire, Miscellaneous
and Translators.
_ In thus combating the

_ who have been
|
'
_
_

of those

solicitous to depreciate our

present poetry, I have selected the text of
Mr. Headley as conveying the sentiments of
the whole body, and more especially as his
general good taste might probably for a time
even impart weight and consequence to a

- critical error.
|

opinions

Poets

Of the Editor of the Select

Beauties of Ancient English Poetry as a Scholar,
2Critic anda Man, I entertain a very high
opinion; he was
Understand, with

beloved by his friends, I
an enthusiasm which his

- amiable qualities fully justified,

and I have.

_ only to lament that his prejudices

in

favour

~ of our elder poetry should so far have vitiated
his Judgment

as to preclude any

of the value of modern genius.

eh Ny Ee ie

யம

Sti

fair estimate

| NUMBER XXX.
_ Offspring of other times, ye visions old!
் மலம், no more by gentle hands unroll’d,
_ Magnanimous deceits! where favour’d youth

Finds short repose from formidable truth!
Oh witness if, e’er silent in your praise,
ந cal 've pass'd in vice or sloth inglorious days,

-» But rais’d for you my firm unalter’d voice,

Fancy my guide, and solitude my choice.
Pursuits of Literature.

Tae popular superstitions ofvevery country
afford not only amusement

to the credulous -

and inquisitive, but furnish subjects of curious

speculation

to

the

philosopher

and historian.

The genius and manner
ofsa people, their
_ Progress in civilization, and even ‘the very
of
country and climate they exist
May, in a great measure, be ascertained
om the nature of their mythological

creed.

fe nthe early stages of society, where no ) extenbast

;

2

>

ன

es.

i

Fi

i

™ St complicated union has taken place for
2
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mutual defence and protection, man is exposed
to perpetual and numerous dangers; in a state
of almost continual warfare with the tribes ,
around him, or employed in the severe and -

equally

almost
for

dangerous

his daily subsistence,

toils of the chace
he is altogether in- —

debted for life and safety to his own individualexertions; hunger and revenge call aloud for
gratification, and occupy every intellectual ef
fort of the Being thus situated, every direction _

of his muscular strength.

Obnoxious to vat. |

ous perils, at one time almost perishing for want of food, at another putting in practice
every wily stratagem to entrap'a

himself;

foe or protect

ignorant of the causes and effects of

all the mighty

phenomena

of nature which

surround him, and conscious from dire expéerience of his own frequent inefliciency 10

gratify his appetites, or satiate his resentments
the savage naturally looks for assistance beyond

the pale of mortality. — Unacquainted howevet

with any rational

system of religion, he calls

into being, and gives local habitation and @
name to, the wanderings ofa terrified imagii ‘
ton;

the thunder, the lightning, and the wh

wind, the roaring of the moun ain torrent, the
“sighing of the gathering storm, the 11108

NO. x eae

ஜா

நத

meteors of night; and the

bésing

ise

of

clouds and mist, are with him the appalling
- tones and awful’ visitations of supernatural
” heings.
He hears the spirit of the whirlwind
or

the water

shriek, and

_ assistance, or, deprecates

either implores

the

the wrath of agents

whose powers are gigantic, and whose modes
of operation are illimitable and unseen.

Should he inhabit a country peculiarly rude
and gloomy in its aspect, where the almost
boundless heath, the stupendous mountain, or
the darkening forest form the prominent fea-

tures of the landscapé, where silence and solitude, unbroken but by the harsh screaming of

the bird of prey, or the tumults of the rushing
tempest,

brood over the scene

in solemn ma-

jesty, his superstitious fears partake of the wild

and melancholy ‘sublimity which the objects.
beforé him are calculated to inspire, and
breathe a. much severer spirit than the credulity
of a country more fertile ‘and .chearful in its

produce and அழகன் could give rise to.
“No territory in Europe நன்ன

ல

observations than Scotland,

exemplifies

in which,

ar system of superstition, sublime
and awful in its general texture, and strongly

You. al.

ட

ஒத

“a

்
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indicative of the country, has long reignas in
the Highlands of that kingdom, in its Lowland
districts a mild and more sportive vein offabling :
prevails, well adapted to the beautiful and pastoral scenery of that delightful தத
Dr. Beattie has with much ici
of lan
guage described these two portions of Scotland,
and drawn their discriminative appearances
with

a

masterly

Highlands,

he

pen.

With

observes

regard

they ‘are

to the

couifiias

ட்

a_picto- :

resque, but in general a melancholy country. —
Long

tracts of mountainous desert, covered

with dark

heath,

and often obscured by misty

‘weather; narrow vallies, thinly inhabited, and
bounded by precipices resounding with the fall
of torrents; a soil so rugged,

and a climate 8?

dreary, as in many parts to admit neither the
nor

the labours of

agriculture; the mournful

dashing ‘of waves

along

that

the

friths

and lakes

intersect the

country; the portentous noises which 6877
change of the wii ind, and every increase and
diminution of the waters,

Sees

amusements of. pasturage,

is apt to raise, ‘ina 1

lonely region, full of echoes,

and rocks, an

‘caverns; the grotesque and ghastly மணன்.
of such a landscape by the light of a moon:

NO. XXX.
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Objects like these diffuse a gloom

over the

_ faney, which may be compatible enough with
- occasional and social merriment, but cannot
fail to tincture the thoughts of a native in the
hour of | silence and solitude.
Bet it’ be

served also, that the ancient highlanders of
~ Scotland had hardly any other way of supporting themselves than by hunting, fishing, or war,

professions that are
fatal accidents..

continually

And hence,

exposed

no doubt,

to

addi-

tional horrors would often haunt their solitude,
ச்

and a deeper gloom overshadow

the imagina-

tion even of the hardiest native.
“What

then

would

|

it» be reasonable

to

expect from the fanciful tribe, from the musi-

cians and poets. of sucha région?

Strains,

expressive of joy, tranquillity, or the softer
_ passions? No: “their style must have been
better suited to their. circumstances.
And so
we find in fact that their mufic is.
The wildest
| irregularity appears in’ its
composition: the
©Xpression is warlike, and melancholy, and
approaches

even

to

the

terrible.—And_

that

their poetry is almost uniformly mournful, and
heir views of nature dark and dreary, will, be
allowed, by all who admit of the authenticity

212
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of Ossian; tind
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not doubted by any wt

|

6 |

' lieve these fragments of highland poetry to’ e
_ genuine, which many old people, now ai
of that country, remember to have hear
their youth, and were then தத to refer to
Se
14.
ee
pretty high

in ண்ட

whe. for oa

|

‘centuries had possession

of the Lowlands werea tribe from the north
of Scandinavia; the Saxons emigrated some

_ centuries after from the south, and both spoke
te -a language founded
on the Gothic or Scythian. 1
Dropping therefore any further ' consideration |
of this species of |

ஆம்

Le oes confine

ourselves to the deta

்
் ௦

te ‘highlantrs, and

: mong

a

the Celt, the

oe

Ol
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“Whee as discoverable in the poems attri_ buted to Ossian and other northern bards of
neatly equal supposed antiquity, certainly
- possess” strong matks of the rude society,

_ simple manners, and gloomy credulity of the
I es tow ie ப ஆய
ட் assigned ; for

so றத தல், கற்றன as
ம் and
_ Temora could be transmitted by tradition
through fourteen centuries, yet is it very probable that superstitions: which appear in some
_ Measure to have been the necessary offspring
of the climate and country, and which'from
their wild and terrible nature would makea
powerful impression upon the inhabitants,
|
should:descend little changed ‘through a series -”

of barbarous ages; these have
npop by the

0...

withstanding

the vicissitudes and ‘pro-

gress of éivilization, itt

truth

been seized

ண் ‘of Ossian with effect,

be asserted,

that

ays ey believe,

‘more

with

than a

century ago, nearly all”
erstitions of the
| Fingaliangra existed in full force i inthe High-

~ lands of Scotland, and ‘consequently could not

Ee
the researches of a poet desirous of |
_ tnging his productions with the colours of

வட.

The highlander who fed his cattle

214
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oNocgaae

on the dark and unfrequented heath, or on the
side of some storm-beat mountain, and who |

was frequently compelled to spend the night |
exposed to all the inclemencies of the weather
listened with the same emotion to the whisthing

of the winds, or the dashing of the torrents,
saw the same ‘appealஎய் meteors, and

க்.

lone

parts of.

ee

shores of the romantic

ond on it

Hebrides, still

linger the awful relics of the celtic creed.

With bold imagination warm,
They see the genius of the storm
Rear on the hill his cloud-built throne,
While

trackless as aneனத

ட leader
Asiatic

்

of his

Sarmatia

probably,
from

த

:
ஆ

the conductor of a trib

Ireland

into— Caledonia,

Fingalian. race were to the

aand: thus: “the
Scots what the

ன்

டம்

HOURS.
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2

i itanic were to the Greeks, or the Odinic to
the Goths.t
Nothing, however, can be more
<j distinct or opposed than the gothic and celtic

i

religions; the one breathes the most sanguinary
and ferocious spirit, the other, though mingled
ட் with. a melancholy sublimity, and displaying

great

ne a of imagination,

is yet friendly

6 virtues, to the best emotions of

The: Halls of Odin and of Fingal,
hk

the spirits of

the depar ted received the

_ rewards due to their glorious actions while on

earth, are strikingly illustrative of the contrast
Beale
these ancient superstitions.
In the
former, the votaries of the Scandinavian Deity,
after daily cutting each other to pieces for

_ amusement, slicing

to.a plentiful feast, and

drank ale out of the hollow, skulls. of -their
அவுல், | Balderi patris 771. ala, exclaims the
dyin, g Lodbrog, bibemus cerevisiam ex concauis
crateribus: craniorum. + aim ‘the - latter, ’ the

Warriors of Morven He
_ Praises of their bards,wW
~ + Vide

Pinkerton

on the

ட in rapture to the
1s of friendship,
ம

Poetry, p. 41. and 49

of Scotish

மfice
்
the Epicedium of Regner Lodbrog :as trans=

1poe

from

he cose

By Olaus ware.
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Jove and
clouds,
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or
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or௭ flew with their friends on

hovered with’
protecting influence

~ over those they loved on earth, In the poem,
of Berrathon are two. beautifal descriptions of ;

the ideal palace of Fingal; Ossian lamenting
the death of Malvina, the daughter of Tosce :

thus appositely introduces his fx _ delineation:
*¢ Soon hast thou set, 2. Mah

generous “Toscar! «
beam of the east, a

friends, where they sit, in
ரா!

A cloud hovers

Its blue curling

sides are high.

the chambers of tl

over Cona.
The

7

winds are

beneath

it,

with

their wings.

There the

Within it is the dwelling of Fingal.
hero sits in darkness.

His

airy spear

கhalf covered

is in his

with clouds

mist!
oe. the king, on

s the
of Ullin: he strike

The lee erases with a thousand meteors ;
ச்
ன் நஹ the airy hall.’ த ட. ea , 5. se ட
3 Ossian’s Poems, uae ii. p- 195°

aa
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The conclusion of this poem is exquisitely
pathetic;

Ossian is represented aged and blind,

nd departing to the halls of his fathers;
“Lead, son of Alpin,”. siings the venerable

gard, “lead the aged to his woods.

The

_ winds begin to rise. The dark wave of the
lake resounds. - ‘Bends there not a tree from
Ni
, branches bare? It bends, son

_ of Alpin, in the rustling blast. My harp hangs
| ‘ona blasted branch. The sound of its strings
is mournful.
Does the wind touch thee, O
‘harp, or is it some passing ghost! It is the

hand of Malvina!
Alpin:

Another

shall depart

Bring me the harp, son of
song

in the

shall rise.

sound.

‘hear it in their airy~hall.

My

soul

‘My fathers

shall

‘Their dim. faces

shall hang, with joy, from their

clouds;

and

their. bana receive their son. The aged oak
bends ever the stream. It sighs with all its
Moss.
The withered fer 1 whistles near, and
“Mixes, as it waves, with”
n’s hair.
3

Surike’ the harp,

i
ழு,

with alt

a ‘Mournful

்
பa
VOL.

your
sound

:

க

டட the song; benear,

wings,
away

ye winds.

‘Bear

to Fingal’s

airy

the
hall.

it to Fingal’s hall, that he may hear the
Ty:

Per

தாதி.
voice

0.

பார்வ

ஸ்ட
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of his soni’ {The: voice io him ca
the பதின். !
a

The blast’ of Hie

north ‘opens ine gates, 0

king! I behold ‘thee
ns on mist, dimly
gleaming in all thine arms,
Thy form now's
not the terror of the valiant.
Itis like a watry
cloud; when we see the stars
ind it, with

their weeping eyes. Thy shield is the aged
moon: thy

sword

a vapour half- kindled with

fire. Dim and feeble i is the chief, who travelled
in brightness before!

But thy steps are on the

winds of the desart. The storms are darkening

in thy hand. Thou takest the sun in thy wrath,
and hidest him in thy clouds.
The sons of
little men are afraid.
A thousand showets
descend. But when thou comest forth in thy

mildness; the gale of the morning is near thy
course. The sun laughs in his blue fields.

The grey stream winds in its vale. ‘The bushes
shake"their green heads in the wind. one J

bound towards the desart,
There isa muri

e

a the heath!

the story

winds abate!’ I hear the voice of Fingal. Lom}
has

it been absent from mine ear!

Ossian,

Come

come away,” he says, * Fingal has

|

© On ES
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‘received his fame.
flames

that -had

departure
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We passed away, like
shone

was in renown.

for a season.
‘Though

the

Our
plains

h of our battles are dark and silent; our fame is
_in the four grey stones. *T 6 voice of Ossian

_ has been heard,
Selma.

The harp has been strung in

Come, Ossian,

“come fly

come away;

he says,

with thy fathers on clouds.”

come, I come

thou king of men!

I

The life of

- Ossian fails. I begin to vanish on Cona. My
‘Steps are not seen in Selma. Beside the stone
of Mora I shall fall asleep. The winds
whistling in my grey hair, shall not awaken me.

Depart on thy wings, O wind! thou canst not
disturb the rest of the bard.
The night is
long, but his eyes are heavy.
Depart, thou

Tustling blast.

ee
By

~ But why art thou sad, son of Fingal?
Sows

the

cloud

of thy soul?

The

Why

chiefs of

other times are departed. They have gone
_ Without their fame, The sons of
future years
- shall pass away. Another race shall arrive.
ட் The people

are like the waves of ocean:

like

; pe leaves of woody Morven, they pass away
7 the rustling blast, and other leaves lift their

_ 8feen heads on high,

|
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Did thy beauty last, O ரானி Stood the
strength of car-borne Oscar? Fingal himself
‘departed. The halls of his fathers forgot his
steps.

Shalt thou then remain, thou aged bard!

But my fame

when the mighty F ve failed?

‘shall remain, and grow like the oak of Mor
ven;

which lifts its broad

head

and rejoices in the course oft

These வற் ணை of ret future state of the
Caledonian heroes display a system equally
sublime and beautiful, and which is altogether

free from the fierce and barbarous spirit of ihe
gothic superstition.
The terrible Odin, ee
deed, covered with blood, and glorying in
slaughter, whom the rough warriors of Seat
dinavia

invoked as. the God of battles and the

dispenser of victory,
"defiance and

is treated by Fingal; with

even contempt.

The combat).

the Celtic chief with the Spirit of Loda, %
Odin, one of the most sublime passages 19 he
poems of Ossian fully indicates the disappro"
bation and disbelief of the bard of. 000௨ 8510 |

௮ il, p. 205-

ts

Z உடை

a cere

the vaunted agency col this ferocious eo

rsadiad

Sista

ee

fork ae

|
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A
blast came from the mountain, on its
_ wings was the Spirit of Loda. He came tohis
_ place in his terrors, and shook his dusky spear.

' His eyes appear like flames in his dark face;
Biss voice is like distant “thunder.
Fingal
_ advanced his spear in night, and: raised. his

voice on high,
ட்டு

5

n

fly!

-..

f night,

tire : call thy winds,

Why dost thou come to

my

and

presence,

with thy shadowy arms? Do I fear thy gloomy

form, spirit of dismal Loda?

Weak is thy

shield of clouds; feeble is that,meteor, thy
sword! The blast rolls them together; and
thou thyself art lost. Fly. from my presence,
_ 800 01 night! call thy winds and fly! ”
Dost

thou

force

me fem

_Teplied the hollow voice.

before me.

my

place?’

‘The people bend

I turn the battle in the field of the

brave. I look on the nations,
d they vanish:
My nostrils pour the blast of death. I come
ம் abroad on the winds: the tempests are before
ம my face,

But my dwellingis calm, above the

_ Slouds; the fields of my rest are pleasant!’

9

* Dwell in thy pleasant fields,” said the king.

,
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“¢ Let Comhal’s son be forgot.
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Do my steps’

ascend, from my hills, into thy peaceful plains? —
Do I meet thee, with a spear, on thy cloud, ‘4
spirit of dismal:Loda?

Why

then dost thou :

frown on me? why shake thine airy spear?
Thou frownest in-vain: I never fled from the
mighty in war. And shall the sons, of the wind
» frighten the king of Morven
Ne 0; he knows
the weakness of their arms!
டர
tF ly. to thy land,’ epee

the form;

‘receive —

the wind and fly! The blasts are in the hollow
of my hand: the course of the storm is mine.
The king of Sora is my son, he bends at the
His battle is around
stone of my power.
Caric-thura; and he will prevail! » Fly to thy
land, son of- Combal, or feel my, flaming
wrath!’
3
= ய

He lifted high his shade
forward his dreadful height.

early He bent
Fingal, advan~

ing, drew his sword; the blade of dark- -brown

|

Luno. The gleaming path of the steel winds
thro’ the gloomy ghost. The form fell shape —
less into air, like a column of smoke, which»
the staff of the boy disturbs, aas it rises fro

the half-extinguished furnace.

a
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Phe Spirit of Loda shrieked, as, rolled into
himself, he rose on the wind,
at the sound.

Inistere shook

The waves heard it on the deep.

அ

_ ‘They stopped, in gheir course, with fear.” *

From this wild but splendid and terrific

fiction we learn that Ossian had no idea ofa
Being immaterial and impassive; the Scandinavian God
s wounded, and shrieks with
ட் agony, and from ்
enor of all his poems it
ils plain that he considered

the souls of men

as material

and

still

susceptible

‘feelings and

passions.

It would

of

human

appear too

that he deemed the interference of such agents
among mankind, as the Spirit of Loda, imProper and officious.

In short, if the Bard of

Cona believed in the existénce of a deity, of
which, however, there is . evidence in his
Works, he conceived him, like the ancient
ழ் Epicureans,

to be

of humanity.
such |‘as has
Eat

ae:

indifferent to

the concerns

A firm belief in a future state,
been described in Berrathon;

in

the perpetual visitation of departed spirits, and
in the existence

of supernatural

Ported itin ties

ல ata

beings

inhabited

a

ce வ்

oy lia ற. 66.

who

the

almost

appr

=

—

இக்க

ee

aching to
7 6

ண் among a

ட

Sra

as a ட

of. the aos

வலை
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ண்டி now, of dick Irish poems it may be
observed that though. probably productions’of
‘the: eighth, ninth or tenth century, yet the
“universality ‘of the tradition relative to ‘the
_ coexistence

of the Saint and Hero

is entitled

to some consideration, for as the annals of
Treland have an allowed claim to considerable
ட் period, of St. Patrick, and
‘poe

aioe

Ossian

Saint, perhaps

contem-

we shall do

'Yight in preferring this ara for the poet to Mr.

Macpherson’s, who has placed
the close of the third century.

a

him

towards °

அட

Dismissing, however, a subject over which
antiquity. as drawn an almost impenetrable
veil, we shall proceed to enumerate those
‘Various superstitions which ok place during
eg ‘Supposed era of the Fingalian race, and
Which certainly are of very remote origin.
Nor shall we: neglect பகத் இ
:
made .
to ve: ee 31

a36

நரரைங்கும்..

Connected

ன.

as these peculiar

with some of the

பலக.
opinionsa

most exquisite poetry inthe —

world, and unfolding a system

with regard to -

the agency of departed spirits to which even —
the philosophy of modern times may granta —

possibility of truth, and which impresses with —

almost

equal awe the man of letters and the —

peasant, an hour, perhaps, wil not unsatisfac-

torily

்

be employed in throwing together its

scattered members, and in
ting some ol |
the most striking illustrative passages.
No people ever gave such firm credence ! 1
the visitation of the spirits of the deceased t0 |

their friends, as the Celts’ of Caledonia, and '
the ghosts

of Ossian

are

in consequence de- ’

picted, with an accuracy, with a warmth and |
force of colouring which, except in Shakspea™®
it is in vain to look for elsewhere. “ OS
describes
the

ghosts,” says

particularity

conversed

of one

Dr.

Blair,

who

had

with
seen am

with them, and whose imagination | ந

left up?” |
they hadon
was full of the impressi
it.

He calls up those awful and tremendow q

ee
wor
ideas which the
Simulacra modis pallentia miris
are fitted to raise in the human mind; 9"

NO. XXX.
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“which, in a

=

style, harrow up the

- soul.”கா.

ட அது

a a specimen af the general manner in
ட these superhuman beings are
TT
by the. magic pencil of the Bard of Cona,I
shall evoke the spirit of Crugal,, and place
ட
வ the eyes . க் கடத one of the noblest

oa «A dark red stream டண் fire comes down
_ from the hill.» Crugal sat upon the beam; he
~ that lately fell by the hand of Swaran, striving
in the battle of heroes. His face is
ட்டை

beam of the setting moon.

His robes are of

the clouds of the hill. His eyes are like two
decaying flames. Dark is the wound of his
x breast—The ‘stars

_ fom; and his voice
a stant. ‘stream.

dim-twinkled

through

was like the sound

Dim, and i in tears,

his

of a

he stood,

4 and stretched his pale hand over the hero,

a Faintly he r rise | his feeble voice, like the gale

3 (Of the reedy Lego. ——* My ghost, O Connal!
_ on my அ
hills ; but my corse is on the
ஆ நஷ்ட
பத்னி
Bg

Gas

ரண்
of

Ossian.

on the Poems
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sands of Ullin.

Thou
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shalt never talk with

Crugal,
or find his lone steps in the heath.I
- am light as the blast of Cromla.

I move like -

the shadow of mist!
Connal, son of Colgar,
I see a cloud of death: it hovers dark over
the plains of Lena. The sons of green En |
“must fall: Remove from the field of ghosts.’ =
Like the darkened moon he retired, in the
midst of the whistling blast.” *
்

eR Sa

It is evident. from

லட

various 0passages

that the

Celtic

Homer,

made a

distinction between

rits, the former

dy

of this”
ancient Caledonians
|

good and bad spl:

appearing during the day time,

and in pleasant places,

the latter only in the

‘night, and on some dreary and deserted heathy |

or directing the fury of the storm.

They cone 4

ceived also. that the spirits of women retained

4
7

]
|
iaj

Zona

the beauty they possessed while on earth, a”
moved from place to place. ‘with a quick. but
gliding motion. This” ap Pes from the ePr
ழ்
sode of Shilric and Vinvela, where the

NO. XXX.
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%He returned to his hills, and Vinvela was
i no more. He leaned on her grey mossy stone;
he thought Vinvela lived:
He saw her fair

‘moving on the plain: but the bright form
lasted not, the sun beam fled from the field,
‘and she was seen no’more. — Hear the song of

Shilric, it is soft but sad!
ட் ‘I sit by the mossy fountain ; on the top of
the hill of winds. One tree is rustling above
“me.

Dark

waves

roll over the heath.

lake is troubled below.
from the hill.
“Itis mid-day:

thoughts
| my love!

The

The

deer descend

No hunter at a distance is seen.
but all is silent. Sad are my

alone.

Didst thou

a wanderer

but appear,

on the heath!

O

thy hair

floating on the wind behind thee; thy bosom
heaving on the sight; thine eyes full of tears

_for thy friends, whom the mist of the hill hath
eoncealed!

Thee I would comfort, my love,’

and bring thee to thy father’s house!
பரப்ப

ஸ்ட் that there. appears,

:
like a

beam, of light on the heath? bright as the moon
M autumn, as the

sun in a summer

storm,

ம் 6௦ ம்௦ய, ட maid, over rocks, over mountheப of
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tains tome? She speaks:
voice!

like

the

breeze

NO, KX,

but how weak her
in

the reeds of the

lake.”

‘ Returnest thou safe from the war? Where
are

thy friends,

my love?— ‘I heard of thy

death on the hill; I heard and mourned thee,
Shilric! —* Yes, my fair,
alone of my race.

more: their oe
‘heat

1

க ou a

ly Taised 0on

alone?”

“Mone

house.

I am, O Shilric!

alone in the wine

With grief for thee I fell. Shilric | ்|

am pale in the temb.’

₹: She fleets, she a. away; as. mist:ப
and, wilt thou not stay, Vinvela? 4

the wind!

Stay and behold my tears? fair thou appearesh
’ Vinvela!

fair thow ast when alive!

6 By the

are

top of the hill of winds.

H “will sit; a

When பப்

silent around, O talk with me, -“Vinvela! co™
on the light-winged peel on the breeze of ஞ்
ச்

(NO. XXX.
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desart, come!

;

இதர

Let me hear thy voice, as thou

_ passest, when mid-day is silent around!” t
_. While spirits such as these were gentle in
their manners, beautiful in their appearance,
and propitious
to mankind, others are frequently alluded to which were dreadful in their
_ aspect, and malignant in their disposition.

_ “He rushed,” says the bard, “like the
terrible spirit, when
he comes, in the roar of a
thousand storms, and scatters battle from his
eyes.

He sits on a cloud over Lochlin’s seas.

His mighty hand ‘is on his ‘sword. Winds lift —
is flaming locks! The waining moon half_ lights his dreadful face. His features blended
_indarkness arise to view.” + Again in the first
book of Fingal,

_ “Like the shrill spirit of a storm that sits
dim on the clouds of Gormal, and enjoys the

death of the mariner.”*
த

ae =

22௮

ம Caric-thura, vol. i. p. 57.
16 Death of Cuthullin, vol. 7,
0. 985.
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The imagery: in this last simile has furnished
Mr. Mackénzie with the groundwork of an

admirable

description

stanza he has inserted

Popular

Superstitions

in

the

supplemental

in Collins’s Ode on the

of the Highlands of

Scotland; alluding to the gifted பட்ச he
ட they
list the nightly yell

Of that dread spirit, whose gigantic form
The seer’s entranced eye can well survey,

Through the dim air who guides the driving storm,
And points the wrétched bark its destin’d prey.
Or him who hovers, on his flagging wing,
O’er the dire whirlpool, that in ocean’s waste,
Draws instant down whate’er devoted thing
The failing ‘breeze within its reach hath plac'd—

The distant seaman hears, and flies with பல்டி ne
haste.

|

NUMBER XXXI,
The Bas

hee once = the wreaths of glory wore,

Bloathed ini translucent veil their wond’rous ie
The tales they, sung a willing 826 beliey’d,
, Charm’d 1 into.
ப் and without guile deceiv'd:
vid,
Lng Fancy and the Muse
~ Wav’d high heir’ mirror ofa thousand hues;

© They தம்; and as in varying guise pourtray’d
A€real phantoms hov’ring round them play’d,
Gave to each fleeting form, that shot along,
Existence everlasting as their song ;
And as by nature’s strength the tablet grew,
Rapture the pencil gguided as they drew.
இதப்

Pursuits of Literature.

ப, the sub
which, I trust, has n
ment,

and

A

1€ preceding paper

en barren of amusehich certa inly may. be deemed not

only highly curious, but, in some degree, insttuctive, 1 proceed to remark that it was an

article of firm beli

among the ancient Scots

that every Warrior | vad 2 attendant spirit who,
ரா.
2H
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on the night preceding his death, counterfeited —
his form, and shrieking aloud appeared to cer-

tain persons’ in the attitude in which he wa
doomed to dic. This is a species of Second—
*

Sight; and seems to have been familiar to the
heroes of Morven, as the Voices of Deathso

frequently mentioned in the poetry of Ossian
‘were the foreboding shrieks of these appati-.
tions.
This superstition has maintained 1s

ground to the present day in the Highlands,—
where a few persons are supposed to be still
endowed with the melancholy property of heat
ing and

these tremendous spectres.

discerning

They were likewise imagined capable of ascel. |
taining on what spota death was likely soon"
happen from the shrieking of a ghost neat the J
place. ‘The accounts given, to this day,

among the vulgar,” observes Mr. Macpherso™ —
“of this extraordinary matter,

ical.

The ghost comes mounted

are very 00%

on a mete

- and surrounds twice or thrice the place destined

for the person to die; and then goes along the
‘road through which the funeralis to pa
ச்

shrieking at intervals ; at last, the meteor ant
ghost disappear above the burial place.” - or

lins in his Ode on the Popular Superstition
has a passage relative to this power of fort

:

30.

கர்.

4
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2 seeing death, and remarks the unhappiness
which attends the possessionof it.
ey

Litas
வல்

லன்
such dreary dreams engross,
With their own visions oft astonished droop,
hen o’er the wat’ry strath or quaggy moss:

*

They see the gliding ghosts unbodied troop.
Or if in sports, or on the festive green,
Their piercing glance some fated youth pees
_ Who now perhaps in lusty vigour seen
And rosy health, shall’soon lamented die.

_ For them the viewless forms of air obey, Their bidding heed, and at their beck repair;
They know what spirit brews the stormful day,
And heartless, oft like moody madness stare
To see the phantom train their secret work prepare.

‘As the celtic nations uniformly

held their

bards in the highest estimation, and considered
them indeed as a sacred ‘order of men, to whom

belonged

the. office of composing and singing

the funeral. elegy

of ‘the deceased,

their superstitions are bu

many

of

tupon the supposed

employment of these illustrious characters in
another state of being. They entertained an

- idea, that for three, nights preceding the death
of a warrior celebrated

for his prowess

-Tenown, the ghosts, of departed

and

bards sang on
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the spot where his tomb was to be erected,
and round an aérial representation of his body. ,
In the epic’ poem-of Temora the ghost of the
ferocious Cairbar

appears to his

brother, the

pecs
Cathmor, and forebotles his death
by telling him that he hears the bards chaunting :
ர்.
their awful summons.
.

ee My

form,” exclaims

the spectre, “is in

my father’s hall, like’ the gliding of a remible
light, which darts across the desart, 1 in a stority
night.
No bard shall be wanting at thy tomb,
‘a
thou art lowly laid. The sons of se
love “the valiant.
Cathmor, thy name 1s 4
pleasant gale. Hark! the mournful வ.
arise!
On Labar’s freld there 1s a oie:
Louder still, ‘ye shadowy Ghosts! The dead were
full of fame! ‘Shrilly swells the
Eilesound ஸி ்
Ah!

soon is Cathmor tow: : Be

Not only

the ‘bg Is themselves,

;

்

but tle

very harps were deemed. instrumental றே fore

telling or ascertaining ‘the death of the ber
for on the night before the fatal event, or at
the time

when

it ‘occurred, the harps

-® Book iy. tale i. pe 9௦.

of the

Se

0

காட...
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"bards who resided in the family of the chiefy
emitted, though apparently untouched, the
most wild and melancholy sounds.
These
were conceived to arise from the light touch

of ghosts.

‘©The king took his. deathful spear and

struck the deeply sounding shield: his shield

that hung high in night, the dismal sign of war!
Ghosts fled. on every ‘side, and rolled their

_ §thered forms on the wind.

Thrice from the

Winding vale arose the voice of deaths.

The

harps of the bards, untouched, sound mournful

‘over the hill. t

The blast came rustling through the hall and

- Sently touched
Mournful and

my harp. The

sound

Fingal heard it the first. ‘The crowded

ee,

was

low, like othe song of. the tomb.

his bosom rose.

“ Som

ny heroes are low”

said the grey -haire dking

- the sound of de
ath on

த்து

me

sighs of

Morven, “ J hear
the.

ee

_ The fune
elegyra
whichlwe have alluded to
aboy,
a
்
த்
above, was one of the most Important Gisrites of

t Temora, b. vii,
x

ee

* Dar-thula. |
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ancient Caledonia, and no greater misfortune |
|

could occur to a hero than to have it omitted
over his tomb;

for without.

this sacred song |

his soul could claim no admission into the aity |
until

halls of his fathers, but was condemned,

_ this ceremony was performed, to reside ainidst
the mist of the Lake of Lego.' To the vapours |
of this lake were

attributed the most noxious —

qualities, and many diseases, and even. death i
itself, were supposed to be oceasioned by: theit i
Hither, howeyer, every “spirit hast
influence.
ened on its dismission from the body, and here

waited

the performance

of that elegy which

was to render accessible the mansions of the
blest. In consequence of this idea of neces:
sary, though partial residence in the mist 0! 4
Lego, it was deemed the office of the Spirit i 4
the nearest Felative to. thepoate a sy j

4

er
Lara’s
e
the vapour ற
ரில
the Rion, beh 4
iia
dim shield, is swimming thro’ its folds.
பச

this, clothe | the

ட்

spirits of old” their su

d

5
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‘gestures on the enh, when they stride, from

Dlast to blast, along the dusky night.

Often,

: bleuded With the
d
gale, to some warrior’s grave,

ihey roll the mit, a gry dwelling to has ens
until the songs arise.”
|

: When sorrow, ana

when suffering” pressed

hard upon the individual, when he was plunged
Into a state of misery from whence no hopes
of extrication could be rationally entertained,
and despair seized hold upon the mind, it was

then the opinion of the ancient scots that the
spirit of the father of the sufferer called his soul
- ay ; a Superstition which is credited among .

the common people of Scotland even to the

. Present hour.
Wild and singular as this con-.
eption may at first appear, there is something
Consolatory

in

the idea, and the following
Passage of Ossian places |it in a pleasing and
iepathetic light,
peal

ம்

7

“ Spirit of

டல் Coreen, are thy steps

gO nthe bosom of winds?
-Comest thou, at
ty
oe
“a to otheae Jands,
father of sad Sul-malla?
hon

dost come!
<

20 shave
emu.

by vii:

றி படத voice at
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night: while yet I rose on the wave to Evin of the streams.
The ghosts of fathers, hey Say
call away the souls of their race, when they

behold them lonely in the midst of woe.

Call

me, my father, away, when Cathmor is low on
- the earth! Then shall இய. மலிய Be! ye in

the: midst of woe!” +

க

்

ரட் very romantic, yet. soothing and
delightful portion of t celtic creed consisted

in believing that the spirits of their ancestors
pursued and enjoyed, in their separate state)”
the employments and diversions they| had beer
accustomed to in this life,

and

that they éalso.

- frequented the hills of their country, and those

scenes where they had spent the happiest period ம்
y
of their former existence. “ The children
youth,” says Oscar,” © pursue deer formed ர்.
clouds, and bend their airy bow.

and mount ‘the wind 4

the sport of ther youth ;

with joy.”

They s 0/1 1008...

A common apellation for a ஜார்.

of. felicity: iy
supposed to be ir | possession.
” © Bend தி fair heat
* the ghost oft 16
_ over we waves, thou} reli
a ne nals b. iv.

Se

a The. War of Tnis-Thona&.

ட வா

“that is beautifultand wild,

.
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could not escape the

attention of succeeding bards, for thou h the
works of. Ossian, in their present ford. were,
vuntil lately, unknown, and few moderns preend 10 an. -acquaintam

ர

rith the originals, yet

superstitious notices hey convey have beer’
memorially known’and familiar to the Highands and. Hebrides. _ In Thomson are many

ae

ee

of ‘the celtic mythology ; ; the

_ following exquisite stanza, for instance, alludes
(6 the ப்ட்

டட
es

அதர

frequenting

the melancholy iain,

Whether; It be. lone fancy him beguiles,
& Ag

ge aérial a

801

etir

the

©
&

eae

அட...

EER

அரி

8௦௮000

A vast assembly moving to and fro:

ae

Thenall at once in air dissolves the wondrous how. =

ர்
The singular yet pleasing wae of the
-souls of the deceased pursuing the chase upon
their native hills,

is no. where

described with

“MOFe spirit and effect than in some noble lines quoted by Dr. Beattie in his Essay on Poetry
and Music from a work now neglected and
unknown.

A

eee

ey

DoS

ao

Ae

Ber since of ole: the டம் "Ghenes of Ross a
(So to the simple swain tradition tells)
Were. wont, with clans and ready vassals throng’d,
To wake the bounding stag, or guilty wolf;
There oft is heard at midnight or at noon,

Beginning faint, but rising still more loud
And nearer, voice of hunters and of hounds,
And horns, hoarse-winded, blowing far and keer.

Forth-with the hubbub multiplies; the gale
Labours with wilder shrieks, and rifer din

Of het pursuit; the broken cry of deer ப்
Mangled by throttling dogs; the shouts of men,

on the hollow hill.
And hoofs thick-beating
Sudden, the grazing heifer in the vale

Starts at the tumult, and the herdsman’s ears»

Tingle with inward dread. Aghasthe eyes
* Castle of Indolence, stanza 502
ie

heigt,

and

all the ridges round; a ia
8.

ce of living wight discerns : Pi

ட் o’eraw’d and trembling
as he stands,
fear,
idle
his
owes
he
whom,
~~
fiend;
to
or
fairy,
to
st, to. witch,
wonders; and no end of wondering finds.+
:

ட

௮...

In ‘one of the Hebrides, called Icolmkill,
there are near sixty, it is said, of the

ancient

-

Scotish, Irish; and Norwegian kings interred,

—

and the people believe ‘that frequently, during
‘the night-time, these venerable monarchs fap-

Pear,

and,

in conformity

to their former

terrestrial employments, meet in council toge-

‘ther. This striking superstition Collins has
thus recorded:

es

பைட்

ல்

ட

Beneath the show’ry west,

Phe mighty kings of three fair realms
are laid;

“Once foes, perhaps, together now
they rest,
j ae

slaves

evere them, and no wars invade:

ச்

't frequent now, at midnight’s solemn hour,

|

_, The rifted mounds their yawning cells unfold,”

“And forth the monarchs stalk with sov’reign
wer. 3
ர்
இல Pageant robes, and wreath’d with sheeny
gold 3

And on their twilight tombs aérial council
hold.t -

rer
e
ட...

ம்.

bi

re

Oe

ர் அத்து, a Poem: London, 1737.

ம்

ட்டு

i

:

Be

ட்ட

ட்

a

ச

Ode on the Popular Superstitions of the High.
,

. ds of Scotland, stanza 9.7
ட

7;

பதத

ல்

ஸ்ப

ர்க

2 ள். த

jee

டfriends
த்வம் வு
them, and sometimes, especially ராஸ்
any important: undertaking, appeared loo
on ல with a benign ae
அததபதத

es

<a

a

ம

12ல்

2

uy

A

Bros

ம்

ஜீ

gs

4

ele

he

=

ee
ae

bd fhe

ன்

foe

ட் were

ம் ட

Let few’ ride around me on clouds.
them shew. their features of. war. My
shall the Moe னர் in danger; “mine arm
the: thunder. of heaven!

Bute

be ‘thou

oul
like
on a

moon -beam, O Morna! ‘near. the window of
my rest; when” “my thoughts are of peace
when the din of arms | is past. 2 #
ப.
As

the

ட

had conducted
“with

ர

‘that ake

themselves with courage: and

virtue, in this. life were admitted

to.

airy halls of their fatl ers, but that the ௦09211
and

the wicked were. denied the society©

* Fingal, bes ர.in

ze

a

heroes, and were beondemtied to wander on all
magi
ey py
ue winds a heavens

“HOURS. 5
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ட “such iis the Cir cle
| 1௦. in the ‘epic poem «lop Tex:
often,” it is, ‘said, “the, ghosts
round the: stone ர் லம்

bid | ioe “ap lot ae
4 ine the
orn! எத _and when | painting tthe majestic form

f Cathmor, he represents, him as rising “like
the beam of the morning on a
kal heath:
> traveller looks backs with | beading eye, on
the field of dreadful fort

ae Den ae ue

Te

= to be endowed with th

wer oft A

yang

dead, and nume-

rin the poems ,

supertions

the long

பண்ற

்the

elaine ¢itsoe a

thistle is susie alone

Two stones, half sunk in the ground, she
their heads of moss. The deer: of the mountain

avoids the place for he beholds a dim ghost
standing there. The mighty. lie, டு நிற்கு

in the narrow plain க்of the rock.” *
பி

>

+

பரத ie

The second, relative to’ the equally wond ot

ful discernment of the dog is thus. introduc d

in Fingal: “ Trenar,
O maid of Inistore

at

ட் ae) see] he

graceful Trenar die )

o> ary dogs are howlim

712

2)

HO. SHRI
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Sunk to ie above were the ideas annexed
i thai part « of the armour of the chief which
ப் was left at home in the halls of his fathers, for
“it was believed that the moment he fell in

battle this became bloody.
A prodigy : so well
calculated to awaken terror has been frequently
made use of by Ossian, and with great. effect.
In Temora Cul-allin thus understands that her

aon has fallen.
oe
iy

Ss

6 The

டப்

of Culmin remains in the hall. ;

5: looks. forth on blue- rolling, Strutha.

A>

"whirlwind rises, on the stream, dark-eddying
i tound the ghost of her son.
His dogs are
| howling in their place.
His shield as bloody ix
‘hall

© Art

thou

fallen,

my

fair-haired

Mm, in Erin's dismal war?” + Again in ConTath and Cuthona, Ossian exclaims upon the

Meath, of the hero
cy

sgt ௦ yeSein ன்
ட்ட ட
remember the
‘fall of Conlath with tears. He fell before his
day,
Sadness darkenéd in his hall.
Ais
Mother: looked to his shield on the wally and té
ன் was
தம்
She
ம. that her hero fell.”
es te

be Vv.

ee ae

GL ரகக்
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ட்

‘ned with எலி idee

for he has given a

of ‘personification to the * savage blast,”
128 introduced a being whom he terms the

_ Demon of the night.
ல

ய! oy

The

lines from their

and beauty merit quotation.

ற
ரப் tempest raves along the plain
_ And on the cottage ‘thatch’ dor lordly root,
ம்

~

ceen- -fastening, shakes them. to the solid base,

Sleep frighted flies; andround the rocking dome,
For eentrance eager, howls the Savage blast.
hen too, they say, thro’ all the burthen’ d air,
ong groans are heard, shrill sounds, and distant sighs,
That, uttered by the demon of the night
Warn the devoted wretch ot Woe and aa ee

Thats a spirit also dwell in fe
111

ன்

destructive ous

es
is an

and —

opinion

The loud roaring of the mountain
tr nts ‘swollen |by. the. rains, sO பயனர்
ee

often, seep

every rete

fe theniy
i.

eau line

மள

ல்
ie

௪

be-

தத

eee ay
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the Water-Wraith, or Kelpie, or Water-Fiend,
Home, in his excellent Tragedy of Douglay
has yery happily interwoven this piece of —
superstition, . The Peasant is. delivering his
story to Lady Romitol and relates
i

One.

“Ayia
thus we poorly liv’d ண்ட் night, as I remember. well,

The wind and rain beat hard upon our moo!

் Red tame the river down, and loud and oft
The angry
ee ue he water shroek’ d. +

In the அ
ine

the

sae

அர் era ror Ossian, the souls ai

deceased

inhabit

ட்

were
waters;

believed
thus

sometimes

Connal,

0.

addressing

the ghost of Crugal, enquires, “ Shall we not”
hear thee in the storm? Jn the noisegy the
: mountain stream 2”
The best and

த்

க ர் extended description of©

the Water Fiend is to Be found
of Collins.

in the pages

This great master of the terrible.

and the pathetic has no where exerted himse
with greater effect.
+ Acti iii.cae

i Fees 5, ily

12.

ச் ட

“

ie

“No. XXXI.
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ததா

Ab, cries swain, over 811 ‘unblest ited
+ Whom late bewilder'd i in the dank dark fen,

் Far from his flocks and smoking hamlet, then !
To that sad spot where hums the sedgy reed —
‘ On him enrag’d, the fiend, in angry mood,
Shall never ook with pity’ s kind concérn,
Buti Instant, , furious, raise the whelming flood

: 0 er its drown’d bank, forbidding all return,
ate his wish’ d escape
ல் To some.¢ dim hill that seems uprising near,

' Tohis faint eye the grim and grisly shape,
Tn all its terrors clad shall wild appear.
| Meantime, the ‘watry surge shall round him’ rise,

~~ Pour’d sudden forth from ev’ry swelling source.

ர் What now remains but tears and hopeless sighs?
His fear-shook limbs have lost their youthful force,
And down the waves he Hotta a oe

and breathless

us wife shall wait,

Or wander forth. to meet him on his way;
For him, in vain, ‘at to-fall of the day,
~ His babes shall linger at th’ ‘unclosing gate.
“At, ne’er shall he return!” Alone, if night
__ Her travell’d limbs in. ‘broken slumbers steep,'
With dropping willows drest, his mournful sprite

hall visit ‘sad, perchance, her silent sleep:
Pesci he, perhaps, with moist and watry hand,
, Shall fondly seem
to prop her shudd’ring cheek,Ana with his blue-swoln face before her stand, _
ar

“252
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And shiv’ ring cold, these piteous 2 accen

ர
speaks

3

“ Pursue, dear wife, thy daily toils pursue ;
ee At dawn, or dusk, industrious as before;
. © Nor e’er of me one hapless thought renew,
© While I lie weltring
on the ozier’d shore,

|

|

rp Drown'd by the Kelpie’s wrath, nor ட வ shal
thee more,”

The rocks
conceived
beings.”

to

me

and mountains

-

be the habitat

The echoing back of the voice & fro

a rock was supposed to be ‘occasioned by
spirit: who. resided within it, and which th
common people called The. Son of the Rock
This

superstition

his poem

is

mentioned

by

|

Ossian in |

entitled, The Songs of Selma.

the spirit of the me
tain was understood tha
protracted, wild, ‘and melancholy sound which,
in country
a
such ast
Highlands of Scotland,

|
i

is generally predictive of a tempest. Ossian;
‘describing the approach. « a storm, say
“ The wind was abroad, in the oaks; the spirit

|
|

of

the mountain

roare:

. To

this day the |

same ‘credulity exists,” a
as Mr. Gilpia
still:“consider |
people
observes, “the country
the mountains s OF Bendo an ‘(the highest
ரி
* Ode on the

te

ட.

stanz. Ts and 8.

|

]
|

i

i

“10 329272..

ர்

3
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a ighs Oe
the coming store
:And ‘up among the loose es cliffs,
4 nd cave, presage!
“Resounding Jong in listening Fancy’s ear.டம்

வாடி ghosts of night shri
the meteors of death,” and

pp the eee
to the jintra |

comp Tis
|
Por

, vol.

ie ற.

+ Winter, 18 66.

174.

358
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_* Fingal, tall in his ship, stretched his bright

lance

before him.

‘Terrible was the gleam of ௫

his steel; it was like the2green meteor of death, i
selling an the heath of. Malmor, when the travel. |

ler is alone, and the broad moon isஎடம்.
an

one he’

ன

Ane

ae

பகத

heavens 7 *

பவது ; னி

a

ஸ் compositior

five Bards, appended to எடி

is another பபா

ட்ட

“ The ணன் ok 770 ap ae [ ics sparkling |
through the gloom. It rests on the hill. Be '
the withered fern, the dark-browed rock,the

fallen oak. Who is that in his shrowd roa
the AG wh the, stream 2) .

1m
FE vat

he following 8
and important |

and Bes ft “aie :

joicing in the hall of Si
66") Hea ight passed away i
; joy. Mage: mou:
returnedin
ne isa ib ili.

ப்
nsad

thls |

grey heads;

255
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the blue face of ocean

smiled.

The white wave is seen tumbling round
distant rock; a mist rose, slowly, from

the
the

lake, It came, in the figure of an aged’ man,
poke the silent plain.

Its large

limbs did not

_ move in steps; for a ghost supported it in mid
airy It came

7 Pai

towards Selma’s hail,

a shower of blood.

ane dis-

அல்

க The king alone hella the sight; he ae.
1 saw. the death of the people... He ‘came, in
silence to his hall; and took. his father’s spear.
The mail rattled on his breast. The heroes ©
a tose around.
‘They looked, in silence, on
h other, marking the es of Fingal.

யூத், a we can trust to. the fidelity with
which ¢ these popula

at aditions have been trans-

mitted to us, are the chief features of that su_Perstition which prevailed
j ப the eh

for many centuries

districts of Scotland.©

தத்

‘At will ‘immediately strike every reader asa
es Cie

256

நந்து...

நியு

most singular circumstance; that no omnipotent, no superintending Deity, nor any worship,
or mode of supplication, should be admitted

‘into the celtic system;* this Mr. Macpherson
accounts

for from Fingal’s

rejection of the

Druidic rités, and his ignorance of Christian Vy

but if is more probable, I think, as Mr. Mat:
pherson himself has hinted in one 2 part of tis
Dissertation,

that it was

owing

to t ¢ opinion

of the bards, that any assistance given to thelt
heroes in battle: was. highly derogatory to theit 4

fame, and would transfer the glory of the action
to the god who interfered. The inhabitants of
Morven,

however, vas we have

already sect

believed in a separate state, as a nieccsm#ly
event, and imagined: that the valiant the mo
ful and the wise enjoyed their earthly pursis

in the region of the
appropriated

clouds, and in the hall

to their heroes,

and’ that they

frequently visited their native hills and thet
former friends, to whom they were propitiows

whilst the con

and lovely in their: நக்க
*

os
டு to th
the terms religion and myth Ys “a2s ப

னக

superstitions, and which have occurred. one
aré not correct, ‘there
engagement

being in no ‘part

with the: spirit of Lod

with beings of an orders
the gement,

படத to th

€ Pe

e sketc
twice in thes

except the
Ossian, if ve
tae
or
ர். reference £0,
inhob

to
which were supposed

|

ஆ

700 1௯10...
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_ardly and the vicious were the sport of all the
winds of heaven, appeared only in marshy
vallies, and amid scenes of gloom and desolation, weré full of ill omen to those who saw

them, and of terrible and ghastly form,
different elements were

The

likewise esteemed the

habitation of spirits who possessed powers of
anextensive nature, and were the objects
admiration or dread to the wandering celts.

of

Imperfect as this system may appear it would
_ and did lead to a state of manners highly mild
and generous.

‘While

ping a Deity

who

the Goth,

delighted

f slaughter, became ferocious,

in worship-

in blood

and

unrelenting and

_ Savage, the Caledonian, believing that mercy
_ Was the attribute of true

valour,

Spare the fallen and the weak,
to love his. friends,

to

and that to

to protect, and

open “his

halls

to

the

Stranger, and to bid the frequent. song arise,
Were the best titles to future happiness, would
Maturally prove the brave, the noble, yet gentle

being he is represented in the works of Ossian.

..Wild 2? 8¢ncrous and romantic as their super-

Stitions, were,

therefore, their genius and man-

டிஜி, from the former, when known to prevail

ரர;

ஆற
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in any country, the latter must necessarily be
deduced,

and

when

these

are

found

to be

generally mingled with a deep yet pleasing —
melancholy, the nature of the country and the
progress of society, may be almost accurately

ascertained.”

If the superstitions introduced into the poems of Ossian be taken from remote tradition,

and, I believe,

from all the evidence that has

hitherto been discovered, they really are, Mr.

Macpherson was compelled to render the man- ,
ners of his heroes accordant, in fact, to rendet

them, though ignorant of arts and sciences

brave, generous, credulous, attentive, and even

delicate in their attentions to their womely
delighting in music, and addicted, from the
face of the country they inhabited, and the
nature of their elementary creed, to melancholy enthusiasm.
oa

‘

;

;

This collection of, and these observation’
‘
ofcaythe Higiohlands
superstitions
on, the singular
of Scotland, will, I should hope, afford amus™

ment to the inquisitive reader, and may; oe
bably, suggest no unimportant reflections.

ay

NUMBER XXXII.
Oh!

come, my Fair-one;

I have thatch’d above,

And whiten’d all around my ‘little-cot,
T’veshorn the hedges leading to the grove,
Nor is the. seat and willow, +

forgot.

DowNMAN.

Durie the latter end of the summer of
a made an excursion to the lakes of Cumber_Tand and Westmoreland, and fond of the wild

and daring features of nature, I here met all
that could: gratify the eye of the painter, or
the imagination of the poet. Many too were
the scenes whose exquisite beauty and softness,
whose charm of contrast and calm sweetness of

expression, suggested the delightful, but, too
Often, visionary ideas of rural happiness and

elegant simplicity.

Whilst thus” employed,

my mind teeming

with each romantic thought which the country

ரா
ரு
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around me, a peculiar .castsof study, which
youth and inexperience. had planted there, an
incident occurred, that even ‘now, ‘when time

hath almost paled the vivid colouring of fancy,
I recollect not but with renovated enthusiasm.
The red rays of the sun gleamed strong on
the heights of Helvellyn, as I passed by its
foot, on my road to Ambleside, and evening,

with all her lovely tints, had stolen upon me
by the time I reached the chapel of Wiborn.|
Oppressed by the heat of the day, the coolness
of the present hour became remarkably refreshing, and, riding gently on, I arrived at
Nothing on
the margin of Grasmere water.
exceed the beauty of this charming lake dif
fused

amid

the bosom

of the

mountains, Its

banks exhibit the utmost variety of rock and
turf, and are scooped

into a number of little

bays; while on a promontory which rushes fat

Salad the water, and at an inconsiderable height

above the surface, stands the village of Grasmere, its parish church rising conspicuous 1?
the centre.. A large quantity of fine old wood
clothes the sides of the mountain, and here 4”
there a cottage is discovered embosomed
the
the foliage. The verdure of the meadows;

2

a
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grouping of the eattle, and the hanging shrubs
which climb along the rugged projections of
the

crag, still further heighten

paradise.

I walked for some

this delicious

time along the

borders of the lake, wrapt in the contemplation

of beauties to which even the pencil of Ruisdale could not do justice.
The sombre shades
of &evening “were now fast approaching, the
‘setting sun
smiled with a farewel lustre on the
summits ‘of the hills, and

the

water,

still as

death, received a deep ggloom from the lengthening shadows of the mountains, I sat myself
down upon the roots of an old tree near the
_ edge of the lake, and was listening to the disfant murmur of some water falls, when suddenly the sound of village bells diverted my

_ attention; no, never shall I forget their sweet
_ and dying cadence, how softly they stole along
the lake, now bursting loud and louder on the

car, and now faintly sinking to repose: they
Were in unison with the scene around and with

my feelings—no, never shall I forget them.
‘Wherever I have heard
A kindred melody, the scene recurs

_And with it all its pleasures.
Cowrer.
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The night closed in ere I could tear myself
‘away from this bewitching scenery, and my
desire of once more .enjoying it was so great,
that I determined to sleep within the village
and postpone for a day any farther progress
The succeeding morning
towards Ambleside.
was excessively hot, but, as the evening began
to approach, Nature again assumed her mellow -

colouring, and again the same de

ul cool-

ness regaled my languid senses. “T traversed
the edge of the water, and, having dwelt upo?
the scenes I had viewed with so much pleasure

the night before, I entered the wood,

which,

climbing half way up the mountain's side,
faces the village. The path ran in an oblique
direction, gently winding up the hill; at was
soft as moss, and of a vivid green, and through

many little openings in the wood, the crags
the village, and the lake, were seen to great

I had not proceeded far before ல்
advantage.
neat cottage, built 0௩.௨ 1106 level, on the side
There ue
of the hill, attracted my notice.
an air of taste and simplicity in every thee

around it, which highly

excited my-curiostt]

in regard to ‘the inhabitants, of whom, for
the scene before me, I ‘conceived something

extraordinary.

It was placed in that situations

“lO. XXXII.
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which, of all others, is the. most pictoresque,

that is, its point of elevation was not too great
for the landscape.
From the bottom of a

‘small lawn which spread before it, the wood
gradually fell to the margin of the water, and
a number of gigantic oaks covered the hill
behind
it nearly to the summit, a broken line
of moss-hung crag,

however, still peeping be-~

yond, —

front of this cottage grew

ainst

the

an old woodbine, whose branches,’ mingling
with each other, crept round four neat sashed
windows that glowed as fire from the reflection
of the sun.
While I stood silently admiring
the beauty of the scene, the door of the cottage

_ Was opened, and ‘a young woman, clothed with
elegant but artless taste, stepped out upon
the

on

_ 6feen; on her arm there leant a man of a very
interesting figure, and rather stricken

in years,

and who, after looking around him with an air
of satisfaction, smiled with ineffable sweetness

on his fair companion.

The landscape, however diversified, how-

“Ver pictoresque, is, unless animated
by human
figures, far from complete.
The mind is scon

Satisfied “with the view of rock, of wood
and
but if the peasant, the shepherd, or the

: Water,

ஜி...

:

.
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fisherman be seen, or, if still more engaging,
a group of figures be thrown into some im
portant action, the heart as well as the imagi- —
nation is affected, and a new sensation of
exquisite. delight, and scarce admitting of
satiety, fills and dilates the bosom. Thus was
I situated; and thus, having gratified my fancy
with the scenery around, was about to retum
to the village, but no sooner did the two
figures, I have just mentioned, appear before
me, than my best and sweetest feelings were

instantly occupied;

the country assumed4

more enchanting hue, the sun shed:a mellowet
and

more

delicious

tint,

and

every

object.

seemed heightened with a pathetic grace; ame
surely no incident could, better than thepre

sent one, have produced the effect; for am

intelligence the most expressive sate on the
features of the young woman; an intelligence

so divine, so mild, so graceful, that Guido

Rheni

might have studied
it with rapt

She had on a gown of white cotton, and zoun
her waist there was a green sash; her hair, of a

dark brown, hung down upon her houlders
and from her left arm depended a small basket
The person who leaned upon her என்ட்
"dressed in a scarlet coat, which seemed ட have

me
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blessed me with what I value m

6
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wine #1 soos a பனி ்
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:

the ‘bright ‘hilt of a swo

the chimney-piece, cau
ton observed, ts and ris

with this,; and

ல

gor

me, with this I’ve known

tens

a

ச

® nize
:

the foes of
poke

this,

a

es, but paus-

competence, com
‘warmest ‘sally 0
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ODE TO CONTENT.

Non ego. divas pagum, fructusque requiro,
Quos tulit antiquo condita messis avo.
Parva seges s

$ 650;

satis est requiescere

tecto,
t

St licet, et ‘solito membra levare toro,

ள்
ல்

2

=

மிகக் US.

ன்

To thee, mild source tbe home-felt joy!
To thee I vow this artless lay,
For, N ymph. divine! ! no cares alloy,
No griefs: pollo
hy
ரல் ae
Though soft ao moon gs Palo
light
O'er yonder moulding, tow’r hath shed,

» Though soft as sleeps her beam on night,
Yet softer sleeps thy peaceful head,
i For trex the fairy sprite of morn,

Her sweet, her varied dream shall weave,
YO Lea;

QN

“a

ப்
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For thee, thy wood
thatch ‘dior
The calm, the golden lights of eve.
For dace: றத் stream murm’ring flows
The green, the winding vale along,
-For.thee, where yonder wild pines grow,:

The Maiden breathe her village song.
When wilt thou haunt my straw -roof cot,

When wilt thou bless my longing arms,
When shall I claim thy lowly lot,

When shall I share thy modest charms?
I ne’er will ask of purple Pride
Her gems that idly fire the night,
The gems that o’er her tresses wide
In lustre fling their glarish light.
Nor will Iask of Pow rt to bil
In terror cloth’ d, the scythed car,

And mad with fury, shout to hurl
The dark, the death-fraught spear of warThen come, my little dwelling share,
A dwelling blest, if shar’d with thee,
From the proud far, from pining care,
_ From guilt and pale-ey’d sorrow free.

0

ர
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Ah! let the Great, by error led,

_ To many a gorgeous city fly,
More blest with thee to eat my bread
In peace and humble privacy.

- More blest to rove the heath along,
_ At grey-clad eve, from labour won,

To list the wood-lark’s plaintive song,

And wistful watch the setting sun.

"More blest by oak that cleft and lone,

i

Flings o’er the stream his moss-hung bough,
As swells the blast in rougher tone,

To mark the wild wave dash below.

_ More blest nigh yonder darkling del,
: Where sleeps the Bard by fame forgot,

Of many a love-lorn grief to tell,

_ And mourn till morn his cheerless lot.

But oh far happier if at night,

i As onward rolls the sadd’ning storm,

1066 thy blue eye’s glist’ning light,

_ U press thy gently-yielding form,

NUMBER XXXII.
— Ah!” long immur’d
In noon-tide
cness by the glimm’ring lamp,
Each muse and each fair science pin’d away

- The sordid hours: while foul, barbarian hands
Their mysteries profan’d, unstrang the lyre,
And chain’d the sparing pinion. down to earth.
a

AKENSIDE,

“Ts destruction of the Alexandrian Library
by Amrou in. the year 640, has been. a theme

_ of perpetual regrettto the literati of every suc-

_ ceedingg age and nation.*“Tn thi , barbarous and
_ Wanton conflagration it ha
n supposed,

Phat many. of the first auth

antiquity have

| perished, and that,் in fact,

the greater part of

- the learning of the ancient world was,

_ Sequence of this event, for
oblivion,

Some writers,

100 of great respectability,
| tsbelieve

the

in con-

ever buried

however, and

have

accounts given us

in

those

ventured

to

of this licen-
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tious act of power, and assert that the sentence
of Omar is repugnant to the law of Mahomed, _
_ which expressly injoins that the religious books —
of the Jews and Christians, acquired by. the

right of war, should never be destroyed; and.
that the productions of profane. science, history, _
made

poetry, philosophy é&c. may be lawfully
use of

for the. benefit

of the

faithful. Abul.

pharagius, from whose Dynasti ‘this relation 4
of the burning of the Alexandrian Library is }
taken, lived six hundred years after the

oq)

whilst annalists of a much earlier date, christians —

and natives of Egypt, have been perfectly silent
- on the subject.

One of these, the. patriarch

- Eutychius,- has given a copious and accurate
description

f the conquest of Alexandria,
joning a single circumstance gele-

he library.

‘Renaudot and |

ider. the account of

& and

every

SCnOlar,

with’ pious ‘indignat! 011,
a
cite

been repeatedl

amere fiction ; © the tale has .
cribed, ” says the lattety

thas deplored the irreparable shipwreck of t
ity.
_ Jearning, the arts and the genius of antiquity»

For my own part I am

strongly tempted

: deny both the fact and thes consequences."

oe
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What tends strongly to prove that the de‘struction of these volumes by fire did not take
place, is the vast treasure of antiquity yet
-Temaining with us.
To ascertain, however,
“the truth or falsehood of this relation, and also
‘what we have fuffered through the depredations
of time, ignorance and bigotry, and what quantity of ancient literature we still enjoy, it will
' be ‘necessaty to appeal .to some celebrated

Critic, who lived ata period when
-and Roman

literature

were

Grecian

yet entire.

Hap-

pily in the person of Quintri11an we finda
sure and almost unerring guide; I have no
hesitation indeed, in pronouncing him the first
critic of antiquity. He has commented upon,

and in a style exquisitely adapted to the subject, all the first writers of Greece and Rome.
“T have often perused with pleasure,”
says

Gibbon, “a chapter of Quintilian (Instit.

Orator. Lib, x. cap. i.) in which that judicious

‘ritic enumerates and appreciates the
series of

Greek and Latin classics.”+ By comparing

therefore what now remains to us of ancient
literature with what existed in the age
of
t Roman Empire, vol. ix. 0. 445) note.

hh
7.

2௩

2
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we Shall be able accurately to

unfold our lossés, and to asceftain our wealth,

Quintilian flourished at a period when al
the

with

first-rate

authors

of Greece

the exception of

Tacitus,

and Rome,

Pliny and

Juvenal, had acquired by thé sober verdictof
Time, unperishable glory; and it may not be
useless, or uninteresting, previous to our enter: |

ing upon the'direct subject of these papers; t0_

of the
present the reader with a short sketch

of this ingenious critic.
‘life

‘ Quintilian was born at Calagurris in Spain, |
but neither the period of his birth, nor of hi

death, can, with any certainty, be fixed. 024

ba, it is said, first brought hitn to Rome, whet

, with great reputation, fr

he taught

y years, and frequently plea

better than
ed at the bar \

success that conferred த

3 tot
se. He was" precep
Pliny the YoungerSeand many other | iterary

him much app

characters, and Domitian

|
entertained 3 o ihigh

aw opinion of his abilities that he appa
him

tutor

destined

to the two princes

to the

whom

imperial purple.

|

he ha

DN

however with the "splendour and vices %

4

|

|
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court, and the turbulence and tumults of the
capital, he obtained permission of the Emperor
to enjoy the residue of his life in retirement.
In this rural seclusion he composed his Instituizones Oratoria, and his treatise De Causis
Corrupte Eloquentie, productions which have |
immortalized his name, and. been of essential
service to. the cause of literature.
He is

termed by Warton. ‘one of the most rational
and elegant of Roman writers,” and he justly
observes ‘no author ever adorned a scientifical

treatise with so many beautiful metaphors.” *
The

misfortunes,

however,

incident- to hu-

manity, and which assail the roof of the philosopher

with as much facility

regal splendour, embittered
Quintilian.

In

as the dome of

the latter days of

the introduction

to the

sixth

book of the Institutions he laments in the most
pathetic manner

the death

of his wife and

his two sons with whom he had enjoyed

purest harmony

and domestic felicity.

of

the

Soli-

lary, and, as it is said, in a state of indigence,
he bitterly felt his deprivations, and has certainly indulged his sorrow to excess ‘when he
* Essay on Pope, vol.
“VOL.

II.

2

Oo
6

றட கர்
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the existence of a-

providence.
The Institutions of Quintilian
lay buried in oblivion for many centuries,

and it is the common opinion that they were —

not discovered until: the

year 1415, when

Poggio Bracciolini found them in an old tower —

of the Monastery . of St. Gall; but Petrarch —
he had the good fortune
affirms that in 13
to find in Arezzo, his ‘native town, the Instltutions of this author, which till then he could

The manuscript was muti:

never meet with.
lated and ina

bad

condition,
to

discovery

interesting

him,

but it was a
and

he wrote

க
*

from some
Since this was written, i have found reason to, think,

notices in Warton’s Dissertation “on the Introduction of learning into

and
England, that, manuscripts of Quintilian existed during the dark
[முடி
855,
year
the
In
middle ages, and were at no பப்பி extinct.
abbot of Ferrieres in France, sent two of his monks to pope Benedict8,
a Quintilian’ ப்பது
the third, to beg a copy of Cicero de Oratore, and
rt
and some other books: ‘‘for,’’ says the abbot, “although we haye p®
of these books,

yet ‘there

is no

whole

or complete copy of them in #

i

நூ manuscrip’s
Mr. Warton proceeds to observ: = that very earl,
nd

France.”

bee
of @uintilien’ s Institutes are extant, and that he appears to have
quoted by '
is
He
ages.
middle
the
of
writers
some
favorite author with
ey ohn

of Salisbury,

Beauvais,
ம

a ene

a writer of the eleventh century, ‘and by Vincent °

The very copy of Quintiles
of the thirteenth.
ழு. noble
க்
been in Lord

found. by Poggio, is said to have
+ library now at Blenheim.

.

ee

:
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some lines to Quintilian to express his joy.
Good editions of this critic have been published by Gibson,
Henry Homer.t

_

Burmannus,

Rollin

and

It will be the purport of the remainder of

- this paper, and of the ensuing ones, to enume-

Yate the. authors selected by the Rhetorician,
“and which he has arranged under the heads of
poetry, history, oratory and philosophy, and
‘to ascertain

each author.
series

what

is left, and what

is lost of

After having gone through the

of Grecian

writers,

I shall throw

the

whole into a tabular form, which will render
the result still clearer: 2 similar plan will be
pursued with the Roman

writers. To

prevent

-however the dryness of a catalogue,

I shall

intersperse+ illustrations, quotations and criticisms, which, I trust, will alleviate the barren-

ness of the prospect, and render our progress
at once easy and delightful. ©
3
Quintilian has, with
eee
commenced his series of celebrated authors with
{ Dobson’s Life of Petrarch, vol. ii. p. 47.
t

Ihave

occasionally noticed

the best editions of my

view of being useful tothe junior student,

ட

authors witha

ச்ச
்

et
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As one of the

best specimens of the composition of our acute
and elegant critic, I shall quote the first para_ graph of his eulogium on this immortal poet,
to whichI shall annex a translation; a faint
attempt to supply the unlearned reader with
an idea of the manner and style of the ingenious
Roman, whom to. translate throughout with
energy,

spirit and fidelity, would prove a task

of the most arduous and difficult kind; suchiம். ‘|
the beauty of his diction, and such the pects
As no version;
liar propriety of his epithets.
however, at all adequate to the merits of the
original exists in english, I shall be under the

necessity of affixing one of my own to this and
ததன்.
all the succeeding சடன்
a

“Ut

Nea

ab.> Jove incipienduin putat, ita

nos rité ccepturi ab Homero
enim

(quemadmodum

videmur. 1110

ex Oceano

dicit ipse

amnium vim fontiumque cursus initium CaP
ere) omnibus eloquentize partibus exemplum
et ortum dedit.” Hunc

nemo in magnis subli-

mitate, in parvis proprietate superaverit

Idem

lectus ac pressus, jucundus et gravis, tum copias

tum brevitate mirabilis; nec poetica modo,
' oratoria virtute eminentissimus.”

|
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«As Aratus, in his astronomical poem,
thought it necessary to‘commence with Jove,
so with peculiar propriety may we take our
commencement

from

Homer.

1௦

as the

ocean, to adopt a beautiful passage of this
great poet, has given origin to every stream
and every fountain,
a

ஆய?

so has

A

த

Homer

likewise

‘i

ற

given birth நட றம் ல specimen of, every species
_ of eloquence. . Him no one on lofty subjects
hath exceeded
in sublimity, and on topics of
a
நி
2
.
:
an humbler theme him
no one in propriety.
He is at once elegant and nervous, delightful
and profound; in diffusion, or in brevity
equally admirable, and excelling not more in
poetical than in oratorial merit.” -

படிப்ப

டத

பறி

Of Homer fortunately the principal produc:

tions have descended entire to posterity.

Iliad and the Odyssey,

The

through the attention

of’ Lycurgus and Pisistratus, still remain accu-

ately arranged, and in the highest preservation.

Some pieces, however, attributed to Homer
are lost, namely, the. Margites, the Ilias
_ Minor, the Cypriacs, and a few hymns.
The
first of these, on the authority of Aristotle,
we

May confidently assert to have been written. by

the Poet; the rest are of doubtful origin.

Of
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the “hymns a few remain, and one or two have,
more than once, been translated
into english —
verse.

Mr.

Hole,

the poet

of Arthur, has

given the public a beautiful version of oneof
these, addressed, if I recollect’ aright, to

Ceres.

ர. .

ட்

Niaewtetioendiae = splendid aie any |
genius of Homer, an encomium upon which |
‘would be altogether superfluous either in this
or. any other place, he had many detractors. |
Sagaris, Zoilus and Parthenius have, by their

envy and calumny, rendered themselves infa-

mous to
a spirited
Erycius,
translated

all posterity. . On the latter there is
epigram inthe Greek Anthologia by
and with equal spirit has it been thus
by Mr. Hayleie ay

Here, though கத்தார் he can raf no more,
Pour burning pitch, « on base. Parthenius pours

Muses dar’d to spirt
His frothy venom. and ட் dirt:
Who said of Homer, iin his frantic scorn,
ene the Iliad thorn:
| The Ody ssey was
_ For this, dark Furies,.in your snakes enroll,

And thro’ Cocytus drag the sane rous soul.

‘

A valuable edition of this poet may short)
ச

ia

5

ர
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‘be expected from the taste and erudition of

sill

considerable portion of the works of

_ Hestop yet exists.
His poem on Agriculture, called Works and Days, and his Theogony
or Genealogy of the Gods, are spared to our
curiosity. A fragment too entitled the Shield
_ of Hercules, part perhaps of a poem now lost,

and which was termed the Heroic Genealogy,
19 8150 preserved, and has lately been admirably translated in the Exeter Essays.
The
“Most popular productior . however of Hesiod,

his poem in -praise
“ho more;

of illustrious women, is

this, from the opening words “H O/z,

was known in course. of time by the name
os
a
hears
ie
2018 or the Great Eoics,
and is recorded :to

have been a wonderful favorite with the Ladies
of Greece. © Such ‘indeed was

the popularity

of our bard that he is reported | to have gained

the prize

though Homer | tarted

as his com-

Petitor! Of the poet of Asexa we have no
800d translation: Cooke was not competent _
to-the task,

and should aman of indisputable

taste and genius undertake a version, it is still

Very doubtful, owing to the sterile nature of
*
*%
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whether he would find himself”

sufficiently rewarded.t

Antimacnus

:

of Claros

near Colopho

esteemed one of the six famous poets of ancient —

Greece, hag received:no mercy from the hand
of Time.
effusions,

OF his numerous and voluminow —
not one has escaped.
We may be

consoled

however in recollecting that Quint: |

lian,

though

he gives

him praise

for energy —

and strength, and for no common eloquence;
declares he was altogether void of pathos, and

that he possessed neither suavity of manner,
nor art nor design in the conduct of his fable.

This last observation is strongly corroborated
by the well-known anecdote that in his great
work, the Thebaid, he had exhausted twenty:
four books before he brought the seven chiefs

to the siege. Such indeed ‘was the vast p!olixity of his pieces that his audiences usually |
deserted him, and on an occasion of this kinds
when all had left him except Plato, he exclaim:

ed ‘ Legam nihilominus, Plato enim mihi est
unus instar omnium.”
“1 shall ne vertheles
ன

்

jai at Parma

+ An excellent edition of this poet was printed by Bodini at
in quarto, in 1785.

o the memory,

er the title
of Lyde,

obtained

much

cel
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‘Panyasts has shared a similar fat
portion of his labours has. reached. poster

ட் Be was classed

டட the first. masters 0

க ர்
nee

me 2ae

re
:
says

ex)

display a mixtun
“Hesiod and Antt- |

of the poetry

1s has been preserved, |
the varying judgment
மண்ட

ள்(0 4

|

கனமா
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xpedition, will pads his: heart. powerfully
ffected, and his tenderest feelings called forth.
irgil,, ‘whose taste 1wasae

e turns எனத்... by. fear

Behold, he seeks the sentence of his
! See their just band his honest

_ See pleasure lighten ௦ on his
He

ts the Critics a old

felt the full

2 G2

:

LITER aR Y

NO.

XXXL,

’ OF ‘the productions of “Anatus, a Grek
poet, physician and astronomer,-the Phen.
mena, an astronomical heroic: poem, has. reach. 4

od our times..
bie

Bass poem

சர் of j it; a i

es ae among his

was a or
ரா. 6

ee

ters, which isis

eo a Mel » for we
g pen of the A

ad. some epighams
of the most estim®

!
ture has bequeathed ட்
15 aid by Suidas: to have written likewis

Hymns, Heroines, மிச 4
: Elegies:

ன சக.

*he Idyllia are

ny

pastoral, panegyrical, and mythological; her ்
are

some

species.

also

of a

lighter

and

humor

Of the pastoral pieces’ I prefer 0 நீ

293

தத்:

கட்

‘Among the
~ Quintilian
no
the first rank.

which were highly este

_, Satyrical pieces, some of \

celebratedb
his elegies

a
had

study

atu
reduced hims

that he

295
|into his pockets

an example
unhappily

TIMUS iambos
nimosque

5, eb as

nt

secutus

verbo Lycambe

ge
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owns son to'the manes of the. poet, with a view
oor atoning the vengeance of Apollo. Archilochs wrote elegies, satires, odes and epigrams,
of which only one epigram remains, and that
of little value, pheseivell by Athe zeus.
a transition to the
d though he remarks

ர
Si Be
rnthe
Test in the sublimity, enthusiasm and beauty of
ae conception, and by his. matchless powers of
தட
It is greatly to be ‘regretted that se
small. a Portion of his nimitable: productions
en
re curiosity and
ae"

ems
6

டல்

in

honour

his

odes on

the Olympic, Isth-

] raise.

A அவிய ble

editio

of this

poet

was

Published by Wes: a and Welsted at Oxfordi in
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1697,

and

ந, உணர் |

he has been frequently translated,—

but, as might be expected, with no great
success.
Mr. West has been the most fortu-—
nate, and his version has certainly much memit,
but the best idea of the style and manner
‘who has caught the very" spirit and

of the Grecian.

ம

ae _following eine

Parent of sweet and solem
Enchanting shell! ‘the sul

And frantic Passions. hear thy soft controul.

த்

On Thracia’s hills the Lord of War

் |

Has curb’d the fury. ‘of his car,
And drop’d his thirsty lance at thy omy
Perching on the sceptred hand
Of Jove, thy magic lulls the feather’d hid
With ruffled plumes, and flagging wing:
Quench’d in dark clouc $௦ slumbers 116...

The terror of hisis beak, and light’ pa

|

of his oe

Mr. Wakefield thinks the latter part tof a |
passage, commenc
மால் Perching on|
es
has translated tthe Jin
and
a weak imitation,

literally thus:

|

NO. XXXIIT.

|
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eS On Joye’s imperial rod the king
of birds

Drops down his flagging wings: thy thrilling sounds
_ Soothe his fierce beak, and pour a sable cloud
Of slumber o’er his eye-lids: up he lifts
His flexile back, shot by thy piercing darts.
“Mars smooths his rugged brow, and nerveless drops
His lance, relenting at

e choral song. ;

ஆடம்

மடல்

அற

ன

்

Notes on Gray.

நர

மாவா no doubt be pleasing to see how
another celebrated genius has imitated this
| exquisite morsel of
———_———_With

slacken’d wings,

~ While now the solemn concert breathes around,
- Incumbent o’er the sceptre of his lord,

Sleeps the stern eagle; by the number’d notes

Possess’d; and satiate with the melting tone;
Sovereign of birds. The furious God of war

His darts forgetting, and the rapid wheels

That bear him vengeful o’er the embattled plains,
ம்ப.
லர
-Akenside’s Hymn to the Naiads.

். According to
: indebted

to the

Suidas, Pindar ‘was greatly
Ladies, for he studied

with

| Myrtis, who distinguished herself by her lyric

‘B00

Ta

:
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_ poetry, and was afterwards under the tuition
of the beautiful. and: accomplished
who five times

Corinm,

pupil in the public contests. of Greece.*

* There is an excellent edition of Pindar by the learned Heyne, ant
which has lately received improvement ina second impression, ie

age

gates.

|

snatched the victory from her

4

"NUMBER

XXXIV.

dys

ge

oft ancient.

reece! *

் ye ட்

யு steps

-pleas’d I follow thro’ the sacred paths

ature and of science; nurse divine
Beas heroic deeds and fair desires!
—Guide my way
Thro’ oe a

\

€ green retreats

Of Academus, and the
thymy vale,
Where oft inchanted w th Socratic sounds,
llissus pure devolv’d his tuneful stream

In gentler murmurs.
AKENSIDE,
| seer
RS noe
வைக வை த னையை வண்கை
எனன வன
——sS

Iy all the ட

requisites i

in sublimity of thought,

lyric poetry,

harmony of versifica-

tion and beauty of language,

SICHORUS

Was not esteemed inferior ° to Pindar.
tilian even asserts ‘that he sustaine
d

Quinall the

have risen to the sublimity | of

had

Majesty of epic poetry on the lyre, and woul
d
noe

been

too

redundant.

Homer

He

he

was greatly

aon".
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beloved and admired in Greece, and the inha
bitants of Catana, where he died,’ in his native

island of Sicily, buried him magnificently at
the public cost.
A tomb was erected to his த
ey? near one of me city ar, which was

losophy was these i
eon

eight

honours; all the cities in Sicily conspired 10
lamenting the death, of their favourite poet

and vied

with cach

other i= the

trophies they, 4

Alceus the contemporary rot Sapphos was?
x Obs

Sei rere

wae" meant any thing perfect |
ரில் ் ee
andcomplete, Phalaris of Agrigentum erecte —
a temple to his name and decreed him divine.

va பற. 101.

சட்ட

NO. XXXIV.
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native of Mitylene in the isle of Lesbos, and
the supposed inventor of the barbiton or harp.

He was an enthusiastic lover of liberty, though,

_ if report be true, possessed of little courage,

them up in triumph
lis lyrics con‘political, and
few fragments
sh d in the night of

_in Athenzus,
al
ignorance and barb
avery high opinion.
culogium

may be derived
ved
the clearest idea of

his genius and merits,.

|
பி

ப்

Et te sonantem plenius aureo,
Alcze, plectro dura navis,
a. Durg fugz mala, dura belli!
~ Utrumque sacro digna
CF
ae

Mirantur umbre dicere:
_, Pugn
et as
exact

are

iG

ட Densum humeris bibi
பச்
4

~ Alceus cee

the ge

1
ப ஆட
Od: 13

strings,

And seas, and ‘War, a
ile sings:
Thus while they strike the various
lyre
The ghosts the sacred sounds admire,

si

904.
But when Alczus

_ To deeds of
1

hicker

cr

:

NO.

XXXIV.

.
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215/2]

warmly admired as it oughtto be; and which,
indeed, far excels the original.
The poet
having pathetically painted a great princess
taking leave of an affectionate husband on his
death bed, and endeavouring» afterwards to

comfort her inconsolable fan

dds the fol-

் lowing particulars.”
மி ட

கபம்

ee

occlipata, ocellos ”

“ Guttis lucidulis adhue madentes
Convertit, puerum sopore vinctum
Qua nutrix placido ssisinu fove bat:
“ Dormis,’’ inguit,|“Om
“Vultus exanimes, ‘silentiumgue
Ren longa atria commovent, nec ullo
** Fratrum tangeris, aut meo dolore;
** Nec sentis patre destitutus illo,

Qui gestans
g
genibusve brachiove,

“Aut formans lepidain tuam loquelam,
“Tecum mille modis ineptiebat.

elu dormis, volitantque qui solebant
“* Risus, in roséis tuis labellis..
“ Dormi, par vule! nec mali dolores
“Qui

matrem

cruciant tuz

quietis

“ Rumpant somnia.— Quando,

quando, tales

“ Redibunt oculis meis s sopores | ரட்

This last passage, டக
4.
aa
be.” is exquiSitely beautifal, natural and மலர.
and the
VOUT

aa

ee
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a

௮௦ அபர, a

elegance of eis ee
டர்ன் ஹப
oF ம் poet i is also extant.

and:

de

H னு amp“

ட
i
om mount Leucas |
tions, which form-

ed nine books of lyricawerses, "independent of |
4 elegies, epigrams dc. were deemed by the J
ancients of unparalleled beauty; the utmost |
felicity

of language, the most

voluptuols f

tenderness, and. occasionally the most exquisil 4
aoe

1

‘were characteristic of el |

stamped their ae

8 ்
has” smitated,

ish
er in terms of lav
sages {
1g, pleasing pas
ne ‘
cl

has frequently m«
applause... “Int
after celebrat
nides,

Alczus an

:

fa introduces: the Lesbian muse, ்

மட...

HOURS)"

(§ 2

:.

தெ

_ Non, si priores Mzonius tenet
os 2065 Homerus, Pindarice latent,
Cexque, et Alcei minaces,
Stesichorique graves Camenaz. se
Nec, si quid olim lusit Anacreon,
* Delevit 2125: spirat adhuc a amo.
pol ்்
ன
i eal

eign,
Yet dear id

se are Pindar 8 ச்

av Ss” ‘the wreath

Anacreon’s playful fingers wove:
The “olian maid’s soft numbers breathe
The sighs 2 tenderness, the soul of love...
Boscawen,

,

‘OF the poetry of
aie only two odes
Temain entire; one, a hymn to Venus, the’other
an amorous ode; both
have
been translated by

Phillips, the latter Ww

A few fragments also

“spirit and beauty.

exist, whose extreme

elegance occasions bitter regret for the loss we
have Sustained,
இர
, 45 Wreath” of Du

Bois, just published, there

and area

Pro

is a very accurate -

version of thé ode toப பத்து

்
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ALCMAN,

a native a

NO. XXX1N,

baling

‘was ihe

inventor of love- -SOngs and the elegiac measilte;

all who preceded him having constantly written:
aa hexameter verse.

ம் the table,
EXC.

es.

and sang” them
every”

Alcman was addicted to

at every entertainment, a

i

triumphed

in

Spartans

~The

a

and so popular for
of his es

genius, and. erected
Notwithstanding”
ich this bard of love
y, howeve
the க
once’ enjoyed, he has” ‘suffered so much from
the depredations of time; that his very name Is

scarcely known

to the moderns.

Some frag:

stio
ments preserved by Athenzus, Hephe
Eustathius»and Plutarch are the only prod

that/he once existed. ட்
Izyous, the lyr

name, if possible,
of Ajeman.

He lis

அட

தத்த

soet of Rhegium, 94
1] more obscure than that,

d five hundred and forty

years before Christ, . and was

highly estecmet,

cal produ
for the spirit and dignity of his lyri
None of his writings have: reached 4
tions.

timesy

Elian

has ‘given a very singullt apd:

NO, XXXIV.

|

HOURS.”
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almost ரட்ட. account of the manner of
| his death. ‘* He was attacked and murdered,”

says he, ‘‘by robbers, and, when dying, implored. the assistance of some Cranes who were

at that moment passing over his heads
villains | a few da ys. after ‘obs

_ flight ‘of Cranes

in, ‘the ma

" of them exclaimed

ket- lace,

oy ‘Tox

ம்

one.

TEL PELo LV

there are the birds that are conscious of the death
“of Tb yous.

This. exclamation’ and the recent

murder exciting
secured

the

assas

guilt.”
The

su picion

in the people they

who. confessed. their

ச

த.

sprightly

and» voluptuous odes

of

ANACREON are well known to every lover of:
the lighter muses.
‘hey abound in suavity,

gaiety, and the most elégantimagination,
, possess a style and manner so peculiar,

have. designated

the whole class

of

and
as: to

‘similar

compositions by the ‘terr 1 Anacreontic.
1
however various the atte
- which have been

made to imitate these

Many

have succeed

beautiful trifles,
he very

style

not
and

character of the 1
ard being in general
8rossly mistaken.© “Amo ag the ancients Horace
has”
ee Low his graces and vivacity,
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among the anda

ட

Ng

ae.

8 fice aad wine

were enjoyed by Amacreon without restraint,

and to avery late period of existence; tntainted with avarice, and careless as to the
் occurrences and vicissitudes of pes ie ory
of voltae ease aan க

புட்

ef ர pei
Hom

sistratus,

த ட...
Alera: ae

He was

the

த்
ee ர

gonad ப்ரி Colophon

Ana

reon with the sublime :

his sounding lyre,

Ke

4

And smote it with a hand of fire,
To Sappho, fondest of the fair,
Chaunting the loud and lofty air,

Whilst old Anacreon, wet with wine,

And crown’d with wreaths of Lesbian vine,

1

உ.

To his unnatural minion sung

Ditties that put to blush the youre:

a ancieat
The last tot ie nine ee ic poets
Greece is
Simonides,

Bacc VLIDES, the nephew
a native of the island of Ceo

His works consisted of hymns,

, எடு

odes, and a

which were¢ preferred, be Hier. io!

|
ட்]

NO. XXXIV.

இ
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ள் Pindar.

- moral sentiment,

ளம

on
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‘They were

which

account

rich in
the Em-

Julian so much esteemed them, that he

“was in the habit of ‘committing them

to

qmemory, and of frequently. repeating them.
Horace, it is said, has imitated him in several
of his pieces, more particularly. in his, proai phesy of Nereus, which is fou
ded. on an
ode of the Grecian in which he sesh
ap
‘Cassandra prophesying the fall of Troy*:
few mutilated ‘Ver
Bacchylides.

one

all” the remains
ப்ட்

e

Returning now to the |text of
படப் we
shall find him expatiating on the great merits
of the Old Comedy; he extols it for its force
and energy; he terms it grand, elegant and

beautiful, and observes that, next to. Homer, it is best calculated to form the orator. © Its
noblest. writer. ARISTOPHANES, Was one
of
the most popular authors _ of antiquity; he

lashed with unrelenting severity the vices and

follies of his age, and though in exposing the

crimes

கட்

around Tiny! he hasE cqnently violated
வல்

ode of Hor

fis:

ட்டர் furnished Gray with

the first Idea ob his noble produetion “The
Bard, ன

812

நக்க...

ம

decency and decorum, at least accordingto
modern ideas, yet he generally succeededim
-confo undin g and punishing the perpetrators of

enormity.

Cleon deeply felt the energy and

powers. of his gemius, and in consequence of
ective lost his’ ‘popularity, and
]
the poet's
was fined five talents by the government
Besides broad: humour and sparkling wit, the”

comedies of ‘Aristophanes occasionally exhibit
the most splendid’ and sublime imagery, emu
dar and Zschylus.
lating the enthtisiasm ©
idered as the best
His style is general y

if any man,” says
model of attic pu
Cumberland, “would wish to know the la
“guage as it was spoken by Pericles, he mus
_ seek it in the scenes of Aristophanes.” f The

on
exquisite sweetness and purity of his ay
the
so. enraptured Plato that he “represents
and
Graces as seeking fora durable mansion,
fixing at ee in tie bosom ‘of eos

Ut templum | னா. quod non labatu!, ha
es:
berent, inyenere tuum, oe: ‘Aristophanc
ம் one பர் ற. 139- x
§ Scaliger ex Platone.

No. Xxx

ie

்.

அந்த

d to one of the most eloquent
fathers of. the church, St. Chrysostom, whose
நடப் for our author was so great that he
him under his pillow, for. the

valuable

dics we have left. Aristophanes

மட about sixty. dramas, eleven of which are
in our possessi¢ n. The Plutus, ட் e Frogs and

ம் ம டப், have been

treanslated

ee latter with

In point of chrono! oy
vratinus, and Eupolis should precede... ristophanes, » but I
adhere to the verbal arrangement of Quintilian,
* Aristophanes,

cipur.”

twenty

et Eubolis,

Cratinusque

OF Evrorisy: although

4ore

the bites of

of his comedies are extant, but a few

fragments remain.

He

was” still more

bold

~ and personal. in his: satire than’ Aristophanes,
_ and spared neither the: ‘people nor their magistrates. The Debauchee, the Impostor and the |
Cheat trembled at his reproof and were comPelled at least to assume the form of virtue.
He wanted however the purity and grace of
style for which Anistophanes was celebrated,

ரெம்

5.

29
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க

being more attentive to unv

ices

பி

contemporaries than to soothe their ears s by the
harmony

of

his

language:

— His ‘tomb was

erected on the banks of the Asopus i in Sicyo-

nia, and on this tomb, it is recorded,
ny
his favorite¢ dog, who, from attachment to his
master, and sorrow for his loss, refused all
aliment until death put a period to his suffer: த்
்
ings.
RAE:
CRATINUS,, ‘the
Athenian,

and

sc a of

senior “in

Callimedes

the”

age to both Eupolis

and Arigtophanes, ~

perhaps the severest

Satirist of the three. _ He possessed @ vivid
imagination, and a style abounding in orna-

ment,

and obtained no less than nine prizes

Cratinus

though

lived to

the

age

of

ninety-sevely

he indulged very freely

in the bottle,

and gave loose

to

all his passions.

Within2

short period of his death he composed a comedy :

aptly termed “ The Flaggon,” as a reply 6
Aristophanes, who had ridiculed the infirmities
he laboured under, and which were attributed
to his intemperancein drinking.
The old poet
obtained

the

laurel

and

a

complete

triumph

over his opponent, and shortly afterwards eX

pired ini the arms of victory.

_He wrote thirty

டர

HOURS.

;

8315

தர்ர. of which scarce a fragment remains.
Cratinus, ‘Eupolis and Aristophanes were the

chief supporters of the old comedy, and Horace
has therefore selected them from the crowd of
‘comic writers ;

he has drawn

in a few வத்

பி

their
?

es

characters

ரு

மம வி19 ௭௭2 பத
Aistophanéeque poetze
Atque alii, quorum comeedia prisca virorum est,
Si quis erat dignus describi, quod malus aut fur,
Quod meechus foret, aut. sicarius, aut alioqui
Famosus, multa cum ibertate notabant.:
Lib: ing Sat:

4e

. The comic poets, in its eaarliest age,
Who form’d the manners of the Grecian stage,
Was there a villian, who_ might justly claim
A better right of being dam’d to fame,
Rake, cut- throat, thief, whatever was his crime

They freely stigmatiz’d the wretch in rhime.
,
ந்
FRANCIS.

Quintilian now adverting to the Tragic Mus
the mighty

namé of Aiscuy'us

as

@

adduces

6.

ce

the father of regular tragedy.
* Subliinis: et
Eravis et grandiloquus” rare the epithets

bestows upon him, though with regard to the
- latter he observes that it has beén carried too
far, சரமா ad vitium.”
Auschylus greatiy-

Pigs

t,

WEF

ச்

ம

ஞ்
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‘Improved the decorations and apparatus of the
stage; he inyented the mask, the robe, the
buskins, and a platform in-heu of a cart;

he curtailed also the chorus, and introduced ©

more dialogue and action. There is a peculiar
wild sublimity and martial ardour in this poet,
who delighted in exhibiting the awful, the ter
rible and the magnificent.
His language
is

very figurative and metaphorical,

now rising

into expression at once clear, daring and sublime, now sinking into obscurity and tur
gescence. His plots are inartificial, but his
chief ‘characters are admirably sustained. He
obtained many prizes, and Aristophanes in his
“‘ Frogs” considers him as far superior in point
of genius to either Sophocles or Euripides.
He is said to have written above one hundred
- tragedies, the titles of all which have been pre.
seryed and published *by Meursius.

Of this

numerous collection only seven survive; thes¢
are;

however,

of | incomparable

excellence,

though abounding in passages of great aif
culty,

and which

have exercised

the patience

and ingenuity of a vast body of critics. பத
editions of Stanly, Pauw and Porson are highly

esteemed.

A poetical translation also of vey

singular merit has been presented to the public

இ

டி

்

poe

“©

NOWXXXIVe

by

ப்ட் Potter.
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I know no version of

any ancient poet, considering the.obscurities
of the original,

that confers more

honour on

British learning, taste and genius.
Sopnoc.es

carried

the

dramatic

_ great perfection; he introduced
் and more.

more

art

to

actors

dialogue, and rendered the chorus

perfectly connected with, and illustrative of,

the business of the drama. | Majesty, sweetness
and harmony are the characteristics of his style.
‘His conceptions often rise to sublimity, and
he abounds in descriptic and pathos.
His
“Philoctetes. is the mostb autifully descriptive

and pathetic composition of antiquity; it is

perhaps the only instance on the Greek
stage
where the wild romantic scenery of nature
is
freely introduced.
This piece and his Oedi-

pus

Coloneus

are,

in my

Opinion,

the.

most

Pleasing, if not the most elaborate, produc
tions
of the grecian drama. Sophocles, like Milton
,

was very

partial

to the Nightingale,

frequently. celebrated its delicious
Mr. Huntingford, in his Apology

and has

strains.
for the

Monostrophics, has quoted many
passages in

which the poet evinces his admiration
of and

"gard for it, and Collins, in his Ode to Sim-

ae
த

Bis

4

or

t

oe
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&

plicity, has. not forgotten Sophocles a his
favorite bird.

By all the honey’d store
On Hybla’ $ thymy shore;

‘

By all her blooms, and a

murmurs dear;

By! her® whose love-lorn wo,

ட

In evening musings slow,

:

Sooth’d sweetly sad Electra’s Poet's ear.

od
ர.

It is somewhat singular, however, that the
noblest 2 nd sweetest description of the song of
~ this plain i e warbler, should be the production

Who can adduce on the
of a prose-write
subject, a morsel of such impressive beauty as
the following? sia

“ But the nightingale, another of my ally
creatures, breathes such sweet loud music ou!
of her little instrumental throat, that it might

make mankind to think miracles are not ceased:
He that at midnight, when

should. hear,

sleeps

securely,

often,

the clear airs,

natural rising and

the very Jabouret

the

falling,

as I have Po

sweet descants, 1

47
the doubling

be [42
redoubling of her voice, might well
y

சறற

andwy, or nightingale.

ஷ்
ts

௫
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above earth, and say, ** Lord, what music hast

thou provided for the Saints in Heaven, when
thou affordest bad men such music on earth.”
é

Isaacந Watton.

a OF one hundred and

twenty plays

பிலம்,

which

Sophocles is satoid
have composed, but seven

இ are preserved; these have been well edited by
fay
19.

ழ்

Johnson and Morell, and the translations of
Franklin and Potter are perspicuous and
elegant. » “
we
e

Evripipes, from his,
ss in delineating
the tender emotions of 1 € heart, is usual
ly,

and, perhaps, justly esteemed one

pathetic poets of antiquity.

and diction are easy, flowing

of the most

His versification
and harmonious,

_ and there is a simplicity in his style and man
ner
well

suited to the general characte
r of his
drama.
He wants, however,
the sweetness
and majesty of Sophocles, and
the sublimity

and

splendid imagination. of ZEschylus.

every where abounds in moral

frequently

uses

the very

sentiment,

language

of

He
and

the

schools, a circumstance which has
occasionally

given a declamatory and

scenes.

didactic air to his°

He has been a great favorite with

92௦

v

ஆ.
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some of our first poets; Milton and Collins |
appear to have studied and imitated him with |

exquisite taste; the

latter, in his

Ode to

Pity, has introd ced the following very strik-

ing appeal. - ah

:

By Pella’s bard, a magic name,
By all the griefs his thought could frame, —
ம Receive my humble rite :
Long, Pity, let the nations view.

_ Thy sky-worn robes of tenderest blue,
And eyes of dewy light!
aap Se

tant.

teen of which <

:

ப

They have been |
|

translated by Potter, though in a style certaiD-

s Sophocles
ly inferior to his A%schyluor
Mr. Porson is: now engaged in publishing
separately accurate

this pores
se

_.Literature

editions of the dramas of

த
fe

4

e

has seldom

injury than in the Toss of

ள்

|

:
a great ள்.
sustained

the works

of Mr

NANDER. He was tl ¢ principal writer of the
New Comedy, and his compositions were highly
valued for their elegance, urbanity and wit :

His characters. were admirably drawn, te

pictures of human life faithful to nature.

1

.

ag

HOURSs:
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t

ட்ட
and his delineation of the passions
and manners, are much extolled by Quintilian,
who, at the close” of his extiticism: -On this
author, observes,

See ab

176 டி: superior to
same. department,

every author ain the

and. by the ‘splend

of his

genius has he thrown them
டட
the Phormio and
th 2 Hecyra ர் erence
copied. all his comedies from Menander, and
“he presents us with.the best idea we can now
_ form of the elegant genitis of the Greek poet.
Terence, however, is said by Julius Cesar to
have wanted the. humour. of Menander, and he
- therefore oni

him

dimidiatuin

Menandrum.

According” to Apollodorus, Menander wrote
one hihdred and five comedies, the titles of

seventy-three of which | are to be met with in
Hertelius. All these. have perished, excepta

few fragments, which have been collected

translated with great elegance and

Mr.
01,

Cumberland in the Observer.
ITs

3

ory

ages

and

spirit by

டச்

22...
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I cannot here avoid transcribing the intro.
ductory stanza. of some most beautiful lines

prefixed by T. Faber to his edition of Terence

they so immediately apply to the author und cf
consideration.
SS

a

ன்

: ய் ட்

த

$

ம

ப

Sacrum Menandri pects.
Aura jam reliquerat,

" Vagulaque animula
_ Elysias penetrarat 0725:
ர் Tum

் இன

dolore parcite,

li ucos, perque monies,

Perque vallium sinus,
Cursitarunt Gratiz,

Querentes sibi
i Queis nova sedibus

ச தன்ட

15 ponere

ஸ்ட

PHILEMON, the contemporary ‘of Menander, and frequently by
“misjudging pgp
the second ர்
allowed
is
preferred to him,
by Quintilian.

He was possessed

‘of a mos

amiable disposition, and through. great a

ance anda placid frame of mind, attained
the extraordinary. age ௦4 one hundred and of
#0

து

ப
)
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years. His comedies were of a tender, sentimental and moral cast, and his style and diction,

it is said, possessed much sweetness and harmony.
He composed ninety comedies, of
_ which but a few fragments have reached us;
"these have beech translated by Mr. Cumberland
) with his usual felicity.

NUMBER XXXV.

F

Sages of ee

time, as *

ae rever a

As gods benificient, who: blest ரபர்.
ட arts, with arms, and ப் உ vot

é

ரமப

numerous other ¥ ences of a

New

Comedy were contemporary with, and existed
after Philemon, yet Quintilian has not thought

et

ecessary

to Mention

them;

their

works,

__Indeed, with the exception of a few
fragments,
are all lost, and though eXtant in the
time of

2 Quintilian -were esteemed by him, proba
bly,
Inferior

to the prod

we have mentioned

ctions

of the two authors

Jeserting therefore the

poetic region, our Cri
now introduces the
_Teader to the historic tribe. Of
course we
ncounter the name of Heropo-~

.

genuine history, whose nine

326
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books, containing an account of the Wars of
Persia

against Greece,

and of the most cele.

_ brated nations of the world, are happily pre
served entire. The author recited these books
at the Olympic Games before a full assemb] ”
of all Greece, and with such rapture were they
received, and so much were they admired
the interest. and beauty of the

narration, and

for their exquisite sweetness, and grace of style,
that the names of the nine Muses were una
mously iven to oon on the spot
His eager

ry, | in we Olympic vale,

Throngs witl 1 proud joy to catch the martial tale;,
‘Behold! டவல் Valour, resting on his lance,
ப Drinks

the sweet sound in rapture’s silent trance,

Then, with a grateful shout of fond acclaim,

;

Hails the just herald of is country’s fame!
aie

Be

Herodotus

ie been

and

with the

narrati¢

the

late geographical

with sede

ர
of

:

he

ae

many

ன்
tales; some of these however the researches
y
modern times have confirmed, more especiall
்

* See an Tes ப்

அவதன

ரகா

in Africa,

(ப்ர
oe of cate

_ gen on Herodotus and the River ‘Joliba
் Monthly Magazine for December 1799-

ச்

NO. XXXIV.
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and it should be recollected that the historian
himself vouches not for the authenticity of
these relations, but rests them upon the credit
of the authors and travellers from whom he

_ received them. His speeches are beautiful
an
appropriate, and his diction
so elegant and
ட் de icious that even the stern Dionysius affirms,
6 “he is one of

those

enchanting ,writers

whom

‘ you peruse to the last syllable with pleasure

» and still wish for more.”
There is a correct
edition of Herodotus, by W esseling, and a

good translation has lately been
Mr. Beloe.

executed by
ee

Tuucypines,

hi

the son of Olorus, was pre-

sent at the age of fifteen atthe recital of the
history of Herodotus at the Olympic Games,
and, it is recorded, burst into tears of joy and
emulation,

so agitated, and,

at the same time,

so charmed was he by the Masterly production
of the historian,
His history of the Peloponhesian war, which still exists in eight books,

though the last is somewhat defective, is written

‘With the utmost

accuracy,

impartiality

and

A dent, rapid

and

fidelity, and in a style remarkable for energy,

conciseness and purity.

delineating his subject with a few

bold but

328

ills Vis ‘hic a

te.” =

ன் Thucydities 3 is dense, concise and always 4

equal to himself. Herodotus is sweet, perp
cuous and diffuse: the former excels in vebe
ment passions, the-latter in mild persuasion
this... in

ட்
that in beauty!

கன்

ரர

a good edition of
ranslation of

ம

ta 0718gi-

authot, ©
Le

A
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Eavdvoutae ee Chios, the disciple. of
Isocrates, is deemed by Quintilian next in
merit to Herodotus and Thucydides.
His
த reflections, however, were often too satirical
and illiberal, and, in the judgment of the critic,
he had more. of the orator than of the historian
in his composition, having
rhetoric his
"profession. long before he ventured into the
“province of. history? With the exception ofa

' few fragments his productions. dave entirely
perished,

of MDIONY sius) was an - imitator, of the ர ஹ்ம்
manner of Thucydides, and, though much
inferior, observes the Rhetorician, in point of.

_ ehergy and

strength, possessed greater perspi-"

cuity. © His history of Sicily i in twelve books

was much valued, and it is to be regretted that
fo portion of it has” Feached our times. ‘Dio‘Nysius the Younger sent our historian with
a
body of troops to quell an es Se of the

Syracusans, but being’ vanquished, he destroy-

ed himself

ல் <a

83°

:

LITERARY
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tion he was induced to “undertake. the study
and composition of history, yet Isocrates him-

self has declared that Ephorus wanted spirit
and required the spur. His history contained

a relation, of all the engagements and batiles

Sa

for

yea rs

:

ட்

ee ty and elegance, an encomium a

Us ‘accompanied Alexander # the

is famous expedition into Persia,
and composed a history. of his life and exploits
swhich abounded. in‘wit, and was written in 4
lan i
masterly manner, but, according to Quin

he has violated the first z quisite ofan historians
veracity, and for whicl

sition cai atone.

procured

After th: s accusation it may

NO. XXX¥.

HOURS.

Poe
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ஞு

attracted ‘the “notice, au the patronage of
Augustus, ‘of whose life and reign he wrote a
most elegant and interesting history.
The
பவா
hand of Time has committed this
ச் production த
to௦ oblivion. *
2 the. numerous ‘orators of Creeks:

whom Quintilian

from

has selected only a few, ten

were contemporaries, and over these Demos:
“Tienes has been universally allowed aa decided
superiority.
Nothing canbe more ye ement,
More spirited, more concise, clear and ‘Strong
than the character of his style and elocution.
Whilst his arguments flash conviction, his

periods roll with rapid harmony, yet are they
simple in their diction, and, apparently, constructed without art. So sudden and)so striking were the effects of his oratory

been compared to the
Greece,

that it has

lightping of the Gods.

roused, by. his

பன்ன

oe

-* It is rather singular abana
ப have omitted the name
Of Polybius, his history being celebrated forits authenticity, and for
its

accurate

relation

of military

affairs.

It commenced

with

the Punic

Wars, and terminated with the conquest of Mavesedonia by Paulus.,
Was originally divided into” forty books, oftae
Aumerous fragments of the twelve suce
6

and companion of Scipio,

Carthage.

and was pr

but five réemai

டர்

6

He has been well translated by Hampton,

16

832)
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in multitudes, and shook the throne ம Philip
to its foundations.

fin

9

** 1,026 prineeps
Quintilian,

ac

பட்டத்து

ல்ல a etna

pene

lex orandi fuit: tanta”

vis in €0, tam. -densa_ omnia, ita quibusdam:
-nervis intenta’ sunt, tam nihil otiosum, is dicen|
நீ
di modus, ut nec. quid desit 1 in €0, nec quid

redundet i inyenias.”

ய டண

ிவி

eg

a

e

: by far the chief of orators;

and was esteemed ‘by the ancients the only
model of ‘eloquence. Such is his energy and

force, so ‘compacted are all things in his style,
and sq replenished with nerves, so accuralé
has he been in’avoiding any trifling expression
that you'can discover nothing wanting in bis

composition,

பப red indant.”

ம் fortunately bees
ify the applauses©
preserved, and’ fully:
antiquity; a good edition of them has beet
€

published. by Taylor

in two volumes quarto.

To translate Demosthenes,

sso as.to ea

just representation of him, appears !‘to be neat fp)
howevel
impossible; it has* been attempted

though with little

oF Tapeh

ம

success, by Leland #

NO. XXXV.
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833

the contemporary and rival of|

Demosthenes,

possessed

considerable

talents;

he is allowed

by Quintilian to be more

full,

diffusive, and magnificent than: Demosthenes,

but he concludes

by observing, that if he has

“more. flesh than Demosthenes, he has fewer
-sinews, 5. carnis plus habet, lac corum minus.”
His

style ‘is highly

‘calculated to sooth

ornamente 7

than to rouse ‘an

animate

his audience. Being vanquished in ‘his competition with Demosthenes whe: was banished to
Rhodes: he there opened | a ‘school for eloquence, and had the magnanimity to read an
applaud the very orations which had sent him
into exile.
When_ his’ auditors ‘rapturously
praised, these productions,

he

enerously

ஷ்

claimed “* What would you: have thought, if
you had heard “him thunder out the words
himself.” Only t
e of his Orations are extant.

The best e

onof these is in the folio

copy of the o

is of

4Eschines publishe

oy 1 Ipian and Wolf,

Frankfort in 10௦2...

Demosthenes

and

at

’Hyperip ES, and Ben rival of Demosthenes,
and the disciple of Plato and Socrates, was
distinguished for the sweetness, acuteness and

இ

LITERARY|

elegance of his style.
‘defended

NO. XXXY,

He is aceon

the Courtezan

Phryne

to have
against ¢

charge of 1 impiety, and perceiving his

ம்

ineffectual, he unveiled the bosom of his client,
and the judges, unable to resist ‘the influen
_of beauty, acc uitted” their. too interesting pre
_soner. Only one oration “of Hyperides has
endured t
pse 012 ages, and thisi is in much
_ estimation fori itss diction and: sty
:
இரு
ச் ட

asl

ல்

ia a most ye

usan,

of his பெத்த

na
" rhe pinity and

his style was remarkably correct, and perfectly
- free from any Bg

or any approach. toward

nee

7

hills -atgue

et quo

nihil, st

பலக. perfectius
‘tamen fonti, que
தர் Lye

magno

ecersitum; ந்
flumine yes i,

to. டட

anterior

is. acute

ie ம்

ly a ae
elegant, and were it sufficient, mere
6
orator to instruct,

பது

no

ரா
for the a

one

could be

There is no

is

lo

NO.XXXV.

4 HOURS,

ட

- நர்ரிறது “nothing affected in his manner; he
“resembles more a pure fountain than a great
riv ets.i

Lysias attained

the 1.06. of gab

ee oe is ‘an accurateeon
very a
ம்

30

னல

ட curious -a tie

“one, and

by

Quintiliar

him for too much carey ‘His orations however.
. Possess the utmost வதிய
ப afd, a

i

m

:

ublic, and

He was
had calcu-

herefore for the schools.
bine one fot his orations are left Us |of which
there is an elegan
al
Auger in’ three v umes quarto, Bie
by

Didot; they have also been admirably
trans-

lated eyDr, அட.

ஞ்
ட்

PHALEREUS

loquence are com-

9௨6.

LITERARY |
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pletely tae hee Is considered by the ace ம்:
the Institutes Asi possessing much “‘ingenuuit |

and. great oratorial. abilities: he is worthy of being had i in remembrance, he observes, if for
no other reason than being the. last of the atti

writers who |

es with சல்பர்

06 oe

In the philosophic department, to which 16.
டட now ‘arrived, our attention is immediatly
arrested by the celebrated name of PLato #
man whose acuteness of intellect, and splendout
of imagination shave ‘seldom been surp see ்

Sublime i in his conceptions, majestic and fascl:

nating in his style, “pl
sems
morals and life, he
deserved the -appella

quently bestowed ur

antiquity.

his principles
h justice to bave

on of & divine’ 80 த

him by the suffrage .

Mihi non hominis ingenio,’ ee

ad
Delphico
Quintilian, sed ட
“oraculo instinctus.” ‘* He appears tome DIS
so much. endowed with’ the faculties of an

as inspired by some Delphic oracle.”

NO.XXXVé

1.

10119,
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- His dinates display the whole of the
| Socratic philosophy in its utmost purity, and
in language so exquisitely sweet and elegant
that he was termed by the ancients the Athenian
bee; he has added, however, many noble ideas
of his own in these discourses, which have
_ afforded objects of imitation to every succeed"ing age.
In this country’ Shafsbury and
Harris have made’ the nearest இர
வப to
பூம
platonic’ பல்
ய morality of Socrates forms but a part
of the system of Plato; his fervid imagination

delighted to expatiate in the regions of metaphysics

and

mystical, theogony.

disciple of Heraclitus

He was

and Pythagoras,

a

and

maintained the immortality and transmigration
_ of the soul. He taught also the existence of
two beings,

one

self-existent,

and

the

other

formed by the power of a pre-existent creator.
The origin of evil, the doctrine of ideal forms,
the pre-existence of the human mind, which

he terms an emanation from the deity, and the

subserviency of matter to spirit, even in this

vlife,

are likewise part of his metaphysical

Opinions.
The. novelty,. the sublimity. and
iuteresting nature of his enquiries, cloathed as
YOU. 1,
2 56
=

92...

“பாகாககு நபம!

they are in the most majestic diction, have
rendered him almost an object of adoration to
men

of warm fancies,

turn of mind;

and of a speculative

|

even Cicero has exclaimed,

~ % errare mehereule malo cum Platone, quai
cum istis vera ‘sentire;

and our own Milton, ட்

நரம. possessed. the most vivid and romantic
4 imagination, early imbibed the enchanting

-dogmata of the Grecian philosopher.

‘His

_ juvenile poetry, especially his Comus, abounds
in the peculiar conceptionisof Per and|
the Penseroso he exclaims
let my laட்

at midnight hour,

Be seen at some high lenely tower,
Where I may oft out-watch the Bear,

‘With thrice-great Hermes, or unsphere

:
_

The spirit of Prato to unfold

What worlds, or what vast regions hold
The immortal mind, that hath forsook
Her mansion in:aes, J
HOOKS
=

a tie peed abilities of Plato were likewst

ட்
great, as his Republic sufficiently evinces»
together with his dialogues and some ie
we

are happily in possession

of,

i

The ay

edition of Plato came ‘from the press of Aleuபத்.t

at Venice in 1513+ The whole of his we

|

1m ட
ae

own

344
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ce the Stagyrite iin : the Lyceum, 4and

to him we are indebted for the works of his
master, the dying philosopher having commit_ ted them to his care.
Of two hundred treatises
a which Diogenes affirms Theophrastus to have

|

written, but two are left us; namely; his history

of Plants, and his Characters.

Both are of |

value; ; the latter remarkable for

_ considerable

|

, just delineation of character, and for sweetness

of style.

think excelled,

ர. ர

ட்.

to he Sein

‘shall now

—

He has been imitated, and some

proceed

|

ay

Jaid down I

to arrange the authors of

-ancient Greece in a tabular form, that our
easly
treasures and our losses may be more

and

immediately

ascertained.

After having

wiitels
done this with regard to the Roman
the whole willbe terminated with some 18

flections on the supposed -“Alexandrian conf
தaeent
gration, ' and on the present state of
literature. ~ I must

here

hint,

howeve!,

அம்

0) ட்
there are several Grecian Authors anteri

or contemporary with Quintilian whom

has not. thought |it necessary to notice in
dl of these it may be prope!
arrangement,
mention four— on account of their nr

i |
|
4

1

NO. XXXv.

ha

excellence,

— Dionysius
: Quintilian
Epictetus.
and whose
age
of the
Arrians

ட

HOURS

namely

Prius,

229...
Diodorus Siculus,

of Halicarnassus, though praised by.
in other parts of| his work, and
© There are many also of great value,’
works are extant, posterior to the —
Rhetorician. Inced only mention Lucian,

Longinus.

Of

Plutarch,

-Pausamas,

and

Plutarch Theodore Gaza has

said, and with much judgment, that if all books
_wWere-lost, and he might recover one, it should

“be Platarch.

346
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Authors,

Compositions Preserved.

Homer,
ன் ’

Compositions Lost.

Iliad, Odyssey, and Bat.
tle of the Frogs and.

்

Pat

~

Hesiod, =}
re
ss

Mice.

f
்

்

wo

| The Thebaid, Lyde, &

வி்.

(சர்...

டர

“Margites, Hymns,

Works and Days and the | TheEoiesand theHersi
Theogenia,
். 11
Genealogy.
்

Antimachus,
த

24

| All his works,

The Argonautic
அட்டம்
| The Phenomena.
Be
‘
Thirty Idyllia and Epi- | Hymns, Dirges, Hleg
grams.
Au

ey

Elegy,

Wi OCs

Hymns « and

:

| Many a

4

வட். ஷ்
All hisElegies

x
2!

Es

lochts.
Arehi
Pindar.

Olympian,

Elegies, Satires, Odes!

fee

Isthmian, | Dithy rambics,

- நிழம்ம்ஹு வங் Nemean,

4

‘Alczus.

்

;

Odes.

ன்
ராம்

்

Simonides.

Twenty- six books 9

;
9

,



்
The Fragment of Danae.
and a sa rical 11606.

:

Sappho.
=

ப்

a

4

Odes.

்

ட

Stesichorus.

அம

_ &e.

)Au his

அப்த்!
lyric pieces.

mas | i

Ble giac Odes, Drs
and two epic pone

2 ine books ; of lyric: po
&

4

Aleman.

Ibycus.
_Anacreon.
Bacchylides. த் °
i

Atistophanes.|
Eupolis.

:

e

3

iat

toe

- /Eschylus.

ற் பழத ்

Euripides.

Forty-nine Come

Eleven Comedies.
be

Cratinus,
a

் ம்
Some Odes.
l™
Hymns, Odes, Epigra
di

் ்

Seven Tragedies.
l
oadion
:
dies.
Trage
Seven

©

| Nineteen Tragedies. ~

த்

் =ey ae
4 [எரு

Pragedic
ம Tragedies

HOURS.
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2

Menander,

One hundred
Comedies.

five
'

; Ninety Comedies.

Philemon.
Herodetus.

Nine books of History.

Thucydides.

[Bight
books of History.

_Theopompus.

His entire’ History.

Philistus,

Twelve books of History.

| Ephorus.

His historical writings.

Clitarchus.

His History of Alexan

Timagenes.

His History of the reign
of Augustus.

der,

Demosthenes.

His Orations-

fischines.

Three Orations,

Hyperides,

One Oration.

‘Lysias.
Isocrates:

Many Orations..

-

/

Thirty-one Orations.

One hundred and sixty=
six Orations,

©

Several Orations.

Demetrius Ph.}
“Plato.

‘

- Many Orations.

Thirty-four Orations, —

~

His entire works.
Dialogues,

Twelve Let-

ters, the Republic.
Xenophon,

Aristotle,

The Anabasis, the Cyropedia, the Memo-~
rabilia, the Hellenica,
the Occonomics; &c,
His Rhetoric, thePoetic;

|

the Politics, the Ethles,
the
Organon,
Mathematics, Physics,
Metaphysics, A \Po-

em.
a
A History of Plants, and | “Onehundredand ninetythe Moral Characters.

i

MEneophtastus,

இ

‘

and

&

eight treatises.

|

NUMBER
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ந்த

ச.

தப

Rome
With’ heaviest. sound, a giant- -statue,fell.
Push’d by, 2 wild and acs face,

~ With many a’ ‘rude couse
ole,
And He a barb’rous:yellto thousand ose
_ broke.
2.
.
ப
[
“ICOLLINS.

்
டா

poet Vircit,

ண்ட with their great
whom Domitius Afer,

_ when asked, what poet he thought approached
nearest to

Homer,

replied,

< Secundus est

Virgiliu » proprior tamen primo quam

tertio.”

fe Virgil is the. second, but nearer the first than
the

third.’ 7 sl: vexpatiate ‘on the merits of this
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admirable poet would, after such a thultitd
0ம். comments and criticisms, be we
_ nugatory.
It will suffice to observe, that
_ €xquisite taste, the utmost sweetness and didaig |
_ of versification, and a talent for descriptio
_almost unparalleled, are his chief charac
‘istics. Of his Bucolics the first and tenth ate
» beautifully. pathetic, and possess the m
originality. |The Georgics form the
finished work of antiquity, and the Hint
‘though principally. built on the 1120. an
Odyssey of Homer, and though the six coneluding books want the last. touches: of the
Sather displays

such consummate skal: inthe

conduct and arrangement of the fable, so much |
an
felicity i in melting into the text the diction
imagery of its predecessors, and, தணக
so much pathos and delicacy of feeling, a5
for ever render it, in spite of all its plagiat ms

a most popular and fascinating poem.
‘supposed ruins of the mansion of Virgil oO

| Esquilian hill, have been visited by ihe

4

of poetical pilgrims, who have vied wit ae
other in doing honour to his my hos 1
us, therefore, catching the visionary ae

approach

the: hallowed

spot, and, wi

enthusiasm of Silius Italicus, ஆ

PY NO.exXX XVI.
akc

ce

_ HOURS.”

Fe Of Maro’s humbleர
~

ட

ae

௩

—seek the sacred rests
கடல்
low |

Plain wall remains; a little sun- gilt heap

_ Grotesque and wild; ‘the gourd and olive brown
Weave the light: ae the gourd and olive fan
Their amrous foliage, mingling with the vine,
ட்த் “Who drops her purple clusters through | the green.

Here let us lie, with pleasing fancy sooth’d:
| Here flow’d his fountain ; here his laurels grew ;

- Here oft the meek good man, the lofty bard,
ram’d the celestial song;-or social walk’d

) With Horace and the ruler of the world:
1
Thrice glorious days

© Auspicious to the Muses!

then rever’d,

Then hallow’d was the fount, or secret shade, _—
Or open mountain, or whatever scene

_ The Poet chose, to tune the ennobling rhyme.
ஒர
டி Ey’n

பச , ev’n the rugged sons of war,
the So
hinds Bcd the Poet’ $name:

அல

now,———another age alas ! is ours

ர ஜே

௮ ௫
ae

ட.

த.

.

பாக

Te is scarce possible to avoid caches

here

the poetical oath of De. Lille.
Helas Tae n’ai point vu ce séjour enchanté, __
Ces beaux lieux ou Virgile a tant de fois chanté,
Mais j’ en jure et Virgile et ses accords

sublimes,

vi irai;.de l’Apennin je franchirai les cimes,
t

-

Ve
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Ji iral, plein de son nom, plein 1: ses Vers sac
. Les lire aux memes

11603:

a

les ont in spire

i

Jers

ந்

Alas!

I’ve never rov ப] those vale among, —

Where Virgil whilom tun 4 his sacred sam

:

Bub, by the Bard ம் swear, and lay sublime,
Al go's 0 er Alps on Alps oppos’d I'l climb;
The

will

ee

with all his frenzy fir’ ‘d,
I ead the strains those beauteo 5

Here ate, Wt

en

ee

ate ones

_by Brunk, Wakefield and Didot, and weate

and elegant translation
e |
Pitt and Warton. Ther

indebted for. a correct

to the labours of
an ease and spirit. in’ man

version,

equalled,

however,

espe

-parts of Dryden's

ver
which | have ne
riptive
Hy in the: desc

ed, i
but he has violat

which many ps
* The anonymous translation of 17 89, ‘of
howeve?
‘and taste. | The, 1256 He ட

finished, ‘with the utmost delicacy
taken, the liberty to mous int
the above qu otation
ப b
drine 5 “that given in ட் ் exsion being, in my
த்
it is thus written:
ச
2 those
And there Il fed thes

oO. XXXVI.
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annihilated in his hands. Mr. Beresford’s late
attempt in blank verse has not met with the
attention due to its merit.
2

_

‘

‘

Atan humble distance appears the name of

பல்
poet whose compositions were ~
esteemed: elegant, but deficient in elevation of

style.

He wrote several poems on subjects of

natural history,

namely, on plants,

birds, ser-

3 pents &c. and he lived to finish an epic poem ப
on the Ruins of Troy, and which he intended |
as a continuation of the Iliad of Homer. His
works have entirely perished.
i

Of Lucererius I have said so much elsewhere, that in this place I have little more to
‘observe than that the six books De Rerum

Natura,
ices

ட Pay,

reached us unmutilated.

was helt ‘first editor,

his epistles thus expresses
Merit.

‘¢ Lucretii

and in one of

his opinion of their

poemata lita sunt

multis:

luminibas ingenii: multe tamen artis.”+ No
edition sary classic can a more splendid
ர் Epist, ad Q. Fratrem, Lib. ii,

followed the text of

ந்தா...

வண்ட

22

ரகம் Xl.

Thave
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and correct typography, nor a more acute and
ingenious body of annotations, than that. which
Mr. Wakefield has lately given to the public

of this admirable poet, and which has received
a just and valuable encomium from the pen of

the celebrated Heyne.
Mr. Good’s translation
is now completed, and the public will, I hope,
soon be gratified by its publication. A very
copious life of Lucretius, including the litera

history of his age, will be prefixed to the work, and notes critical and philosophical, upona~
_ large scale, and which convey a vast fund of
instruction and amusement,
decorate the text.
_

elucidate

and

Varro Arracinus was chiefly celebrated
for a translation of the Argonautica of Apol-

Jonius Rhodius.

It was deemed correct and

Quintilian observes that 16 2 ்

elegant,

but

a poem

De Bello Sequanico which,

not sufficiently rich in expression for the e
poses of oratory. He was also the oe |
oe ட் |

with his version of Apollonius, the han
_ Time has completely destroyed.

To Ennivus many of the Roman

ee

“highly indebted, Virgil has transplanted “°°
ந

355
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ral of his noblest lines and phrases, for though
his style was, in general, esteemed rough and
unpolished, yethe occasionally produced verses
of the utmost harmony and beauty; and his
conceptions were always expressed with energy
_and spirit. Lucretius speaks of him in terms
of lavish praise.
Peet
ழு

4

‘

ane

ENNiUvs ut noster cecinit, qui primus amano
Detulit ex Helicone perenni fronde coronam,
இ Per genteis Italas hominum

que clara clueret.

Lib: 1.

As ENN1Us taught, immortal Bard!

whose brows

Unfading laurels bound, and still whose verse
All Rome recites entranc’d.
Wes
‘Goon.

But, perhaps, no passage, in any author, has

_ $0 exquisitely

described the genius and

style

of Ennius as the following one of Quintilian:
_ the simile and its imagery cannot be suff
iciently
admired,
6 Enn ;
1014 ut sac
ium sic
ட்
ros vetustate lucos
adore-

mus, In quibus grandia
et antiqua robora jam
fon:
tantam habent
“nt
specieiem, m,
6

gionem,”
*

quantam

‘

ae

reli-

eS
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“ We-revere Ennius as we doa grove hallowed for its antiquity, in which the gigantic
and

moss- -grown

oaks

produce

much a sensation of beau
and dread.”

Ennius was a

ன்ப

in us not so

்

as of religious ave
Res
ப

writer, ad compose a

many . tragedies, “0010060165 and satires, anda
long poem on the annals of Rome in hexamete

verse, and an heroic poem in trochaics
praise of Scipio. Scipio and the punic wat
have

thrice been

the

subject

firstly by the bard under
sideration, - secondly

by

our

of epic poetry,

ர 601816 001-

Silius Italicus in bis

poem De Bello Punico, and, thirdly, by Pe
with Enpius,
trarch, who, though acquainted

OP was totally ignorant that Silius had written
the same topic, the manuscript of whose works

‘was not discovered until 1415.
this poem
commenced

Had he read

it is probable he would
க.

எ

never have

Ennius,”

7

says ce

‘has sung fully of Scipio; but, 1n the opinion
‘of Valerius Maximus, his style is harsh and
vulgar.
for its

a
*
There is no elegant poem which
subject ‘the glorious actions of ன்

‘|

I am resolved
conqueror of Hannibal.
ee
tice.
Jam
"4
celebrate his victories in the best manner"

NO. XXXVIs
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able. ம்
of the productions of Babies! eXcept a few fragments, nothing is extant.
‘This
_ venerable bard seems to have been very partial

_to good living and to good wine, and, I fancy,
died of the gout, for the account of his death
் runs thus:

Periit morbo

articulari

ex

nimio-

_ -vini potu.
i

வட்

த்தம்,

8

tae - Quintilian

now

adverts to a poet

who

is

_ highly celebrated for the brilliancy of his wit,
ட் and the luxuriancy of his genius.
Ovip in
all his compositions, with the exception perhaps of the Fasti, has displayed a most florid
and wanton imagination.
He has ever ex:
hausted his subject by minutia which diminish
the effect of the picture, and annihilate the
pleasure of the reader, by leaving nothing for

his fancy to conceive. or complete. The following description. of evening by the more
judicious Virgil, though including but two
objects, immediately suggests to the reader
_@ number of adjunctive and Pees cage circumstances,
Et jam summa procul villarum

culmina fumant

_ Majoresque cadunt altis: de meas
ன் Dobson’s

மாமல...

Life of Petrach, Volga p, 144.
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The village smoke at
the idea of the weary
chearful fire and hearty
affectionate embrace of
while

the lengthening

NO. XXxvE

evening brings forward—
Peasant returning toa.
meal, and meeting ihe!
his. wife and children;
shades from lofty hills,

suggest a picture of the setting sun, and of the

soft and pensive scenery characteristic of the

close of a fine day. Had Ovid sate downt
probabl

=:

draw a similar landscape, he would,

have occupied fifty lines in delineating evely
particular his fervid imagination ‘could body
forth,

and

when

complete, the

two

elaborate picture was 4
lines of Virgil would be

the

preferred by every man of taste.
with much
The Heroides of Ovid are written
ca
poetical spirit and expression, but, at the same |

time, abound in the usual defects of their au-

ர்.
The
ihor, great diffusion and great indelicac
Tristia and the Elegies on various ub
possess much. beauty, and much softness 4”
sweetness of imagery and diction, but they

want the tenderness and simplicity of Tibu!

4

1. -

His books De Arte Amandi, De Rene
Amoris, et Amorum, do him credit as ae
but not as a man; the descriptions at nie
and

Bie

finished, and

the versifcaton ©

|

NO. XXXVI.
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elegant, but their tendency is to destroy the
principles of virtue and morality, and to in‘culcate a system of lewdness and prostitution.
‘The Metamorphoses are chiefly valuable as con-

veying to us the legendary and mythological
fables of antiquity, and appear to be rather
a compilation than a work of much invention.
His Fasti, of which unfortunately but six
_ books remain, are the noblest of his composi‘tions, and the most correct; the Epistles from
_ Pontus the worst in point of style, and in their
sentiment disgraceful to the poet, for they betraya rhean and pusillanimous mind.

apparently
ventured

very unequal
to

produced
Medea,

court the

a

and

Tragedy
of which,

to the task, Ovid
Dramatic

Muse,

under

the

astonishment,

my

of

“ Ovidii

says he, “ videtur mihi ostendere
vir ille prestare potuerit, si ingenio

_ suo temperare quam indulgere maluisset.”
“The Medea of Ovid appears to me clearly
to evince how much-this poet could have

ந

.

title

and

to

Quintilian speaks with approbation.
Medea,”
quantum

Though

௫

4

excelled, had he chosen rather to repress than
to indulge his genius.”
Unluckily this Tra-

_ gedy has perished, so that the opinion of the
€ritic is secure from contradiction or comment.
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‘The Jbis, an imitation of Callimachus, ist
So oe

ee

poet; yet வெளி
on the Sicilian
style and manner
first book, the

of this pote ae

jan observes that if hist
war had: been finished
in which he had execute
second yank in epic 1!

could not ‘have been refused him, A prem
ture death, however, prevented the compl

of his design. In his early youth he comp
many pieces of unquestionable taste and ge
these, with his epic production, have, throug!

time or accident, suff

J entire destruction

The antimelye deatly of Vaveaivs த்
cus is mentioned by Quintilian with® a

regret, and as if poetry had sustained, ee ;
event,a considerable loss. His epic, howe?”
்
on the Argonautic expedition, near eight bo
of which were finished previous to his oo.
does not warrant the supposition that, be
have attaine?
life been spared, ‘he would
great excellence.

It isa

general,

and,

(ப அது

இம்ம்

*

lieve, a just opinion, that

he

361

has not

risen

beyond mediocrity, and that his,style is frigid,
and frequently’ inelegant.. About the middle
of the fifteenth century” Poggio» Bracciolini
found at the bottom of a dark neglected tower
“of the Monastery of St. Gall, in France, the

three. first books, and half of the fourth of
the Argonautics of our autl or, and had them
as பூக after ward. printed,

OF ர

2

:

the

author

of the

Institutes remarks, that such was the vehemence
of his poetic genius, that eyen old age could

not. mature it.

Of a poet whose imagination

could thus swallow up every particle of judge.
ment, it is no subject. of regret that not a
specimen has been
me ae

Rapikivs wrote a podin. ‘on 1 the victory of
Augustus at Actium; a production which
Seneca has extolled for i its elezance and sublimity, and even compared its author to Virgil,
* Maximé

nostro eve,”

says. he, ‘eminent

Virgilius Rabiriusque.” + . Quintilian, however, is more bes in his இட பதப் and
+ De

at vi. 3.

2
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உ

பரக

merely” recommends

NO. XXXVI,

him, to those who have

leisure, as not unworthy

oF a perusal, The

fate of the two poets, with respect to the pre.
s

servation of their compositions, has been widely ட்

different,

for. nota line, 1 believe, of Rabirius ்

_ of an heroic poem,
classed

1

iethe எப்பா

been shown. ப்
7.

of i injus tice t¢
rates

him

among ‘the o

0! sbites

than ர்

poets, ; The Pharsalia, though unfinished, : :
one of the most spirited productions of “த
“ ஏயர்பூட ஹம் ஏடு ௦6094மசொமம் 2 116 effort i
very young man, discloses” proof of ue
ee
genius than any poetical composition
literature.

Noble

and sublime

in s

time

ardent in the cause of freedom and of vi
jon,
i Its design, and boldin i its execu
original in

|
.
.
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oon
: shee epic Be. Lucan inspires a aiid of
_ dence and magnanimity, and should be dear to
் every literary man, who, with generous ardour,
cherishes a love for liberty. The faults. of
Lucan are the faults of his youth, and perhaps.
"of the period in which he lived; could he have
Rs the versifica-

pers and f finished his pe

ட்

ட was

es

பட

and Ea

தமல்

டன
ing

Bad

cruel and: pee:

UE

)

5 அ

Hayley

ர

‘her

in his

நட்ட

Xe

டன்

லட

de-

ie with genius warm

_ Delineate Virtue in her softest form,
| Let ARGENTARIA On your canvass. shine, .
mA graceful mourner at her Poet’s shrine:
me, For, nobly fearless at the tyrant’s hate,
ss
urns her. murder ‘d Lord in solemn state;

— With pious care she decks his splendid tomb,
Where a“ dark ஏய sheds its. மத்ததig gloom,
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ட் frequent takes Wee solitary stand,

ச்

His dear Pharsalia ini her faithful hand;
A
That hand, whose toil the Muses still rehearse,

Which fondly copied his unfinish’d verse,
See, as she bends before his recent arn,

See tender grief to adoration turn. ்
O lovely ‘Mourner, « ould my song | bestow
Unfading glory on
generous woe,
Age after age thy v
she uld record,
Him Liberty shall crown with endless prais 7
True to her. cause in Rome’s s degenerate days;
Him,

like his Brutus, her | ர் nd eye regards, =.

And hails him

Luean

as the lags of Roman

wrote a poem on

accomplishments

of

th

ee

she

has borne Wl

paid to the memory

Statius

~ charming

womaly

Martial,

ss tO the veneration

of her Lord, ant ந
|

in his Genethliacon ‘Lucan, oe

த

little poem on the anni ersary Of Lucan’s ப்

pays a high compliment to the beauty, "4
and conjugal affection of Argentariae

The

|

the merits aim

perished.
howeyer,

a

ng
Pharsalia was.in great estimation ot

the middle ages. Geoffrey of rym
in his
his history, and John of Salih

|
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4 writers of the eleventh eahituitys have
He was translated into Italian
quoted him.
as early, as the year 1310, again in the succeed-

by Montichelli, and into Spanish

ing century
“an
ஜ்

தப fad he acquired that
es issued

௦. முன்

lation however
tum,

“No
ence

்

ஆஷ்

in ,1469,

‘Lucan was first printed

in 1585.

a blank verse is yet a இடல்

poet

and

is better calculated

stately. pe

‘ersifieation than

a

of this

for

the

mode

of

ட்
6 Institutes which immemention of Lucan, is, I

,

disgraceful
:

ke “contains the most mean

nd asa

to

its

critic.

It

ட்ரிம் flattery,

and offered up.too to one of the most

| despicable of Tyrants.
=.
} அயம். and

vile and

He has here termed
Virtue blush at the
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that he is” ae

மடப்

favorite of the Muses =

poeta is ந்தன by the’ iene: a tbo
அம்பல!
இத some. palliation, howe'
this offensive Passage, ‘det i it be considered

ee aid ப

be ay

றற

mo

to personal salty.

|

பத்க் this inapplicable encom

we are immediately introduc d- by our. critic
to the elegiac poets, and with high pleasuie

greet the amiable Tisurius,
and tender of the Roman
of his elegies

remain,

elegant in their style,

bards.

the most".
Fourb

which are chaste

a

௦1

of the most exquisite simp icity ‘and pat a
Love and Nature seem to have enthron

|

themselves in the bosom. of Tibullus, and es |

heart replies’ to his. appeal. He appeals
have been an attentive observer too of த்,
tures of the country,

and its’ produces 4

have had a high relish of the beauties ( of 4
scape. His rural imagery is aceurately. i

and oy

displays a ich

“a.

NO. XXXVI.
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Horace, a friend and. admirer. of our poet, has
addressed an ode and an epistle to him, and
Ovid has lamented his death with tenderness
and sincerity.
An excellent dition of Tibul-

் is has been edited by Broukhousius, and there )
is one by. Heyne of great value, the third im் pression of* which ty; I be
Ie now in the

the i imitations, or
ள் கபர
of Hammond, which have imbibed.a ‘great portion of
the sweetness and
த் of their original.

ably. elegant and fi gurative in ae style, and
‘abounds in. learned allusion. There is at all
times much spirit and energy in bis composi_ tions, and, by some, he has been considered as

holding the first tank in elegiac poetry.
He
"has written four books of elegies addressed to
Cynthia, of whom it appears he was very deeply
enamoured,

Pliny,

in

one ‘of his: epistles,

When speaking of his friend Passienus Paulus,

368

oe

has given
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உரு.

us his opinion of Propertius, andit —

is suchas does honour to the bard.

Paulus,”

observes he.
vouy successfully emulates the.
ancients, whose spirit and manner he has closely°
imitated, and. happily restored; especially that.
of Propertius, to whom he. is not less related.
by genius, th by blood, as he particularly ர

டவ

that

ine his

and.

Mimnermus, Callimachus,
according

to

the. poet's

The

best ed

by Broukhousius - and -

weres

யல

own confession,

the

imitate, and it must

models he endeavoured
in justice be said, _ thé
- originals.

chief excellency.

1௦1

|

ப] Propertius are

annus.

ட்

Tam

ation «of his i
acquainted with any entir transl
have been
poet in English; a few of his elegies

attempted, but with Tittle success. No poe
a
to
indeed, appears to me more difficult
with accuracy and felicity than Propertiv:

Cornetius GALL a ள் he great fr iend 0
; ச Melmoth’s

பக

Book ix, Let. 22°
\

ஸ்

NO. XXXVI.
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Virgil, and to whom he is indebted for immortality, wrote a number of elegiac poems, in
which he celebrated the beauty and: accomplish‘ments of the slave Lycoris, of whom he had
‘She,
long been passionately enamoured.
“however, unaffected . al his tenderness and.

ன் are delineated in
ரக ted
fis of
the most natural and glowing colours; itis a
complete picture, indeed, of the passion of

=

TAY

love,

with all i s various

inconsistencies

and

At the €lose’ of the Georgics
complaints.
Virgil, it is said, had originally inserted an
affectionate tribute to friendship and to Gallus,
but that Augustus, offended with the conduct
of Gallus, during fis residence in Agypt,
insisted upon its erasure, and the Mantuan
bard substituted the episodes

of Aristeus and

ro - ey eS.

ES

of Orpheus and Eurydice. The style of Gal— lus is termed

harsh by Quintilian, and

he was

probably far inferior to either Tibullus or
‘Propertius. Nearly all the productions of his
genius

are Jost, and the

few fragments

remain. are crea ZY many பய்யன்
VOL.

I.

which

and as
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belonging to a poet of much later date, Maxi.
minianus Gallus.

The province of Satire, to which the Rhe_ torician: has now conducted ‘Us, Is peculiarly
the growth of Rome; “ Satyra tota nostr
he’ exclaims, ai
satire, such as
ட
_sius and Fuvenal ட

Grecians.

ToL

\
LIUS, contemporaryy with

anu 1s, were the Romans
‘indebted for the first specim of regulat satire,
and though his versification . ‘was rough and
the elder Scipio Afri

Anelegant, he had mahy enthusiastic admirer
in the days of Horace
during his life, and even
and

of Quintilian. th

and loud in their app
thus expressed. his
this original bard:

were - still

num,

See
as, The former 3
a Or of the merits:
ச
—facetus,

Emunc¢te naris, durus componere versus.
Nam fuit hoc vitiosus. In hora sepe ducentos, -

Ut magnum, versus dictabat, stans pede in uno: |

்
Cum flueret lute entus, erat quod tollere velles;
er seribendi fferte laborer
Garrulus,
at
(
vee
Seribendi recte.
: ae, Sat

i ee

6
In

HOURS.

007,

971

wit abundant, lively, shrew’d:

In composition harsh and rude. —
This was his fault: to shew his power,
He'd write two hundred lines an hour.
He flow’d too turbid; (from his lay

So

6. parts you well might ‘‘sweep away)

able to fie old one
ie dict: fom Hovace, especially with | regard to the fourth line

of the passage just quoted, and declares that
Lucilius possessed an admirable erudition, an
agreeable liberty« of speech, and thence much

sharpness. a
௮௪ e cann

a
st

‘high | seasoned raillery.
the: difference between

the two critic.
1S the satires of Lucilius are
beyond our reach; of thirty which ட com-

posed, not one remains entire.

்

OF the satires and epistles on HORACE so
ட்ப has been said, and well said too,, that it

would: be a waste of time to enter into any
extensive d scussion with regard to their merits.
The, forme: display உ much, humo ப் rand, much

இச.

ம

playful

cae and lash the vices and வ

- நரக

ககக.

of the age

with

much ease,

pleasantry and

ட்ட.

great keenness,

yet, with

|
so

apparent good a

ture, that the object censured is almost disarmed of resentment, and even relaxed intoa

smile. The latter, however, are my favor i
in the epistles
ness, the most al
of criticism highl
are com bined;

of the aathor 9 ig
_ frequently laid nea to us, and we pay homage
to his friendships, his candour and sincerity. ஜி
He is infinitely more pure, correct and attic

than his predecessor, observes Quintilian,2 and,
from what we can
Lucilius, his phil

gathe
50)

of the opinions of
ind feelings

and social. |

likewise infinitely more es

Persivs wrote his satires fue
of Nero,

even. ventured

and

bombastic

composition

we

to

of that

the reign
censure the

ae

Though but six in number they have acquire
for him an | immortality. - % Multum et vere

uno libro, Persius

-glorie, quamvis
a

+

ட்ட.

oat

eo

|

|

30. 32071.

“ Persius has acquired

373
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much

genuine glory,

‘though but the author ofa single book.”

He

has been taxed with harshness and obscurity,
His
though probably without foundation.
contemporaries perused him Sits oe with
eee
eagern

_cause of the dish

ee

now occur

“to ine critical reader. His morality, religion,
and philosophy, however, are of so exalted a

kind as fully to atone for the inelegance of his —
composition, and very adequately to compensate the trouble of explaining him.
It was the
opinion of the celebrated Mr. Harris

bury that “he was thé only

of Salis-

difficult Latin

author that would re
d the reader for the
~ pains which he must*t eto understand him.”
Dryden has translated this poet in a careless
manner, but with his wonted vivacity and spirit.
Dr. Brewster has succeeded better, and has
impressed upon his version, which is correct
and energetic, much of the style and manner
of his original, Very lately another attempt
has been made by Mr. ‘Drummond, and not
without

considerable

success; -he

elegant, but more: verbose aan

is

more

‘Brewster;

874
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more pleasing perhaps to the English reader,
though partaking

less of the peculiar character

of Persius. His preface is extremely interest
ing and does honour to his learning and taste.
A very good édition of this poet has been
given us by Casaubon.
ee
Quintilian,

When

at the conclusion of the

on satire,” observes

paragraph

“ Sunt lh i

hodieque,” he mani ளட. alludes to Juvenat,
“who was his pupil, and who at the time the
Institutes were given to the Agee world had
written several of his satires. It must have
delight that
been ‘with much னப. ல்

‘the venerable, critic contemplated the gentus
and moral integrity of his former disciple and
friend. Sixteen of th satires of Juyenal are
ல்

extant,

and

are deservedly

celebrated

for 4

and for the
"lofty and fervid strain of poetry,

warm and indignant style i in: which he, scourge
In exposingy
the crimes and vices of his age.

however,

the enormities of the licentious

ane

had
debauched, he has laid open scenes which
made use of
better have been concealed, and

expressions gross and indecent in the a
்
On this account he cannot with safety
paced in the hands oF youth, unless under ¢

0 SR EVI.

form of an

HOURS.

editio

இரத.

expurgata.

Juvenal

has

been translated by Dryden, but the mere
- English reader will derive the best conception
of the manner of this noble satirist from the
admirable’ imitations of Dr. Johnson, which
Mr Murphy and Mr.
ir *beyond all praise.

wis have likewise lately 1Pp lished imitations
this poet which possessemuch merit, though
he spirited productainly. far inferiort
ial was in’ high estihe
tions of Johnson.
mation during the middle ages, and is cited by
Peter of Blois, Vicentius Bellovacensis, and
other authors of the same period, who fre-

quently ‘apply to ‘him, the term- _Ethicus.
Juvenal was first எங்கி at Rome in 1474.

3 ள்

ae

satire,

author,

and

“bie
the

the most learned of
இ ancient plan of writing

Menippee

therefore

of

this

according to Quintilian, exhibited a

great variety of different metres... The erudition of Varro was so great
the author

that though he was

of no less than five hundred treatises

7 they. று sre allowed to be complete in their kind,
and. abounding

in

information.

_ 8 Plurimos

Aibfos et doctissimos composuit,” “observes our
Critic,” and

Si. Augustin

ceclares- that it is a

376
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subject of admiration how ie
who digested
such a vast variety of books, could find leisure
to compose so. many volumes, and how he who
composed so many volumes, could peruse such

a multitude of books, and acquire too such
profound and almost unexampled erudition.
Of the five hundred volumes of Varro all have
perished, except one treatise De Re Rustita

and another De ‘Lingua Latina; the latter | is
dedicated to Cicero, who wwas the friend of our
author,

labours.

anda

—
mo

great

யதா

of his literary

NUMBER XXXVI.
2

012 all.ae

nigh
டவல.

We

now proceed. with our critic to consider

the Roman writers of Iambic verse, who, how-

ever, never confined themselves entirely to this
measure, but usually mingled it with lines ofa

different metre.

Of Catuxtus, who excel-

led in this department, I have treated so much

at large in my twenty-sixth number, that very
little can be required of me in this place. His
poems, some of which are lost, may be divided
into heroic, lyric, elegiac and epigrammatic
compositions, and of these there were numeTous itnitators during the most flourishing
period of the Empire.’ We learn from Pliny

VOL. Il.

20.
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the Younger that ச்ம் Augurinus was peculiarly successful in copying the Veronese bard;
he addressed a. beautiful little complimentary —
poem to Pliny, which in its commencement
elegantly alludes to Catullus and his friend

Calvus.

ய
Sweetly flow my tender lays,
Like Calvus’ or Catullus’ strains,

_ Bards approv’d of ancient days!
‘Where love in all its softness reigns,
:
MELMOTH..

that Quintilian,

grea

‘It is somewhat

though he has repeatedly mentioned Calvus as
an orator, has never: introduced him as a potty
notwithstanding he was so celebrated in this
character by his contemporaries, and by suc:
Pliny

ceeding writers.

when

speaking

Pompeius
composed

of the

in

lib.i epi

genius

of his frien :

Saturninus, remarks that he has :
several poetical pieces! in the mall:

ner of Calvus and Catullus.

What strokes

i
wit, what sweetness of numbers, what pointe
satire, and what touches of the tender ee
appear in his verses!

sometimes

designedly

in’ the midst of va

falls into an agreca

negligence in his metre, in the manner (00?

‘

NO. XXXVII.
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those admired poets.” +
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The best edition of

Catullus is by Antonius Vulpius, public
Padua i in1 1737 in quarto,
்
191 ௧00 08

394௦

at

5785 000/60ற0ரகார நம்ப

010௭௦, wrote annals in: iambic verse, and a
vatiety of epigrams, and some lyric poems.
Te was ranked with Catullus, whom he
‘imitated,

and

whose

peculiar

diction

and

“occasional severity he adopted with success.
11௦ particle of the pony of Bibaculus has
reached us.

:

We have now to consider HORACE as a‘
lyric poet, the first and almost only bard in
this province of Romaniliterature that deserves
attention. As

however, in various

parts of

the Literary Hours I have given my opinion
of the peculiar beauties and defects of his lyric
productions, there will be the less occasion in

the present essay to enter into any extensive
discussion.

Sweetness,

grace, and

a singular

felicity of phrase form ‘the grand characteristics
of his style.

It ‘is. this

curiosa felicitas,

this

happiness of expression which is so essential, so
oa Melmoth’s Translation.

cx

த

ப

உ.

ட

3௦, கி

_ vital as it were ‘to lyric poetry, ao whith
renders it, perhap
the s,
most. difficult depa
ment | of the Mi

ம்

- To attain a splendid,

.

perspicuous and expressive lyric’ diction. has ள்
been the lot of few, and requires unwearied
- attention in the choice of words and id

and much labour with regard to the beaut}

their arrangement,
not transferable
Horace,

It is these requisites bei
which

occasion the odes

when translated, to appear, in genel

so insufferably flat and tasteless. Rome, it
may be remarked, could boast of but one—

genuine lyric poet:
therefore,

with pride and pleasure,

we may point

and a Mason!

toa Collins, a Gra

டக

a

SoM

There are some imitations, however, whl

i
convey a nearly just idea of the “Horati
manner; I need only mention two, by way of
example, of the same ode, viz. Lib. ii. od. 16. i
**Otium Divos rogat,” é&c. by Mr. Hastings a
and Mr. Gifford. The edition of this poet. ;
by Gesner, as lately improved and published

7”
4
ட]

by Zeunius,

and the foundation of which ¥

laid by the judicious Baxter, may proba
considered as the best.

30: KEXVIT
Coss Bassus,

க,“
aப

poet

தர்
in the reign

of Nero, ‘was an imitator of Horace,

but fell

far short of his model. Hei is mentioned by
- Quintilian, who was acquainted with him, with
_ much indifference, and he closes the paragraph
்
observing that many poets now living are
tly. ‘superior tohim.

Nota line, I believe,

ssus is extant. ~

‘he ace poets of Rowe form the next
subject of criticism, and: pursuing the nomen_ clature of Quintilian, 1 which follows no chronological order, I have to introduce the name of
-Ace1us who, considering the age he lived in,

B. C..170, was possessed of great: merit and
genius.

His style was vigorous,

and,

occa-

sionally, sublime; yet crude and unpolished ;
he is complimented by Horace with the term
altus, and by Ovid with that of animosus.
To
_Pacuvius, who was fifty years older than him"self, he is said to have read one.of his tragedies,
Which the old bard in general approved of,
though
he made some objections to the style,

which he called harsh and unfinished.
Accius
took most of his fables from the Greek theatre,
and more particularly from Sophocles; yet he
4s known to have composed one national

382
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|
tragedy on x the story of Brutus aii Tarquin,+

Some comedies and historical annals ‘in verse.

are attributed to this poet, but all his produc.

_ tions have perished.
" patron and friend.

Decimus Brutus was his

Pacuvius, ‘equally celebrated as a painter
and as a poet, wrote several satires and tra
dies, some of which were highly admin dy
especially his Orestes, notwithstanding their |
roughness and inelegance of style. Cicero”
a lover of antiquity, had
who, like Virgil, was
a

high

opinion

author, and remarks,

of this

esse
‘omnes apud hunc ornatos elaboratosque
versus,” t and Horace thus notices

him and

his contemporary Accius.
ர

Pee

ety

aufert
Pacuvius

dock famam

5 senis, Accius alti

மி

கட epist:

We judge, among the bards of elder time,
Pacuvius learned, Accius most sublime.
Boscawen.

a few fragments remain
Of Pacuvius only
+ De Oratore.

=
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We are. compelled to entertain a very high

opinion of the tragic powers. of Vaxius, and
i t the same time to lament our loss, when
- Quintilian asserts that the Dhyestes of Varius

| may be pag

competition with any produc-

e Grecian Drama; “ Varii vo

libet Grecorum
1e

comparari potest.”

intimate friend of Virgil

d their companion
3rundusium;

He

and Horace,

in the celebrated journey

he introduced

the latter

to

- Meceenas, , and was chosen by Augustus to
revise, with other literati, the Zineid of Virgil:
indeed,

previous

to the production

Mantuan bard, he. was esteemed
writer of

Rome,

having

written

of

the

the first epic
an

heroic

poem, or panygeric on Augustus. | Of this
once highly-estimated poet nothing now is
extant which can Beno a fair specimen of his
powers.
ட
து
aeRe

Lica has sustained a considerable deprivation in the destruction of the poetry of
Pomponius

SECUNDUS,

who,

of all

the

‘Roman writers, says the author of the Institutes,

has

succeeded

best. in tragedy;

and

though the preceding generation thought him
Aeficient, he continues to abserve, in pathos,
த

2384
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yet they acknowledged he was. eminent in

~. erudition,

in, elegance and in art.

He had 4

He

ee 1

probably strictly adhered to
advice of Horace ~

Si quid i று என
scene committis etaudes
Personam formare novam; servetur ad imum
Qualis ab inccepto. Processerit, et sibi const
a Arte Poetic
Ne
OF these colebelica ட
is fave seen
: translation which has given me satisfaction;

shall attempt, therefore, one myself, conscious
that should I fail I shall not want companions —

of established reputation to sympathize க்
71015:
But should you, boldly venturing, bring to view
The lov’d original your fancy drew,
True to itself, and one, and well combin’d,
ஆகக ப்ச் எகா fiction of the master-mind.

“In comedy the Romans have in vain attempl
P LAUTUS)
ed to equal their Grecian models.
though possessing humour and wit, and மார்ப
with purity and elegance of style, insomuc

that Varro has asserted that the Muses, if hy
had chosen to speak Latin, would have adopté

the language of Plautus, is yet inferl

01

10

4
4
இ

NO. XXXVIT.
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அதே

‘Aristophanes.

The ‘merit Sf Plautus is not-

withstanding great, and no stronger proof can
be given of it than that for five hundred years he
was a favorite at Rome, although the language
of his country had become, during that period,
auch more polished and correct, and criticism
legant literature had made very rapid
s.

His drama is varied and interesting,

and his characters boldly conceived and well
drawn. The principal faults of Plautus are
coarseness of wit, and obscenity ; in these he
resembles Aristophanes, though Epicharmus,

It Is said, was the model he chiefly followed.

Plautus ad exemplar Siculi properare Epicharmi.
Tor: fa
i. 6p 1.

Our bard. was held in no great estimation
by Horace,

who

has repeatedly blamed.

both

his style and manner.
Of twenty-five comedies which Plautus composed, nineteén are
extant, a good edition of which has been given

us by Operarius in two volumes. quarto.
Plautus was known in the darkest period of
Europe, for his comedies are among the royal

tmanhuscrips written in the tenth century. »The
translation of this poet by Thornton and War“OL

1

அறு
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bé recommended for its ease and

aa

Czcririus, observes the author of the In.

stitutes, has had lavish praise bestowed upon
him by antiquity, and from Horace we lean
that he was highly esteemed for the force a

energy
of his Muse.

|

Vincere Czxcilius gravitate.

With createst force Cacilius
oe

டம்

—

Lib,

அ?
ep.

|

strikes the heart.
BoscAWEN.

Yet Cicero in one of his Epistles to நிய.

terms him ‘Malum Latinitatis auctorem- 4
Czcilius, who died a year after Ennius, wy

more than thirty comedies, the titles of which

are alone preserved.

!

=

gs the contemporary of a
RE
the poet, and Polybius the historian, was’ ர்

intimate friend of Scipio and of நா
has clearly shewn to what purity, me
and elegance

the Latin language

may

of
His comedies possess that species

fa

|

ர

|

which, though scarcely exciting a smile, pe “all

the more it is studied and contemplated; oe

“WO. XXXVII.
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what we

are so de-

lighted with in the pages of Addison.

Terence

_ had ever Menander before his eyes, and the six
"comedies we now possess, with the exception,

"perhaps, of the simple and beautiful Hecyra,
‘are but the remnant of one hundred and eight

which he is- recorded to have translated from
the Grecian poet.
The delicacy of his sentiments, his exquisite taste in expression and
' arrangement, and his faithful delineation of
life ‘and’ manners, have rendered him the

_ favorite of every elegant scholar, though he
want

the originality, the spirit and

Plautus.

interest of

Quintilian, after paying a due en-

comium to the elegance of this poet, has
remarked, that he would have been much more

pleasing and graceful, had he confined his verses
to trimeter iambics, instead of using iambics
_ of every different measure.
There are two famous manuscripts Of Terence in the Vatican, one of. which, it is

reported,

was

written

by

the command.

of

Charlemagne, and compared with the more
ancient copies by Callispius. Scholasticus.t
+ See Warton on the Introduction of learning
into Europe.
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Bentley’ 8 edition of To
is oneco the most
valuable, and we possess an admirable transla ்

tion in familiar blank verse “by Colman, and

“which in many parts has done ‘ample ட
the original. —

to

built ee comedies upon the ட்
manners and customs of his countrymen
.
ர

_they were thence called Togate comedig,W

those which were founded on Grecian hist
and. costume, were termed Palliate. 6

has praised him for acuteness of intellect, and
facility of style, but Quintilian, though he gives
him credit for great comic abilities, reprobates |
his partiality for vicious intrigue and laxity of 7
moral.

Horace,

in a well-known line, cons!

ders him as an imitator of Menander.
Dicitur Afrani toga அ

Menandro.

| Libs in eps

_ Afranius’ robe would great Menander ‘fit,
So strong the likeness to his stile and wit.

ERO SCAN

11075. வ

by. அணைப்

ட in de of

the comedies of Afranius, entitled «¢ The

flagration,” the pillage of the house set ON

ie

(0)

(௪

a‘

|

இனி
வி
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during the Py formance was given to the actors.
All the works of this poct are lost.

_ Though the Latin writers of comedy we have
Ae enumerated certainly possess a considerable portion of genius and humour, they must
nevertheless hide their diminished heads when
thrown into comparison with their Grecian
i prototypes; this the candour of Quintilian has
. acknowledged, and i in the following emphatic
terms.

ட்

Vix levem consequimur umbram, adeo ut
mihi sermo ipse Romanus

|

non recipere videa-

tur illam solis concessam Atticis venerem,
quando eam ne Graci quidem in alio genere

" lingue obtinuerint.”
“Scarce can we form a faint shadow of the

Grecian comedy, for the Latin appears to me
not capable of expressing those graces which:
so much distinguish the attic dialect, and it
is remarkable that the Greeks themselves no
longer retain these beautiful peculiarities when
composing in another language.”
In history, however, the Genius of Rome

டக

ப

நந தரம். 36, 101,

has taken a sublime and, perhaps, unequaled

flight, soaring beyond even the bold and daring
pinion

of Greece.

Sauiusr,

Thucydides, 1 has excelled his model;

the Roman a
for equal- ட்

dy concise, energic and perspicuous, his: sel 43
tences

are

less broken,

less harsh and more ©

elegantly constructed than those of the Grec ies
historian. | No author is superior inthe deélineation of character: he has seized the delicate
_ shades as well as the prominent features, and |
clothed them in the most rich and appropniate q

The pictures of Cesar, Cato,
colouring.
Jugurtha ana Bocchus, disclose the hand ofa
master, and glow with life and beauty.

Asan

“orator too, Sallust is scarcely less conspicuous, ய
his speeches being strongly characteristic, and 4
displaying all the vivacity, strength and immor- =
tal conciseness of their author.

The conspiracy

of Cataline and the ‘Jugurthine war abound
likewise in description of the most vivid and
of Cirla by
pictoresque kind: the capture

striking instance
Marius may be mentioned as a
His Roman
of his talents in this department.
to the con-:
history from the death of Sylla
ich his
h
ர
k upon
up‘ தி which ட
spiracy of Cataline, the work

reputation among the ancients
as a whole;
founded, has most unfortunately;

NO.

XXXVII.
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perished; yet so numerous are the fragments
_ of this production that»the late learned De
_ Brosses attempted the restoration; and a trans_ dation of the entire history ini five books.
“He

‘undertook the laborious task,” observes a periodical critic, ‘of collecting the fragments
of
“this work from the ancient Grammarians, and

were
Me cor

at last saw his diligence rewarded by a colléction of more than ‘seven
which he combined with

hundred fragments,
so much judgment

and ability, as to produce a beautiful whole,
graced with the genuine spirit and energy of
the noble Roman.

The work

was published

in1777, at Dijon, in three quartos, under

title, ‘Histoire

dans le Cours

de*la

Republique

du viime.

the

Romaine

Siecle, par Sallust”

260. *

A

very

good

edition of Sallust has

lately published by

Henry

Homer,

been

but no

translation of this author of any value exists in
our language; those of Gordon and of Rose
bearing little or no resemblance ‘to the style

and manner of their original.
* Monthly Magazine, vol. Vill. ற. 1085.

ae
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The inj ury which literature has sustained by
the destruction of the decades of Livy, has ©

probably never beeaj surpassed. OF thisin
imitable historian but th

ou

most: interesting and valuable
ion hag
perished.
So late as A. D. 1431, the first

five books of the fifth decade were discove
at Worms, and even an
entire c
in thej
extant
been
have
original is said to
ப

1631, and to have bee destroyed in the pl
Nothing can be more

der of Magdeburgh!

perspicuous, more ‘majestic and dignified ae
the style of Livy; nothing more vivaciolss a

spirited and eloquent than his harangucs; and :
such are the liveliness and. splendour ட் his |
2
imagination, ‘that no. historian _ has ன்
equalled

the magnificence, the animation 4M

interest of his descriptions and narrations.

4 ்

to’ the expression of the passions, says the ©

the most moderate ternis, has drawn them ல்
niore’ faithful and natural colours. In a)
it may be truly said, that in reading Livy ae

experience sensations similar to those A
rive from the perusal of Homer.
a=

The fo

.

௫

இல்லக்.

author of the Institutes, particularly those 018
tender kind, ‘no writer of history, to speak ந
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ing just and exquisitely finished character of
_ Livy,

_ for

not

less

admirable

merits

its harmony and =பத பத

2 encomium.

:

truth

its

for

than

every

;

பத் Of mightier fiat of majestic frame,
~ With powers proportioned to the Roman fame,
When Rome’s fierce Eagle his broad wings unfurl’d,
And shadow’d with his plumes the subject world,

In bright pre-eminence, that Greece might own,
|

Sublimer Livy claims the Historic throne;

" With that rich eloquence, whose golden light
Brings the full scene distinetly to the sight;
That zeal for Truth, which interest cannot bend,
That fire which Freedom ever gives her friend,

ity

Immortal artist of a work supreme!

ட்
i

Delighted Rome beheld, with proud esteem,
Her own bright image, of Colossal size,
"From

thy long toils in purest marble rise,

But envious Time, with a malignant stroke,
This sacred statue into fragments broke ; 2

In Lethe’s streams its nobler portion sunk,
And left Futurity. the wounded

trunk.

Yet, like the matchless, mutilated
ie,
To which great dugelo bequeath’ d his name,
This glorious ruin, i whose strength we Sal

The splendid vigour of the Sculptor’s mind,
In the fond eye of Admiration still
Rivals the finish’d forms of modern skill.
=
HAYEEY.
hel ag

VOU. Ii.
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s
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So great was the reputation of Livy, that
Pliny,,

in

one of his epistles,

has related that

an inhabitant of the city of Cadiz was so struck
with his illustrious character, that he travelled -

to Rome purposely to see the historian, and,
having satisfied his curiosity, immediately”
returned

home,T

supposing

probably

that,

after seeing Livy, no other object was worthy
his

attention:.

Alphonso, King

of Naples, .

expressed his admiration in a manner still mote

singular, having, in 1451, sent an ambassador
to the Venetian states where the bones of Livy
had lately been discovered, to request that Oe

of them might be spared him.

An arm-bone

was accordingly sent, and this curious preset
is mentioned ‘in an inscription still existing 4 மி
residence ரீ
Padua. When Petrarch took up his
in this city in the year 1 351, he was lodged it
the Cloisters of St. Justine adjoining my =

church of the monastery,
founded on

the

ruins

which church wes

of an_ ancient vemple

of Concord. Some workmen, employe!”

stone, ட்
diggin; in the place, discovered a
which was legible an inscription to pre mem ் :
A circumstance of this kind exc
of Livy.

க.

துக்

NO. XXXVII.
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in Petrarch, who almost adored this author,

_ high degree of enthusiasm, and
the fanciful idea

a

he conceived

of addressing a letter to the

| historian. As a curiosity, and as disclosing
the veneration of this celebrated character for
~ Livy, I shall insert the epistle.
*¢J wish I had lived in your age, or rather
that you: had been born in mine.
I should
have been among those who went to seek you
~ at Rome, or even in the Indies, had you dwelt

there. I can now. only behold you in your
books; and:in them but in part, from the indo-

lence of our age, who have never taken any
pains to collect your works.

I cannot reflect

on this without feeling indignation
at my coun-

trymen, who seek after nothing but gold, silver
' and the pleasures of sense. -

‘¢ Tam under great obligations to you, be-

cause: you bring me into so much good company.

with

When I

Brutus,

read your works, I think I live

Regulus,

Scipio,

the Fabricii,

the Camilli; and not with the banditti among
whom my unfortunate stars have placed me.
Salute on my part, among the ancients,

Poly-

bius, Quintus, Claudius, Valerius and Antius,

396
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glory was clouded by yours; among

the moderns,

Pliny the Younger, your neigh-

bour, and Crispus

Sallust, your rival; and

inform them they. bave not been more fortunate

than you

with respect to the preservation of

their works.

«1 write this in the city where you wer
born, and interred, in the vestibule of St.
Justine the virgin, and on the stone of your
monument.” £

philosophical dialogues and essay®

Some

his
and a very instructive letter addressed to
ee

and
son, on the merits of a variety of authors,

d with
which Quintilian has repeatedly notice
t historlal a
praise, were also written by this grea

4

have bene 4
Good and correct editions of Livy

kenborch, Cre
published by Gronovius,+4 Dra
a
10
aes
f
ன்
்
:
There 19
vier, Ruddiman and Homer.
translation also by Baker, which, though Fe

sessing merit, conveys not an adequate idea 0

the sublime original;

it is not indeed a

- the sphere of probability thata version shoul

ever be published which can satisfy an adm

of Livy. ©
x

in

|

ட of Petrarch, vol. ii, p> 58

4
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To Servirius Novianus

Quintilian was

a pupil, and the critic has recorded him as an
historian of great merit and reputation.
He
| terms/him sententious, but, at the same time,
observes that he was not su‘ficiently dense and

‘compact for the dignity of history.

All his

writings are lost.
Bassus Auripius wrote on the Germanic
war, and had high claims to the character of a
judicious historian.
He is valuable in all
respects,

says Quintilian, yet

he sometimes

sinks beneath what he was capable of effecting.
Nothing of this author is extant.

அ

We have now arrived at a paragraph in the
Institutes which evidently alludes to the great
historian Tacitus, the contemporary. and

friend of Quintilian, and whose writings, as
hath been justly remarked by Gibbon,
instruct the last generations of mankind.t
* Superest adhuc,

gloriam,

et exornat

vir seculorum

will

atatis nostra

memoria dignus, qui

+ Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,

vol, ii. p. 61.
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nunce intelligitur,

amatores, nec imitatores:

Habet

ut. libertas, quan-

quam circumcisis que dixisset, ei nocuerit,
Sed elatum abundé spiritum et audaces senten-

tias deprehendas etiam in tis que manent.” |
© There yet remains to us an historian
worthy of being held: in remembrance through
distant

glory,

ages; the

the ornament of the

present period, whose name,

though now but

familiar to pov
conjectured, will be dear and
his’ 1h

His admirers are many,’ but
terity.
hough many
tators few, for the love of truth, alt
hdrawn which he had
things have been wit
al to him. | In
written, has yét been prejudici
productions
what we possess, however, of his
you

an elevated

discern

and

sublime spitit

and a bold originality of thought.”

am of the
Such is the just and noble encomi

ers a
Roman critic on this immortal writ
han
compositions, though mutilated by the
of Time, present us with the first and, perhaps

the best specimen of philosophy - in

In Tacitus th e secret M0

historical genius.
“tives of action,

tions,

5

revoluthe causes of events,
es

conspiracies
ட்

°

union with

nieuvr
gee
ec
a)
and political man

|

NO.XXXVII.
are traced
profundity
for in any
of liberty,

HOURS.

909.

from their very source, with a
and acuteness it is in vain to seck
other ancient historian.
The love
of moral virtue and of national

independence,

a fixed hatred

of tyranny

and

oppression, were deeply impressed on the soul
of Tacitus;

when recording therefore the reigns

of a Tiberius,a Caius, a Claudius and a Nero,
his language, though nervous and forcible to a
degree unparalleled, almost fails him in depict-

ing the dreadful vices of these tyrants, and his
own extreme detestation of them.
; “His Roman

Brice

in base

டல

days,

‘Spoke to Imperial Pride in Freedom’s praise;
And with indignant hate, severely warm,

Shew? ரி to gigantic Guilt his ‘ghastly form.
x
HAYLEY.

Notwithstanding

the

severe

and _ sarcastic

style of Tacitus in the province of history, no
individual perhaps ever cultivated with greater
sensibility the delights of love and friendship.
With his amiable wife, the daughter of the
great and virtuous Agricola, he lived in unin-

terrupted domestic happiness
vanced age.

to a. very ad-

His admiration and esteem

for

his father in law are strongly apparent in the

LITERARY

NO. XXXVI,

indeed, the most beautiful and finished piece

i

‘The friendship

sl

_ biographical detail he has given of this illu.
tricus chief, which, for its elegance, i its purity,
its pathos and “simplicity, it is impossible too
highly to value: it may safely be pronounced

1]

400

of biography ever published,
of Pliny and Tacitus

has become proverbial;

alike lovers of literature and ofall the pleasing
and polished graces of life; alike inspired with

|

sentiments of unsullied truth and honour, they is

found in each other, with little exception,:a
conformity of principles and opinions; and
such was the’ delicate deference of Tacitus @
his friend, that he would not engage in the .
composition of history until Pliny, whos [29் 4
abilities

for the undertaking he was well ac-

quainted with, had declined the task.
The treatise “ De Sia. டர்ன் et Popuiplis Germaniz” is another proof of the descr

Ue

tive and philosophical powers ‘of this a
Its accuracy,

fidelity. and information

ee

(0 a
rendered it truly useful and precious
abun ்
ceeding historians, who have derived
ie
instruction and food for speculation

perusal.

Gilbert Stuart's

‘View

of Soe!

genious
in Europe” may be termed a very 12

3

©

NO. XXXVII.
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‘acitus.

் comment on this part

The elegant

De causis. corrupte

நக்வி

Quinti

2

claim to it, the style ற்

of the Institutes.

of

ee oe

It must

ever be a subject

hat of the:ay

books

Cie ‘sixteen

nue
of his

nistory, remain. © The
itus was preserved

i a, single manuscript and

“Monastery

discovered

of Westphalia,* and

firms that five

த

in a

Lipsius. af-

red pieces of gold were

"When Beroaldus es,
itus in i1515; there was

lection ant
in a strikin

posita -sunt

3402
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eum libros

veteres neque

adtulerint.” +

6
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hactens i

2

The, best editions. of

this” instructive

are by Brotier and Homer. A most elegant
‘and faithful translation of the treatise on Ger
many,

and of the Life of. Agricola has been

"published by Dr. Aikin, and an entire version
of all his works,

in four volumes ‘quarto, has i

since been given to the public by Mr. Murphy.©
This elaborate undertaking

certainly deserves த

much praise, yet has. the conciseness and te :
ness of the original in a great measure escapet

~ the translator.

|

Fae

‘The cig
Quintilian on the Resi
orators opens with a comparison between my
cERo and Demosthenes,

and which is, protie

bly, the noblest passage in the ல் ரத்த றி
Were it not too long for the limits © ட
் ‘paper, I should be. tempted to insert the whO®

வி

elect

a 1

26.06 of the first. Ornaments A அய்

sae

%

\

NO, XXXVII.
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ae

ie

myself and my reader. ‘¢Johnson’s comparison of Dryden and Pope,” says Wakefield,.
«seems grounded upon that of Quintilian ben Demosthenes and Cicero. “What the
great rhetorician has said upon those celebrated
orators, and Dr. Johnson’ s estimate of the ‘seve

ral merits of our two noble poets, I look upon
as the finest specimens of elegant composition,
and critical acuteness, in the world.” t:
Pur‘suing the arrangement of Quintilian, I must

consider Cicero, in this. place, merely. as an
orator and as an epistolary writer; his philo-

sophical and critical works will be noticed.
hereafter.

With regard to design, inven
disposition
Cicero

of

materials, | Demosthenes and

are ees

upon a level,

but | in

et

xt, howe
ன the பகவதறுர்்
rician Tiler me, Laight justly be taxed with
presumption,. were! I on கமத் பக்poe

Thus Beautifully 15 has
of the two orators.

,

oe

+ Notes upon Gray, p. 94:

|
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« In eloquendo est aliqua diversitas: densior

ile,

hic

hic

0010105107 ;

1116 0010111011 astrictils,

latits pugnat: ille acumine semper, hic

frequenter et pondere: 1111 nihil detrahi ‘potest,
huic

nihil. ene

ature’

_cure » plus in

a ge gh

illo, in hoc

டத
1

%

“In their mode of eloquence there is some
difference: the one is more dense, the other
more copious: this closes with the enemy, that
allows him room. to engage: the one isalways a
acute, the other frequently so and excelling in
dignity: from the one nothing can be vi
drawn, to the other nothing can be added:
this

there is.

more gor ein

in that i ஆ

nature.”
ச்
Tn exciting pity Cicero’ was superior to
Demosthenes, and appears to ‘have combined

in his character,
orator,

the energy

the “copiousness sof Plato, and the

suavity. of Isocrates.
respect, a were: es

ட்ட

of the grec

Not that he was; in af ் 4
a

pluvias (ae aitit Pindarus) ve i
sed vi 0, gurgite exundat, dono 00004! 2)
by oe

(NOW XXXVITsTe

டா
gas

“HOURS,

génitus,
enc

in: quo

405

totas vires suas

indar says) the
ட
of heaven, Ha பி
- from himself ஐ.
- from a living fountain, created, .as it were, by

the gift of Providence, that through him
Eloquence might ‘exert the whole of her im3 powers.” e
ட
ae
to. Demosthenes in fire, vehe_t™ence and compression; in papers: beauty
and perspicuity he is greatly” superior ; and,
independent of the melodious and enchanting

flow of his ae

there is a th

a ease in his

genius: once more, அகர
adopting ‘the
language of the eloquent rhetorician, who has
excelled himself iin delineating the mental cha-=
r of Cicero, we may, without. fear of.

contradiction,

ays

« Quare non

sué regnare in
Tos vero id

hominis,
ட

‘

ன்

ன்ட் த்வம் ர etatis

judiciis dictus est: apud poste-

consecutus,

ut Cicero. jam non

sed eloquentia nomen habeatur..
ய் ‘spectemus: hoe Propositam sit
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1116 se profecisse sciaty Cui

Cicero valdé paca ee

எர்த்

“Justly, ther :
_ contemporaries as supreme in the courts 5 of
oratory, and already with posterity has he obtained such honour, that the name of Cicero
“1s not merely that of a man, it is the name of |
eloquence: itself: let him, therefore be i 5
companion and our model, and let the stu o
be

assured

of

his

progress

in

pea

‘whom the productions of Cicero are dear."
ன் தர்ம

The

. with

0:

re8

epistles on the Riad

orator are written

great ease and purity,

and abound with

information li rary, philosophical, domestic.

and political: they may be. deemed, indeed,
on
the best specimens of epistolary compositio! ்
is
which the world has afforded us; _and it
peculiarly fortunate for the republic en
_that.so great a number has been preserved:
these
Mr. Melmoth has translated many of
ity, the
2
letters with ‘his usual elegance aand felic
original of “which and சம

orations a

found accurately given in ‘the editions ofOx G1 or
novius, Ernestus, Olivetus and the
edition in quarto, <3,

Selected shelve shall ois thy studions jours; ச்
There shall thy ranging mind be fed on flowers!
There, while the shaded lamps | mild lustre streams,

Read
Ay

ancient books, or woo inspiring dreams;
, when

a sage’s bust arrests thee there,

4

Pause, and his features with his thoughts compare.
Y eA,

most that Art my grateful rapture calls,

“Which breathes a soul into the silent ‘walls;

Which gathers round the Wise of every Tongue,
All on whose words departed nations hung;

Still prompt to charm with mai
converse sweets,
Guides iin Hes world, companions, retreat!
| Roczas.

Tue orator who

next claims. our ; attention is

AsInius Porto athe, patron = படர் லட

5) எ

was thought to possess ”

great accuracy, in arrangement, and much spirit es

ச்

%)

408
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and iinvention in design ; but so deficient Was

he in amenity and

peared

from his

மிகு of style ட. he apcom

an age anterior to Ci
who erected a publie

library at Rome, an

example which was afterwards laudably copied
by ee
ofa
——
Beside his orations

eal

wars in ‘seventeen

.

110780

; book. the ‘second, ode the first, has re
mended him to pursue the study of history
and. to desert for a time the tragic Muse
ae an idea oo

a | bigh compliment.
Paulim

severe Musa

(00. 4
டு.

on

he was’ ce

1)

oe od
ட

4]

Tragediz

Desit theatris: mox, ubi- publicas
Rés ordinaris, grande munus |
Cecropio repetes -cothurno,

a
4
Be

Insigne mestis presidiam reis,

~ Et consulenti, Pollio, curiae; —
Cui laurus xternos honores
e

Dalmatico, Peperit triumpho.
Quit then the tragic muse awhile;

“In these more public cares engage: =

றா

nit
V1 vn
01116)

NO. MxxvViti

ரப,

i

கார

for, in my estimation, whoever is next to you’
must necessarily precedeevery one else.
You
even see in wills we are always equally consi-

dered, and that the legacies bequeathed to us
are genetally the same, both in number and
value.. Since therefore we are thus united by
a similitude ef studies, manners, reputation,
and even by testamentary donations, those last
instances of the world’s good opinion;

not

these

circumstances

tend

to

should

inflame

us

mutually with the most ardent affection?” *
Aga literary character Pliny stands high on
the rolis of fame; his orations were considered
by his contemporaries as
proach

Making

a near ap-—

to the excellence of Cicéro, and were

_ corrécted for publication, and polished with
the utmost assiduity and care. With the ex
ception of the Panegyric
on

Trajan,

which

presents us with a very favourable specimen of
‘Ais eloquence,

we are

altogether deprived

of

_ these beautiful productions. A little inflation
in sentiment anda little pomposity of styley

may however be ascribed to Pliny from the

_¥* Melmoth’s Pliny, Book vii, Let. xx.
ப்ர

de

இழத.
single

5

ட
oration
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that time a

barbavity aye

spared us,.
Whether
or a

ண்ணிபன் ina litera

political light,

a domestic.

the Jetters of Pliny

:

truly estimable.
I know of no compositions
so well calculated to excite in youth an enthusiastic taste for literature;

it is scarce possible,

I think, to read them without imbibing,
only a relish for classical pursuits, bur a le iM
of virtue,

and. a generous desire of true glory.

Such is their exquisite refinement, such theit ந
interest and ‘beauty

that with me they pleat

the more the more they are perused.

Pliny ®

one of the few authors whose works have lost
nothing by their transfusion. The eransaton
of Mr. Melmoth, if not quite sO CONCISE

|

original, yet gives a most pleasing and ன்

likeness of the ace mplished Roman, an¢
written with: 1. panty and elegance: —

>

ed a history of his own aed
of ‘which Tacitus entertained a Vly. i
opinion: he was the author also of a ie
pleasing poems, over which, together i ர

history, Time has. laid an impenetrat 108luப
publishe
Gellanius and Veenhusius have

ச

able

editions

Glasgow

has

oe:

ina

று

எ மா...

5

ர

of this classic,

and

Foulis

0. மராம்

printed the
ட்ட

text

of

elegantly and

ரட்

In tichdtin de of Roman philosophy and
criticism to which we are now arrived, we
Must again, and in the first place, have recourse
to the name of Cicero.
Though renowned

for a strain of eloquence almost unparalleled,
his critical and philosophical works appear to
me

the most interesting and instructive.

sage and moralist,
Senectute,

De

his treatises De ய,

Amicitia,

De

Asa

De

Natura Deorum,

De Legibus, De ‘Finibus Sc. Se, display the
whole body — of the Grecian philosophy, improve

DY

his

own

vast

genius

working

upon

‘materials of the utmost weight and importance.
As oa” critic. 4. 1206. De Claris Oratoribus,
De Oratore, Orato ad Brutum, &c. &. evince’
a profound. knowledge i in literature as well as .
“an accurate acquaintance with the principles

of his own profession. It is to be lamented
that a few of his most valuable productions
which

were

in ex

fence

in

the fourteenth

century,” ‘should ha ive been lost through negligence merely- and. inattention.

a lover of literature and

To Petrarch,

a most

assiduous

7

a

Convenole,

des டட

No. XXXVI

of

Pe

்

vel “had

given up his school, and dragged out a.
guishing life at Avignon, overwhelmed | Wi
age and poverty.
Petrarch was the sole ret

source of this poor old man. He never failed,
to succour him in his distress; and when he
had

no

money, which

was often the. case, he |

carried his benevolence so far, as to lend him ட
This exquisite cha t
his books to. pawn.
loss to the ae |of
aN an. oe

putting upona

!

delicacy, went no

ள்: _ Some

time altel”

Convenole went from Avignon to” Prato, fi பக
as
ம்...

native village,

where. he died:

scripts could never

and the manu 4
Roy
be recovered.” * —

* Life of Petrarch, Vol. i. page 14:

wo
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Beside the treatise De, Gloria, various other

_ valuable productions of Cicero have perished;
the most celebrated of which were his six books
ட ஆ

Republica,

and his essays De Philosophia,

| De
Virtutibus: his translations of the
Oeconom ca OF Xenophon, and of the Protaசீம. and Fimeus

of Plato

_ those which have shared

are also among

a similar fate.

The

ட் version of Cato and Lelius, or the treatises
on old age and friendship, by Melmoth, is,
whether the text or notes be geoneidered) in
every eet wad

excellent.

க்ப் லவ் a i

Soe

he ் into the na-

“ture of his subject. As acritic too his powers
_ were deemed very respectable, ‘and: he was
“thought fully” adequate

to-criticise the compo-

sitions of Cicero, w hose diction and manner he

_ ventured to” disap ro
objections even to the

and

to. mention.

u thor himself.

his

~The

_ Orator of Cicero: addressed to Brutus, and the
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essay De claris oratoribus, which 19 designated
by his name,

are honours which oe alone

‘confer immortality.

2.

Cornet tus Cexrsus has Written
an elegant
and instructive treatise on Medicine; the Tan. ;

guage is pure and correct, but the materials :
are taken, not from his own experiente, but ட
almost solely from the writings of the Greek —

physicians.

It is doubtful, indeed, whether

Celsus ever practiced medicine or surgery, Or
was at all acquainted with the science he wrote —
upon otherwise than through the medium: of
books.
He composed ikewise essays on military and rustic affairs which were in considera- —
uit
ble estimation.— - Quintilian, however, seems
have entertained no great idea of the originali
=|
and genius of this writer, whom, 1 in his twelfth

His 4

book, he terms “ mediocri vir ingenio.”

volume on medicine however, the only va
of his writings which is left us, contains the —
essence of Grecian experience, and will, ev ட்

be deemed an invaluable classic by the profes
sion.

The edition

published by
soon ear

is perhaps

the best: | the: ‘Glasgow

incorrect.

இ

ae

ge

any

cs
ரகத்

(NO. XXXVIII.
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Of Prancus I have merely the information
-of Quintilian to detail; that he was a disciple
_ of the stoic sect, and being learned in the doc_ trine he professed to teach, was esteemed an
F ரண்! and. profound writer on the. subject;

் nothing, b 1oWwever, exists of his composition to
_ corroborate the opinion.
துல

Cativs on the contrary. was an epicurean,
and, though rather light.and trivial in his manner, yet,

upon the whole,

observes the critic,

a pleasing and elegant author. With regard
_to the preservation of his productions,

he has

experienced the fate of Plancus.
ந.)

_ Quintilian,

cz

after exculpating himself

from

the charge of personally hating Srneca,
_ whose mode of composition he had greatly
disapproved, proceeds to give a very just and
"impartial critique

on his merits

and

defects.

_ Deviating from the pure and chaste example
of the Augustin age, ‘this philosopher has
‘chalked out for himself a new path, and with
a lavish hand has decorated i its windings with
flowers of every various scent and hue; they
are assorted however with little taste, and dis-

play a gaudy and meretricious hue.

Speaking
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in loss metaphorical
5 that

Seneca

So

லன்

4k may

se

great and வல் க
and purity. To young
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ட
minds this’ ‘style

dangerous and alluring, for, as the Rhetoricia

has very
மட
யேவ. vitils.’
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comp
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are numerous
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respect

now
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terminates

ted; these we c shall Just me

tion, one with
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lustre

in the compositions

_and Suetonius.
_
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of Aulus Gellius

On the Epitomisers, Florus,

Justin, Eutropius and Victor, being devoid of

all claim to originality, it is altogether unneces-

sary to dwell; history indeed,

except in those :

pages

to have been

of Marcellinus,

seems

nearly extinct; a total want of energy and
genius Sa ieerized’ டவல் at this period,
and shortly afterwards Ferocity and Ignorance
overturned the ancient seer of the Muses,
“Sudden the Goth and Vandal, dreaded ட
Rush as the breach of waters, whelming all

Their domes, their villa’s; down the festive piles,
Down

~|

fall their Parian porches, gilded baths, |

And roll before the storm in clouds of dust.
Vain end of human strength, of human skill,
Conquest, and triumph, and domain, and pomp,
And ease and luxury! O luxury, »
Bane ச் elated life, of affluent states, —

ர

What dreary change, \ what ruin is not thine?
How. doth thy bowl intoxicate the mind!
To the soft entrance. of thy rosy cave

How dost thou lure the fortunate and great!

am

Dreadful attraction ! while behind thee தர... பது
| ‘Th’ unfathomable gulph 4 where Ashur lies
and eee bogs Cham; த்
’d, a

டு ‘erwhelm
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From the account which we have now given
of the Greek and Roman

classics, and

from

the tables drawn up from that ac€ount, it may
be inferred with every probability of truth,
_ that the losses we have sustained in ancient
literature have been owing, not to the zndiscriminate and destructive powers ‘of fire, but °
_ to the operation of ignorance, the accidental
ravages

of war,

and a mistaken zeal

for reli-

gion. . In every age there have been some men
of superior knowledge, and who have felt a
love for letters; these have hoarded up and
cherished the manuscripts of the1more valuable
authors: from the grasp of Stupidity, the fury
of Barbarism and the rage of Bigotry. they: have
concealed) the precious rolls, and by industry
in copying and translating have preserved and
perpetuated what, was obtained with difficulty
and danger.- Had fire been. the chief engine in
desolating the realms of literature, could any
distinction have taken place between ‘the pro-ductions of Homer and the merest poetaster,
between the pages of Plato and the most ignorant pretender to philosophy? Yet we ரட்ட
with few exceptions, the most valuable authors

of Greece and Rome, according to the opinion ~
even of their own peice descending. to us,
x

ee

உ
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“many

of them entire,

preservation ;

ne others in tolerable

while ‘crowds

unimportant “writers

of inferior and ’

have sank

into oblivion.

Of the injuries also we have. sustained, the
greater number can be accounted for fro 4
other causes than that of fire.

With regard to”

Grecian literature we have Homer, Theocritus, :

Thucydides,

Herodotus,
‘crates, Plato,

Xenophon,

190-

Demosthenes,

Aristotle, Plutarch

and Lucian, authors of the first rank, -almost
in a. perfect tate, The great chasm in ‘the
_library

e is to be found in the dramatic

of

tin this province, so devastated

ticism, we possess Very

the genius of Aischylus;

s
_ “Sophocles and Euripide

allowed bye

(௦ Mi

1 the tragic ம

sae
absolutely

the

exe
perl

e igion was made

metapbysi

@

i

al subtlety, serving, as it ‘ i ்

to puzale : an ன்
seem, 10 other purpose but
to. a
found, to inflame the passions annd
fiber த
» the head; then’ it w S5 that the

்
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in whose

hands
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these authors

were,

held it a point of conscience to destroy the
idols of the temple,

and to bury heathen wit in

the same grave with heathen,superstition;

their

_poets and their‘gods were to be exterminated
alike.

Fo the more enlightened taste, or rather

perhaps, to the lucky partiality of Chrysostom
alone we owe the preservation of Aristophanes”
_ whom’ he fortunately rescued “from his more
scrupulous: Christian contemporaries, whose

zeal was fatally too successful ih destroying
every other comic author, out ofa very numerous collection, of which no one entire scene
now remains.” T
It is supposed that near two
thousand Greek plays, the labours of about

two - hundred

authors,

ignorance

folly of these

and

perished

through

misguided

the
men,

_ who considered learning as pernicious to genuine piety, and mistook illibéral ignorance for
christian simplicity.
Very probably the odes

of Sappho, and the effusions of various other
:lyric bards ‘of Greece met with a similar fate in the hands of these’ semi- barbarians, who

appear to have placed no value oni any other
study than ‘that of controversial and: scholastic
theology.
£
bi
ef

t

lied

21 பத்த

+ The Observer, vol. ஏற. 150.

VOL. ரா,

BK
i

Vol. iii. ற, 165.
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The same facts present themselves ona view

of Roman literature; most of its best authors
have reached us entire, and preserved by simi
Jar means.
The Monks, who, in the dark
periods

succeeding

the destruction of the

western empire, formed the only description of
persons that had the least tincture of letters,
carefully hid in their Monasteries, and frequent-

ly employed themselves in their Scriggtorium in
copying,

the manuscripts

of ancient writers

and, by these means, in some measure repaired —

the useless and wanton havoc of the Fathers,
who, éven so early as the fourth century, did
no” small injury to: ancient literature by Pe
hibiting the study of its philosophic writing’
~Hence the story, that Jerom dreamed he was
whipped by the Devil for reading er
‘¢ The Monks of’ Cassino in Italy” obsen?
Warton, ‘* were distinguished before ee
1000, not only for their knowledge 01 t
sciences,

but their attention to polite sei

and an acquaintance with the classics.

i

learned abbot Desiderius collected the Bes ம்
பது.
the Greek and Roman writers.

not only composed learned treatises 10 ன் a

logic, astronomy, and the Vitruvian ee
tecture, but likewise. employed a pee”

|

BBS
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,
their time in transcribing Tacitus, _Jornandes
Josephus, Ovid's Fasti, Cicero, Seneca, Do-

natus the grammarian, Virgil, Theocritus, and
Homer.” *

This laudable example was, in the

eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries, followed with great spirit and emulation by many
English Monasteries;

more particularly by the

Saint Alban, Saint Edmonsbury;
ofes
Abbi
Saint Swithin at Winchester, Ely, Croyland

and Glastonbury.
Of the great authors of Rome, Virgil, Lucretius, Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius, Horace,

Cesar, Lucan, Nepos, .Phedrus and Persius
may be deemed in a perfect state: we possess

a very considerable, and the major part of the

“writings of Plautus, Cicero, Ovid, Juvenal and -Statius;

of ‘Terence

_ letters,

is’ in

and

Plinies we

the two

The great
have large and estimable remains.
deficiency, and ever to be lamented, in Roman
the histori¢ department;

for

s Sallust and Livy
though of the productionof
we

retain considerable and

“portions,

their readers

soon

highly
with

valuable

acute disap-

pointment discover that the greater and more * On the Introduction of Learning into England.

,
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important part has perished.

Tacitus too, the

most

instructive

of historians, is much muti-

lated; yet, most probably, the commission of
these ravages is to be ascribed to a very modem
period.
In the fifteenth century several of the

books of Livy were brought to light, and there
is little doubt

but at that time an entire copy —

was in existence:

Antonio Beccatelli is said to

have purchased of Poggius a beautiful manuscript of Livy, for which he gave the lattera
large field, in the year 1455; nay, it has been
asserted that a perfect copy was extant in 1631.
Leo the tenth entertained: great hopes of recovering this historian, and used all his influence

and power in promoting the research; and sie
in the present age

there are some who indulge

the expectation that the complete history may —

yet be found, for such an one is reparted tobe
existing in an Arabic version.*

As to Sallust,

* See Hayley’s Notes to the first epistle of his
4

Essay on History.

டத or 1785 Joseph Vella, a native
About the year 1782

of theட island of

Malta, pretended to have discovered seventeen of the los i
Livy, in Arabic ;

and

the

time travelling through Italy,

Dowager

Lady Spencer, ube

liberally offered

0013 0

at that
Me ence of

to be at the a

he

publishing them. This offer however Vella wisely 0
் way of.
to print, 2918
the matchless impudence in a short time afterwards
00
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Hume has remarked that his larger history is
cited by Fitz- எ
in his description of
London. Po
f

;

The piecing papers will,

I flatter myself,

have provided no uninstructive entertainment;
they have furnished a critical account of the
best authors of antiquity, and they. will have
placed, I hope, in a clear and distinct light the
present state of ancient literature with regard
to what we have preserved and lost of its
productions: they will also, I trust, ina great

measure have proved, that the deprivations
we have suffered have been occasioned by
ignorance, negligence and intemperate’ zeal,
Operating uniformly for centuries, and not
through

the medium

of either

accidental conflagration.

concerted

or

specimen, what he chose to call an Italian version of
the 60th. book,
and which proved, upon inspection, to. be nothing more than
the com-

mon epitome ascribed to Florus!

Dr. Hager, in the year 1794, com-

pletely detected the still more extensive forgeries of this man, which
had -been published at the expence of the King of Naples
under the
appellations

of the Martnian

and Norman

Codes.

:

ee: Hist. of Eagles vol. li p. 440. 4to edit.

NUMBER XXXIX.
Haud facile emergunt, quorum

virtutibus obstat-

Res angusta domi.

Juvenal. Sat. in.
Ah! who can tell how hard it is to climb

The steep where Fame’s proud temple shines afar!

Ah!. who can tell how many a soul sublime

Has felt the influence of malignant star,
And waged with Fortune an eternal war!
Check’d by the scoff of Pride by Envy’s frown,

And Poverty’s unconquerable bar,
In life’s low vale remote has pin’d alone,
- Then dropt into the grave, unpitied and unknown! —
BEATTIE.
Bee
:

Tue

difficulties which Genius when allied to

Poverty has to encounter in its progress toward

fame, have been too often experienced and
deplored from the period of the Roman
Satirist to that of the amiable author of the
~ Minstrel, Buta few years:have elapsed since

440
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the exquisite imagination of poor Chatterton

withered beneath the pressure of absolute want,

A happier fate, however, has awaited the rustic

poet Burns; his productions,. the offspring of
simplicity and fancy, have becn liberally and
deservedly patronised by the literary world, nor
will the “ Farmer’s Boy,” a poem literally

the composition of the character it describes,
and on which we now purpose to deliver some
critical Opinions, presenta less valid claim to
its admiration and support.
Notwithstanding the originality and. beauty,

however, which this poem certainly possesses,
it had most probably, been doomed to oblivion
or neglect in its manuscript state, had not
interference of Mr. Capel Lofft

the generous

snatched.it from a lot so unmerited, and placed
it before

His judgment and ~

the public eye.

taste immediately discerned its uncommon
worth, and he has had the felicity of introducing to the lovers of elegant literature, he

only a poet of considerable

ப

but, what!

of ‘still higher value, a man of the most uiblemished ‘moral character. |
f

;

*

5

டி

3

1

ட்

From the affectionate and well-written ©

௦

(HNO. XXXIK.
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of his brother George we

learn

that

Rosert Broomfiz
rp, the author of the
“ Farmer's Boy” served Mr. Austin,a tenant
of the Duke of Grafton’s at Sapiston in

Suffolk, in‘this very capacity when not above
eleven years of age, having previously learnt
however both,to read and write.
In this situation, which he has so accurately
ர.
and where he first imbibed. his enthusiastic
‘attachment to the charms of Nature, he continued until he was thirteen’ years and a half
old, when he left the country to become a
shoe-maker under his. brother in Town,

- Here

he omitted no opportunity of improving his
mind, and has furnished another proof of the

rapid advances of genius, and of the futility of
all calculation with regard to its progress, for
with literary resources

apparently

the

most

scanty and inadequate, he yet contrived to
acquire a fund of the most useful knowledge,
and at the age of sixteen had written and published a song which displays an intimacy tr uly

astonishing with the poetic diction and versification of his native language.

It was about

this time too that accident threw into his hands
the Seasons of Thomson;

a work so congenial

to his feelings and fancy must have afforded
VOL-i1.

oh
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him pleasures of the Most exquisit
e and exalted
kind, and we May conceive of him
as exclaim.

Ing in terms somewhat similar

to the following:

Then “ Thomson * had indeed a poet’s charms;

New to my taste, his “‘imagery” surpass'd
The struggling efforts of my boyish tongue

oe

speak its excellence;

I danc’d for joy.

“I marvel’d much that at so ripe all age
As twice “eight” years, his beauties had then first
Engag’d my wonder, and admiring still,
And still admiring, with regret suppos’d
The joy half lost because not sooner found,
ச
ஸ்

\

Cowen.
்

2

Fortunately for the admirers of genuine
poesy, about the year 1784 young Robert, LO
avoid the consequences of some unpleasant
disputes among his brethren of the trade,
returned for two months into the country, and
was received by Mr. Austin with the kindest

hospitality.

It is to this event we oye a

composition of his admirable poem,
ட்
here,” observes his brother, “with his mio

glowing wiih

the fine descriptions of oes

scenery which he found in Thomson’s a

he again retraced the very fields where he ் ்
began to think,
Here, free from the a, a

NO.

XX XIX.

the noise,

bibed

SHOURS.

the contention

த்த

of the city,

he im-

that love of rural Simplicity and rural

Innocence,

which

fitted

him,

in

a

great

degree, to be the writer of sucha thing as the’
ன்+ Harmers Boy. ee
After this a

ஐ

to his native fields he recom-

menced his business in London, and shortly
afterwards marrieda young» woman of the
name

of Church. It was after this connexion

had taken place, that in the garret of a house
in Bell-alley, Coleman-Street, and amid six or
seven other workmen, he composed his poem!
He is the father of three children, and was

பட on the third of December 1766.

ப

To this: outline of his life it may be added
that, as a son, a husband and a father, his
conduct has been exemplary; this indeed must

be the presumption of every person in perusing
his production, for piety, sensibility and the
most engaging and artless simplicity breathe
throughout the whole, and irresistably attack
the feelings of the reader.
.
|
்

*

ie

Prete by Capel Lofft, Esq: pati:
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duty of describing such

a-character let us now turm our attention
to
the species of composition of which his poem
is so perfect a specimen.
It has been observed
in my sixteenth number that pastoral poetry in this country, with very few exceptions, has too
often exhibited a tame and servile adherence
to classical imagery and costume,

at the same

time totally overlooking that profusion of pictoresque beauty, and that originality of manner
and peculiarity of employment which our
chmate’ and our rustics every where present.
ஜு few authors

having

were

mentioned

in that essay as

deviated

from

judiciously

the cus-

tomary plan; to these may be now added the
name of Bloomfield, the “ Farmer's Boy;
though. not assuming the form of an eclogue,
being peculiarly and Sse ge
pastoral

composition;

not like the poem ‘

Thomson taking a wide excursion through ;
the phenomena of the Seasons, but nea)
limited to the’ rural occupations and business —
of the fields, the dairy and the farm-yard. om

with these employments, however, the

4

tudes of the year are immediately and oS

rily ‘connected, Mr. Bloomfield ae
ட்
propriety, divided his poem into four 9°

NO. XXXIX.
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afixing to these books:the titles
of the seasons;

an arrangement, it is trae, which, at first sight,
may induce the purchaser to prepare himself

for strong traces of imitation; the perusal ofa
_ few pages, however, will compleatly dissipate
his apprehensions, and unfold to him a charac-

ter which has not been common in any period
_of the world, a genuine and original poet.

Such

indeed are the merits

of this work,

that,
in true pastoral imagery and simplicity, I

do not think any production can be put in com‘petition with it since the days of Theocritus.
To that charming rusticity which particularises
the Grecian are added the individuality, fidelity

and boldness of description which render
Thomson so interesting to the lovers of Nature. — Gesner Possesses the most engaging
sentiment, a

d the most

refined

simplicity

of

manners, but he wants that rustic wildness and

naiveté in delineation characteristic of
Sicilian and of the composition before

the
us.

"Warner and Drayton have much to recommend them, but they are very unequal, and

are devoid of the sweet and pensive morality
which pervade almost every page of the
** Farmer’s Boy;” nor can they establish any
க
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pretensions to that fecundity
in painting the
ceconomy of rural life, which
this poem,

drawn from actual experience, so richl
y dis.
plays.
It: is astonishing indeed what various
and striking “circumstances peculiar to. the

‘occupation of the British Farmer, and which
are adapted to all the purposes of the pastoral

Muse, had escaped our poets previous to the
- publication of Mr. Bloomfield’s work. Those
who are partial to the country, and whereis
the man of genius who feels not a delight approaching to extacy from the contemplation of

its scenery, and of the happiness which its cul.

tivation diffuses, those who have paid attention
to the process of husbandry, and who view ட்
occurrences with interest, who are at the same

time alive to all the minutiz of the animal and

mar
whoon
vegetable creati
,k
How nature paints her colors, how the bee
Sits on the bloom extracting liquid sweet

will derive from the study of this poem, ்
intellectual pleasure be, as I believe, the noblest

ce
அத
os
product of existence,

permanent and pure.

.
a gratificatioion n the most

:

:
re ee
design
some idea of the 4°20
given
Having thus

NO. XXXIX.
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and general execution of the “ Farmer's Boy,”
it may be of use to insert an analysis of the
whole, to which I shall annex a few observations on, and specimens of, the versification,
ey

a

sentiment.

ட. ce

> The a
ok, eee Spring, opens with
an appropriate invocation; a transition is then
made to the artless character of Giles, the
Farmer’s Boy, after which the scene near
Euston in SuffolkiAs described, and an amiable

portrait of Mr. Austin immediately

follows.

Seed-time, harrowing, the devastation of the
rooks, woodண க
101௦0 .. of birds,
cows milking and the Operations of the dairy

occupy the chief part of this season, which is
closed with a beautiful personification of the

‘Spring and her attendants, and an-admirable
delineation of the sportive pleasures
of the

young lambs.

அர
at book, or Summer, commences
with a characteristic sketch of the prudent
yet
benevolent farmer.
The genial influence of
the rain is then welcomed, to which succeeds

a most delicious picture of a green and woody
covert with all its insect tribe.

‘The-ascension
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of the sky-lark, the peaceful repose:
of Giles, a
view of the.tipening harvest, with some
moral
reflections on Nature and her great creator,
are introduced, followed by animated descrip.
tions of reaping, leaning,

the honest exultation

அற் 106 farmer, the beauty of the country gitl
and the wholesome refreshment of the field.
‘Animals. teized by insects, the cruelty of
docking’ horses, the insolence of the gander,
the apathy of the swine are drawn ina striking
manner, and the book concludes with masterly

pictures ofa twilight repose, a midnight storm
of thunder and lightning, and views of the ancient and present mode of celebrating harvesthome,

The third book,

termed

யரர,

is| intro-

duced with a delineation of forest scenery, and

of pigs fattening on fallen acorns.

Sketches

of wild-ducks and their haunts, of hogs settling
to repose in a wood, and of wheat-sowing
succeed.
The sound of village bells te

a most pleasing digression, of which the chure
and its pastor, the rustic amusements
of ன
day, the village maids, and a most ae
description of a distracted female are the p
minent features.

Returning to rural busines

॥
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Giles is drawn guarding the rising wheat from
birds; his little hut with his preparation for
the reception of his. playmates, their treachery,

and his disappointment and. reflections are conceived and coloured in an exquisite style.
Fox-hitnting, the Fox- hound’ 8. epitaph, the long
autumnal evenings, a description of domestic

fowl, and a welcome to the snowy. nights of
winter form the
வத
topics of this
season.
é
The fourth Sook

er the apni

ab, of

Winter, is ushered in by some humane injunc-

tions for the treatment of the storm-pinch’d
cattle.
The frozen turnips are broken for
them, and the cow-yard at night is described.
‘Phe, conviviality of a Christmas evening and
the. egnyersation round the fire, with the admonitions fr

A the Master's chair are depicted in.

a manner

truly pleasing. The sea-boy and the
farmer's b joy are ‘contrasted with much effect, —

and the plougghman feeding | his horses at night
with the comparison between | the cart-horse
and post-horse. “have great merit.
The mastiff
turned sheep-biter is next delineated, suceceded
bya deseription. of a moon light night.and the
appearance of a spectre. ale. counting of the

0.

=

3M

%
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sheep’ in the fold and the adopted lambs are

beautiful paintings, and with the triumph of
Giles on the termination

of the year and bis

address to the deity the book and poem close.
Such are the materials of which the “ Farmer’s Boy” is constructed.
Several of the
topics it will be perceived are new to poetry,
and of those which are in their zéle familiar to

the readers of our descriptive bards, it willbe
found that the imagery and adjunctive circumstances are original and the effort of a mind
practised

in the rare art of selecting and com-

bining the most striking and pictoresque fea-

tures of an object. It is somewhat singular
indeed that a poet so young, and such aneh,
thusiastic admirer too of the Seasons of தறற
son, should

have had the address to. avoid in

so great a degree those trains of oo
imagery which must be the necessaly result :
ee
Nature however,
their frequent perusal.

had early awakened his mind to all her nume-

rous beauties, and jhad gifted
ட

த்

powers of fancy which
the

poet,

and

beneath

him with oe

ம்
form the painter

whose

an

2

operation ள்

subject is exhausted, had too vividly eo.

his imagination, and had taught him toP

அல.

௫௦158,

திறம்

her productions ‘in too many varied lights to
permit of the servility of imitation.
They
were the impressions indeed of his earliest
youth and anterior to those derived from the
aes of our poets.

In Se

picTion

the veRsiricatyon

and

of this poem my astonishment, I

confess, has been greatly

excited.

The me-

chanism and structure of .yerse require not
_ only a just and delicate ear, but a-close and

persevering attention to the choice and arrangement of words, to the adaptation of pause and
cadence.
An intimate acquaintance too with
our poetic idiom in all its different stages, with

the niceties of grammar

and the progressive

-improvements of our language appear to be
essential In’attaining to energy and expressive

Ene

in their

construction.

I am

ee

chee rand ae property "OF almost every
poetaster of the day; but the versification of
Mr. Bloomfield
is of another character;_ it
displays beauties of the most positive kind,
and those witchéries of expression which are

only to be acquired by the united efforts of

genius and study.

How our author has been
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enabled to conquer the difficulties which in his

situation must have so frequently thwarted his
_ progress towards excellence in this department,
I know not, but that they have been overcome,
and_

that compleatly too, every page i In mu &

volume. bears evidence,
:
ள்!)
The general சன்
of his versification are facility and sweetness; ‘that ease which
is,

in

fact,

the result

of unremitted

labour,

and one of the most valuable acquisitions in
literature. It displays occasionally likewise a
vigour and a brilliancy of polish that might
endure comparison with the high- wrought texFrom the nature
ture of the Muse of Darwin.

of his subject, however, this splendid mode of
decoration could be used bat with a spating
hand, and it is not one of his least ments that
his diction and harmony should so admirably

correspond with the theme he has chosen.
‘To the extracts which I purpose shortly drawing from this poem 1 appeal for the corroboretion of these. opinions, and I shall notice, ட்
proceed, not doubting but that they will amp y
most
answer my encomia, such lines as appea

remarkable for their melody and beauty:
ae
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To excel in painting rural imacery it is
necéssary that the poet should diligently study
Nature for himself, and not peruse her, as is
but too common, “through the spectacles of
ebooks.”
He should trace her in all her windings, in, her deepest recesses, in all her varied
attitudes and forms;it was thus that Lucretius

and Virgil, that Thomson and Cowper were
enabled to unfold their scenery with’ such
distinctness and truth, and on this plan, whilst |
wandering

through his native

fields, attentive’

to “each rural sight, each rural sound,” has

Mr. Bloomfield built his charming poem:

76

is a work which proves how inexhaustible are
the features of the world we inhabit, how from

objects which the mass of mankind is daily
accustomed to pass with indifference and neg-

tect; genius ¢an still produce pictures the most

fascinating and of the most instructive: tendency,

for

f is not to imagery alone, though

such as here depicted might secure the meed
“of fame, that the “* Farmer’s Boy” will owe its
value with us and with posterity; a morality
the most pathetic and pure, the feelings of a
heart alive to all the tenderest duties of humanity and religion, consecrate its glowing
landscapes, any shed an interest over them, a
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that calm and rational de-

light which the goodness and greatness of the
Creator ought ever to inspire.
I shall now collect a few specimens a the,
. Imagery 50 profusely scattered oyer Mr.
Bloomfield’s poetry,. and I can: assure my
readers that the whole will be found to cor
respond i in richness and harmony with the pas:
sages thus detached, which have no superiority

that I know

of over the numerous beauties

_ which the compass and even design. of these
essays ‘would not permit me to display. —

The following description of wood-scenerys

ty of
and of its various birds has. both novel
to
colouring and harmony of versification
appear to
recommend it; ‘the lines in Italies
me

to

contain new images,

its cadence

and

and the close js 10

construction perfect

musi¢

the
It was part of Giles’s employment early in d

t the
morning to. shift from place to place

ன்

the field,
rooks that were scattered over
des from
order to terrify their surviving comra
0%
the grain.
summon’d from his be
——When at day- break
Light as the lark that carol’d o’er his head,

4,
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His sandy way deep-worn by hasty showers,
O’er-arch’d with oaks that form’d fantastic bow’rs,
Waving aloft their towering branches ‘proud,
In borrow’d tinges from

_

(Whence inspiration,

the eastern cloud,

pure as ever flow’d,

' And genuine transport
in his bosom glow’ d)

His owa shrill matin join’d the various notes

OF nature’s music troma thousand throats «

The blackbird strove with emulation sweet,
find Echo answer’d from her close retreat;

The sporting white-throat on some twig’s end borne,
Pour’d hymns to freedom and the tising morn;
Stopt in her song perchance the Starting thrush

Shooka white shower from the black-thorn bush,
Where dew-drops thick as early blossoms hung,
“And trembled as the minstrel sweetly sung.
ve

:

Spring, line 129.
ல

__ The

most’ original parts of this production

are those Which paint the various occu
pations
of the Farmer and his household; amon
g these

milking forms a very important office,
and
although frequently described by our poets
,

Tmay venture to affirm that-of the ensuing

passage the lines in Italics include a sketc
h
hitherto unattempted.
Forth comes the Maid, and like the morn
ing smiles;

The Mistress too, and follow’d close by Giles.
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A friendly tripod forms their humble seat,
With pails bright scour’d, and delicately sweet. -

Where shadowing elms obstruct the morning ray,
Begins their work, begins the simple lay;
The full-charg’d udder yields its willing streams,

While Mary sings some lover’s amorous dreams ;
And crouching Giles beneath a neighbouring tree
Tugs o’er his pail, and chants with equal glee;

Whose hat with tatter'd brim, of knap so bare,
From the cow’s side purloins a coofat
hair,

ce As

=

ய

A mottled ensign of his harmless trade,
An unambitious, peaceable cockade.
Spring, |. 191-.

The Season of Spring closes witha most

the

descriptive

that has called forth

a subject
powers

Sons

the

of

bee a i

Lambs at play,

MM

and, in part, original picture of
of Song

ol

_ exquisite;

to the present how.
it with a
Lucretius and’ Dyer have touched

from the

earliest

masterly

hand,

period

nor has
படர்

scene

so

congenial

Thomson

to his

யன்

ட

feelings.

forgotten 4
From

the

two former poets I have already quoted t hese'
ர
தand
A
ee
3
tom
now transfert
Ia shall
elegant morsels,

Sait
she
த்த
வம
paves the க corresponding design of Thoms
___-Lead.me to the mountain brow
the shepherd on the grassy turf,
sits
Where

Inhaling, healthful, the descending sun-

:

y

NOMEN
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Around him feeds his many bleating flock,
Of various cadence; and his sportive lambs, This way and that convoly’d, in friskful glee,

Their frolics play.

And now the sprightly race

Invites them forth; when swift, the signal given,

They start away, and sweep the massy mound ~ ~

iat ra

around the hill.
te

a
:

|

Spring. 829.

Though this and the delineation from Lueretius and Dyer possess great merit, I have
not

what

the

I

smallest

have

hesitation

now

to

in

declaring

transcribe

that

from the

Farmer's Boy is in every respect superior.
Its commencement,
whether the sentiment,

imagery or versification be considered, is entitled to the warmest praisé.. The first lines
marked by Italics display in their construction
the most finished harmony, and those below
in the same type, are new in point of description and breathe the utmost tenderness and
sweetness.
se
ie
Say, ye that-know, ye who have felt and seen

Spring’s morning smiles, and soul-enliv’ning green,
Say, did you give the thrilling transport way?
Did your eye brighten, when young lambs at play
Leap’d o’er your path with animated pride,

Or gaz’d in merry clusters by your side?

V Oke 1

ஒரு
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Ye who can smile, to wisdom no disgrace,

At the arch meaning of a kitten’s face;
If spotless innocence, and infant mirth,

Excites to praise, or gives reflection birth;

In shades like these pursue your favorite joy,
Midst Nature’s revels, sports that never cloy.

A few begin a short but vigorous race,
And indolence abash’d soon flies the place;
: Thus challeng’d forth, see thither one by one,.

. From every side assembling playmates run;
_A thousand wily antics mark their stay,
A starting crowd, impatienoft delay.
Like the fond dove from fearful prison freed,
Each seems to say, ‘‘ Come let us try our speed; ””
Away they Scour, impetuous, ardent, strong,

The green turf trembling as they bound along;
Adown the slope, then up. the hillock climb,
Where every molehill is a bed of thyme;

:

There panting stop; yet scarcely can refrain;
A. bird, a leaf, will set them off again?
Or, of

agale with strength

unusual blow,

catt’ring the wild-brier roses into snow,
Their. little limbs increasing efforts try,
Like. the torn flower the fair affemblage 9.
Ah, fallen rose! sad emblem of their doom;
Frail as thyself, they perish while they bloom!

Though unoffending innocence may plead,
3
Though frantic ewes may mourn the savage geet
Their shepherd comes, a messenger of blood,
.
;
d.
And drives them bleating from their sports 210100

தமர்

Spring, |, 399°

©
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I have next

to produce

unfolds the descriptive abilities of our poet to
great advantage;

the green covert,

its insects

and the sky-lark are paintings glowing with
the richest colouring and finished with wonderfal fidelity and accuracy.
Not Bassano or
Waterloo could sketch with more attention to
the minutiz of Nature.
Giles having fatigued
himself

by his

endeavours to

fahren

an host

of sparrows from the wheat- -ears, retires to
“repose beneath the friendly shelter ‘of some

projecting boughs.
Green covert hail!

'
for through

the varying year

No hours so sweet, no scene to him so dear.

Here Wisdom’s placid eye delighted sees _
His frequent interv rals of lonely ease,
And with one ray his infant souli inspires,
Just kindling there her never- dying fires,
‘Whence solitude derives peculiar charms,
And heaven-directed thought his bosom warms.
Just where the parting bough’s light shadows play,
Scarce in the shade, nor in the scorching day,

Stretch’d on the turf he lies, a peopled bed,
Where swarming insects creep around his head.
The small dust-colour'd beetle climbs with pain

O’er the smogth plantain leaf, a spacious plain!
Thence higher still, by countless steps convey’,
He gains the summit ofa shiv'ring blade,
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And flirts his filmy wings, and looks around,°
Exulting ani his distance from the ground,
- The tender speckled moth here dancing seen,
The vaulting grasshopper of glossy green,

And all prolific Summer’s sporting train,
Their little lives by various powers sustain.
But what can unassisted vision do?
What,

but recoil where most it would pursue;

‘His patient gaze but finish with a sigh,’

When music waking speaks the sky-lark nigh.
Just starting from the corn she cheerly sings,

And trusts with conscious pride her downy wings;

Still louder breathes, and in the face of day
Mounts up, and calls on Giles to mark her way.
Close to his eyes his hat he instant bends,

And forms a friendly telescope, that lends
~ Just aid enough to dull the glaring light,
And place the wand’ring bird before his sight;

Yet oft beneath a cloud she sweeps along,
Lost for a while, yet pours her varied song.

He views the spot, and as the cloud moves by,
Again she stretches up the clear blue shys

Her form, her motion, undistinguish’ d quite,

Save when she wheels direct from shade to light:
The flutt’ring songstress a mere speck became, —

Like fancy’s floating bubbles in a dream:
He sees her yet, but yielding to repose,
Unwittingly his jaded eyelids close.

Delicious sleep! From sleep who could forbe

ar,

With no more guilt than Giles, and no more calc?

MO. KKK foes

HOURS.
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Peace o’er his slumbers waves her guardian wing, |
‘Nor conscience once disturbs him with a

sting;

- He wakes refresh’d from every trivial. pain,
“And takes his pole and brushes round again.
பதப்

In this delightful piece’
of ndbural

63.

ee

how striking and how judiciously selected are
the leading features! Than the picture of the
beetle I know nothing more lively and accurate,

and the soaring of the sky-lark, though a

subject hacknied in the pages of poetry, is
delineated’ with several strokes of minute
originality.
The most beautiful part in the
description of this bird, and which is at once
curiously faithful and expressively harmonious,

LT have copied in Italics. Milton and Thomson have both introduced the flight of the skylark, the

first with his accustomed spirit and

sublimity, but probably no poet has surpassed,
either in fancy or expression, the following
prose narrative of Dr. Goldsmith.

*‘

Nothing,”

observes he, “‘can be more pleasing than to
see the lark warbling upon the wing; raising
its note

as it soars

until it seems lost in the

immense heights above us; the note continuing,

the bird

itself unseen;

to see

it then.
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descending with 2 swell as it comes
from the

clouds, yet sinking by degrees as it appr
oaches its nest, the spot where all its affections are

centered; the spot that has prompted all this
joy. * Tins description of the descent of the

bird, and of the pleasures of its little nest, is
conceived: in a strain of the most exquisite

delicacy and feeling. -

= History of the Earth and Animated Nature.

a
Hoe

Rome BR! Xe.
“The Muses fortune’s fickle smile deride,
Nor ever bow the knee in Mammon’s fane;
For their delights are with the village train,
Whom Nature’s laws engage, and Nature's charms :
They hate the sensual, and scorn the vain;

The parasite their influence never warms,
Nor him whose sordid soul the love of wealth alarms,
BEATTIE,

THERE

are many poets and painters who excel

in the display of the rural charms
and even

in sketching the manners

of Nature,
and

atti-

tudes of the brute creation; who can transfer
to the page or to the canvas the pictoresque
beauties of a landscape, the docility of the
domestic, or the ferocity of the wild animal,
and are yet utterly unable to throw any spirit
or interest round the human figure. Those
who either with the pen’ or pencil combine
the energy of human action with the awful or

464
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or with the sale

ened features of a cultivated cot

ys

secure,

_and have a claim to the most permanent fame.

The banditti of Salvator Rosa, the sweetly
interesting figures of Poussin, and the rustic simplicity of

surrounding

impression

Gainsborough

unite with. the

views of nature in effecting an

of the

utmost power,

and_ not

otherwise procurable than through the medium
of a combination of this kind. “A plan exactly—
similar has been followed by the three great
masters of descriptive poetry, Lucretius, Vitgil and Thomson, and Mr. Bloomfield has
afforded us another instance of ‘the felicity
In several parts of his |
‘attending the practice.
“‘ Farmer’s Boy” he has introduced his characters with the best effect, either grouped or insu-_
lated, and with that chaste and simple colour

ing, and those genuine draughts of rural life, 2
will for ever render them, either to the poet or

philosopher, objects of reference and delight.
I shall select two as illustrative of these i :
marks, the Country Maid: and the Mad Git!
the first a design well suited to the canvas 0
Gainsborough, the second possessing imager
— of a higher tone and calculated for <a

a wilder hue.

Thomson

has in his Sum

oe

NO. XL.
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given us ‘in ‘four lines a miniature outline of
the ‘country. maid, but which in no degree
fixes on Mr. Bloomfield the smallest charge of
imitation; andthe Lavinia of the same author
is a character altogether of am different cast..
‘These are the lines :‘of Thomson:
full as the summer-rose
Blown

by prevailing suns, the ruddy maid,

Half naked, swelling on the sight, and all
Her kindled graces burning o’er her check.
*:

1.. 954.

The following those of Mr. Bloomfield.
—Lo!

encircled there, the lovely Maip

In youth’s own bloom and native smiles array’d;
Her hat awry, divested of her gown, ’
Her creaking stavs of leather, stout and brown ;—~

Invidious barrier! why art thou so high,

When the ‘slight cov ring of her neck ‘slips by,

There half revealing
to the eager sight
Her full; ripe bosom, exquisitely White?
In many a local talé of harmless mirth,
And many a jest of momentary birth,
She bearsa part, and as she stops to speak,

Strokes back the ringlets from her glowing cheek.
Now noon gone by, and four declining hours, —
The weary limbs relax their boasted pow’rs;

VOU. TI:

oO
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Thirst rages strong, the fainting spirit
s fail,
And ask the sov’reign cordial, home-bre
w’d 316;
Beneath some shelt’ring heap of yellow
corn

Rests the hoop’d keg, and friendly cooling horn,
That mocks alike the goblet’s brittle frame,

Its costlier potions, and its nobler name. :

To Mary first the brimming draught is given,
By toil made welcome as the dews of heaven,
And never lip that press’d its homely edge, ©

Had kinder blessings or a heartier pledge.
Summer, 1. 169. ©
ee

Than the narrative of the poor distracted
female I know few things more affecting or
It makes its way —
more beautifully written.
directly to the heart, and involves several
strokes of description which are perfectly
novel, clothed in diction the most perspicuous
and choice, and highly appropriate to the scene.
What for instance can be more musical and

sweet than the following lines, the last of which
displays imagery which is to me altogether :
original.
ae
:
—Causeless seem’d her grief; for quiche

ர

Mirth follow’d loud, or indignation reign d; ss

Whims wild and simple led her from her home:
The heath, the common, or the fields to roam

—

:
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© ‘Terror and joy alternate rul’d her hours;
_ Now

blithe she sung, and gather’d useless flow’rs;

- Now pluck’d a tender twig from every bough, To whip the hov’

ட் demons from

her brow.

Autumn, |. 117.

The concluding portion of this episode presents as finished a specimen of versification as
can be extracted from the pages of our most
polished poets; its pathos is such as to require
no comment of mine,

but I

have thrown

into

Italics those lines which more particularly
struck me by the melody and energgy of their
construction;

two also for their very

peculiar

excellence I have distinguished by small capitals.
—Nought her rayless melancholy cheers,
Or soothes her breast, or stops her streaming tears.
Her matted locks unornamented flow;

Clasping her knees, and waving to and fro
Her head bow’d down, her faded cheek to
A piteous mourner by the pathway side.
Some tufted molehill through the livelong
She calls her throne; there weeps her life

;—
hide ;—
day
away:

And oft the gaily passing stranger stays
His well-tim’d step, and takes a silent gaze,

Till sympathetic drops unbidden start,
And pangs quick springing muster round his heart;
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And soft he treads with other gazers round
,
And: fain would catch her sorrow’s plain
tive sound:
One word alone is al] that strikes the
ear,
One short, pathetic, simple word,—‘ 0 dear
|”
A thousand times repeated to the wind,

That wafts the Sich, but leaves the pang behind!

For ever of the proffer’d parley shy,
She hears

th’ unwelcome

foot advancing nigh ;

Nor quite unconscious of her wretched plight,

Gives one sad look, and hurries out of sight.—

Fair promis’d sunbeams of terrestrial bliss,
' Health’s gallant hopes,—and are ye sunk to this? —
For in life's road though thorns abundant STOW,
There still are joys poor Poll can never know;
Foys which the gay companions of her prime
SIP, AS THEY DRIFT ALONG THE STREAM

OF -

TIME;

At eve to hear beside their tranquil home

The lifted latch, that speaks the lover come:
That love matur’d, next playful on the knee
To PRESS THE VELVET LIP OF INFANCY}
To stay the tottering step, the features. trace;—

Inestimable sweets of social peace!

ae

O Thou who hidst the vernal juices: rise!
Thou, on whose blasts autumnal foliage fires!

Let Peace ne’er leave me, nor my heart grow cold, a

Whalst life and sanity are mine to hold.
:

;

‘Autumn,.1..149°

நல்
்
Lhavew*
From.the; length of: the narrative
*
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dulged myself with copying but one half; the
whole however abounds with minute touches
of characteristic description, and may vie’in
this respect with the crazy Kate of Cowper,
of which

who can read

the following passage

without acknowledging the fidelity of the poet
in painting the caprices of insanity:?
j

A fatter ‘d apron hides,

Worn as a cloak, and hardly hides a gown
More tatter’d still; and both but ill conceal

A bosom heay’d with never- ceasing sighs,
She begs an idle pin of all she meets,
And hoards them: in her Sleeve; but needful food,.

Though press’d with hunger oft, or comelier cloaths,

் ட

pinch’d

with

cold,

asks never.—Kate

is.

craz’d.,

i shall close these observations on and specimens of the imagery of the “ Farmer’s Boy”
with some lines illustrative of the approach of

Spring, and which terminate with an image
Ww ich I think has not been anticipated, and is
certainly of the most delicate beauty.

—
So Winter flies !—
And see. the Source of Life and Light. uprise!

A-height’ning arch o’er southern, hills he bends;
Mees on the cheek the slanting beam descends,
*
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And gives the reeking mead a brighter
hue, ப

And draws the modest primrose bud to
view.
Yet frosts succeed, and winds impetuous rush,

And hail-storms rattle through the budding bush;

And night-fall’n Lambs require the shepherd’s care,
And teeming Ewes, that still their burdens bear;*

Beneath whose sides to morrow’s dawn may see’

Ihe milk-white strangers bow the trembling knee.
Winter, |. 925.
ற்

The most valuable productions in the class
of descriptive poetry are those which intermingle with their scenery senTiMENT of@
religious, moral or pathetic cast; without such
an intermixture

ture would

indeed

the delineation of Na-

lose half ‘its charms and nearly all

its propriety and utility.
led

from

the

We

consideration

are naturally

of the beauteous

around us to the contemplation of the

world

deity, and to réflections on the duties and 1.
5018 ௦1௦7 761107 0சே(யா௦, 20 [ர றா௦ற01008
as these are skilfully and appositely introduced

will be the success’ of the poet and the interest
excited.

Thomson,

. * From a letter which

்
the liberty of inserting

i

Dyer,

Beattie, Burs
<

i

ft I take

I have lately received from Mr. te

woke

ee, interesting.
255220: wee பன்ச்
the following
pass45
of Grafton being highly pleased with the ‘¢ Farmer's Boy
1
%
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and Cowper are all remarkable for their address and felicity in interweaving moral and
ethic ideas and episodes with their views of
rural life, and in pursuing a similar design
Mr. Bloomfield has exhibited much taste and

judgment.

Throughout the “ Farmer’s Boy ”

there runs

a pure vein of moral and religious

sentiment, together with a spirit of humanity
and laudable independence which strongly
arrest the attention and feelings of the reader.
Humanity

to the brute creation,

though a

duty frequently insisted upon, has been in too
many instances shamefully violated by caprice
and fashion.
Inthe poem before us its amiable

author has not only seized every opportunity
of awakening our compassion for the animals
we employ, but has poured forth the warmest
invective against those who, void of sympathy,
feel no

hesitation

in

severest. deprivations

wantonly

inflicting

and tortures.

the

The suf-

ferings of the Post-horse he has described in a
tosee the Author.

He has seen him;

part of the conversation

with

the Duke and Duchess and one of the young Ladies turned upon what
books

he would wish

toread.

You

will be pleased

first which he mentioned was Burns’ Poems,
‘an opportunity of reading.’

to hear

that the

which he had not yet had
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manner truly affecting, and the cruel practice
of docking is thus very justly condemned:
—By th’ unclouded sun are hourly bred
The bold assailants that surround thy head,
Poor patient Ball! and with insulting wing
Roar in thy ears, and dart the piercing sting ;
In thy behalf the crest-wav’d boughs avail
More than thy short-clipt remnant of a tail,

A moving mockery, a useless name,
A living proof of cruelty and shame.
Shame to the man, whatever fame he bore,
Who took from thee what man can ne’er restore,

-Thy weapon
When

swarming flies contending suck thy blood.
Summer, I. 205.

That
which

of defence, thy chiefest good,

the

love

of rational

usually accompanies

independence

Genius and which

necessarily spurns ‘at all flattery and adulation
has

regulated

the

conduct

and

the Muse of

Mr. Bloomfield will be evident from the pas
sage I have now to quote. It is indeed . this
very spirit that almost all the human virtues
are

annexed, whilst the

surest

foundation 0”

vice is that abject and self-degrading submission
which

wealth

and pride

too often endeavoul

to exact, but which no individual, who has?
just value for himself, should ever pay: io

:
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made if certain that whatever day

“Makes man a ae

takes half his worth away,
Pope’ $ Homer.

he poet, ane

க்ப் the fame and

fidelity of an old Fox-hound,
most animated apostrophe.

introduces

a

Pride of thy race! with saath far less than thine,
Fall many human

leaders daily shine!

Less faith, less constancy, less gen’rous zeal !—
Then no disgrace mine humble verse shall teel,

Where not one lying line to riches bows,
Or poison’d sentiment from rancour flows;
Nor flowers are strewn around Ambition’s car :—
An honest dog’s a nobler. theme by far.
Autumn, 1, 319.

The disappointment which Cie experiences
from his playmates who had promised to meet
him at the

hovel

where he

sheltered

himself

whilst watching the birds, and for whom he had
roasted a quantity of sloes, occasions some
~ yéry just and apposite reflections on the cruelty
of exciting expectation without a determined
resolution to gtatify it. The versification is

correct and sweet.

VOL. Ile.

-
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Look then from trivial up to great
er woes;
From the poor bird-boy with his roast
ed sloes,
To where the dungeon’d mourner heav
es the

sigh;

Where not one cheering sun-beam meets his
eye.

Though ineffectual pity thine may be,
No wealth, no pow’r, to set the captive free;
Though only to thy ravish’d sight is given
The golden path that Howakp trod to heaven;

Thy slights can make the wretched more forlorn,

And deeper drive affliction’s barbed thorn.

Say not, “I'll come and cheer thy gloomy cell
With news of dearest friends; how good, how well:

I'll be a joyful herald to thine heart:

|

Then fail, and play the worthless trifler’s part,
To sip flat pleasures from thy glass’s brim,
And waste the precious hour that’s due to him.
Autumn, 1. 231.

The conversation which the poet represents
as taking place round the Christmas fire 1s
enlivened by a very pleasing contrast between
the Sea-Boy and the Farmer’s Boy ushered in
ப
by the following very humane queries which

Mr. Austin is supposed

is sitting

to put to Giles whe

joint tenant of the corner-stool.

Left ye your bleating charge when daylight ga

Near where the hay-stack lifts its snowy hea

:

்

NO.

XL.

2
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Whose fence of bushy furze, so close and warm,
. May stop the slanting bullets of the storm.’

For, hark! it blows; a dark and dismal night:
Heaven guide the trav’ller’s fearful steps aright!
Now from the woods, mistrustful and sharp-ey’d,
The Fox in silent darkness seems to glide,
Stealing around us, list’ning as he goes,

If chance the Cock or stamm’ring capon crows,
Or Goose, or nodding Duck, should darkling cry,
As if appriz’d of lurking danger nigh:
Destruction waits them,

Giles, if e’er you fail

To bolt their doors against the driving gale.
Strew’d you (still mindful of the unshelter’d head)
Burdens of straw, the cattle’s welcome

bed?

Thine heart should feel what thou may’st ie

see,

That any 5 basis 15 humanity.

Of pain’s unsavoury cup though thou may’st taste,
(The wrath of winter from the bleak north- east,)
Thine utmost suff’rings in the coldest day
A period terminates, and joys repay.

Perhaps e’en now, whilst here these joys we boast,
Fall many a bark rides down the neighb’ring coast,
Where the high northen waves tremendous roar,
Drove down by blasts from Norway’ s icy shore.
The Sea-boy there, less fortunate than thou,

Feels all thy pains in all the gusts that blow;
His freezing hands now drench’d, now dry, by turns;
Now lost, now seen, the distant light that burns,
On some tall cliff uprais’d, a flaming guide,

That throws its friendly radiance o’er the tide.

—
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His labours cease not with declining day,

But toils and perils mark his watry way;

And whilst in peaceful dreams secure we lie,

The ruthless whirlwinds rage along the sky,
Round his head whistling ;—and shalt thou repine,
‘ Whilst this protecting roof still shelters thine?
Winter, 1. 89.

In the latter part of this quotation, and
especially in the four concluding lines, the
verse is well woven, whilst the imagery i

throughout distinct and impressive.

We have already displayed in the little nartative of the Mad Girl no inferior powers in
awakening the tender emotions of pity and
compassion, and we purpose now transcribing
an instance or two of that sublime and unaf-

fected
rural

piety which in his earliest years out
poet had

imbibed

amid

the shades of.

Euston.

There Giles, untaught and unrepining, stray’d
Through every copse, and grove, and winding plate
There his first thoughts to Nature’s charms inclin d,
That stamp devotion on th’ enquiring mind.
Spring i 43°

The

annexed

moon-light
;

.

piece
க

includes;
2

6
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like several other scenes in the poem, a solemn
and impressive reference to the Creator, and
the line which I have distinguished by Italics
conveys a most delightful image to the mind.
Giles with sauntering step is proceeding, ere
he goes to rest,,to count his little flock.
Low on the utmost bound’ry of the sight,
The rising vapours catch the silver light ;

Thence Fancy measures, as they parting fly,
Which first will throw its shadow on the eye,,

Passing the source of light; and thence away,
Succeeded quick by brighter still than they.
For yet above these wafted clouds are seen
_ (In a‘remoter sky, still more serene, )

' Others, detach’d in ranges through the air,
“Spotless as snow, and countless as they’re fair;
Scatter’d immensely wide from east to west,

The beauteous semblance of a flock at rest.

These, to the raptur’d mind, aloud proclaim
Their

Micuty

SHepuery’s

everlasting name;

“ And” thus the loit’rers utmost stretch of soul
Climbs the still clouds, or passes those that roll,

-

And loos’d Imagination soaring goes
High o’er his home, and all his little woes.
. Winter, 1. 249.

Again, at the conclusion of the volume,
where Giles is rejoicing on the prospect of

ச
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similar import

_and fervor.
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Spring, occurs another passage of
௫

*

த்

and expressed with equal piety

é

Sunshine, Health, and Joy,
Play round, and cheer the elevated Boy!
* Another SPRING!” his heart exulting cries;
* Another YEAR! with promised blessings rise !—

‘ETERNAL
‘
©
«
*

Power!

from whom

those blessings:

flow,
Teach me still more to wonder, more to know:
Seed-time and Harvest let me see again;
Wander the leaf-strewn wood, the frozen plains:
Let the first Flower, corn-waving Field, Plain, Tree,

* Here round my home, still lift my soul to THEE;
* And let me ever, midst thy bounties, raise
* An humble note of thankfulness and praise! —
,
' Winter'l. 383.

From the review we have now taken of the

‘¢ Farmer’s Boy” it will be evident, I think,
that owing to its harmony

and

sweetness of

versification, its benevolence of sentiment, and
originality of imagery, it is entitled to rank
very high in the class of descriptive and Pay
toral poetry, and that, most probably, 1
descend to posterity with a character and wil

encomia similar to what has been the endeavol
of these essays to attach to it.
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It must
be also a circumstance of peculiar
gratification to those who from their opulence
and taste are disposed to patronise and foster
the efforts of rising genius, that the author of
this beautiful poem is, in a moral light, an
object of the most decided approbation.
That
amiable simplicity, that tender enthusiasm and
pathetic piety which diffuse over his work a
lustre so mild and fascinating, have been not

less apparent in his life and conduct.

To such

a poet, therefore, and to such a man that
generous attention which is so honourably the
characteristic of my countrymen will, I have

no doubt, be paid; and should the hours whichI have devoted to the “ Farmer’s Boy ” prove
in the smallest degree instrumental in displaying its merits or promoting its circulation, I
shall deem them well employed—a tribute
due

to the abilities
of its author,

and

the

modest virtues

